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ABSTRACT 

Transform Domain Texture Synthesis on Surfaces 
Rupesh N. She!, June 2008. 

In the recent past application areas such as virtual reality experiences, digital cinema 

and computer gamings have resulted in a renewed interest in advanced research topics 

in computer graphics. Although many research challenges in computer graphics have 

been met due to worldwide efforts, many more are yet to be met. Two key challenges 

which still remain open research problems are, the lack of perfect realism in 

animated/virtually-created objects when represented in graphical format and the need 

for the transmissiim/storage/exchange of a massive amount of information in between 

remote locations, when 3D computer generated objects are used in remote 

visualisations. These challenges call for further research to be focused in the above 

directions. Though a significant amount of ideas have been proposed by the 

international research community in their effort to meet the above challenges, the 

ideas still suffer from excessive complexity related issues resulting in high processing 

times and their practical inapplicability when bandwidth constraint transmission 

mediums are used or when the storage space or computational power of the display 

device is limited. 

In the proposed work we investigate the appropriate use of geometric representations 

of 3D structure (e.g. Bezier surface, NURBS, polygons) and multi-resolution, 

progressive representation of texture on such surfaces. This joint approach to texture 

synthesis has not been considered before and has significant potential in resolving 

current challenges in virtual realism, digital cinema and computer gaming industry. 

The main focus of the novel approaches that are proposed in this thesis is performing 

photo-realistic texture synthesis on surfaces. We have provided experimental results 

and detailed analysis to prove that the proposed algorithms allow fast, progressive 

building of texture on arbitrarily shaped 3D surfaces. In particular we investigate the 

above ideas in association with Bezier patch representation of 3D objects, an approach 

which has not been considered so far by any published world wide research effort, yet 

has flexibility of utmost practical importance. Further we have discussed the novel 

application domains that can be served by the inclusion of additional functionality 

within the proposed algorithms. 
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CHAPTER 1 An Overview 

Chapter 1 

An Overview 

1.0 INTRODUCTION 

Digital technology has already taken over the entertainment market with new 

developments in 3D modelling, animation, digital films (Finding Nemo, Cars, Shrek), 

console based games, internet games, and PC based games. gaming, movie, and 

television industries are widely relying on virtual multimedia production. Virtual 

production technology has been developed to a level where it can be used to replace 

some or all of the scenery in conventional television production. In using such 3D 

environments, the modelling and rendering of scenes becomes a key part, which is 

time consuming, costly and requires a large amount of computational power. 

Rendering natural textures on computer generated models gives realism to 3D objects 

in an application popularly known as 'Texture Mapping' within the research 

community. Therefore accurate and efficient texture mapping has become a vital part 

of object realism. The above has been an important motivation to the texture 

synthesis research presented in this thesis. 

This chapter introduces the research problem, original contributions made by the 

research and the structure of the thesis. To this effect, section 1.1 presents various 

definitions of texture quoted from the literature. Section 1.2 presents a categorisation 

of texture and introduces the basic concepts of texture synthesis on 2D and 3D 

surfaces along with examples of possible practical applications. Section 1.3 provides 

an insight to applications of texture synthesis and section lA details the motivational 

factors and the need for the research presented in this thesis. Section 1.5 introduces 

the specific objectives of the research and presents the original contributions made. 

Finally section 1.6 details the thesis structure. 

Transform Domain Texture Synthesis on Surfaces 



CHAPTER I An Overview 

1.1 DEFINITION OF TEXTURE 

The word 'Texture' has been given various definitions in the computer graphics 

literature. Several key definitions can be quoted as follows: 

• IEEE standard 610.4-1990 for image processing & pattern recognition [I]: 

"Texture is an attribute representing the spatial arrangement of the grey 

levels of the pixels in a region . .. 

• R.C. Gonzalez & R.E.Woods: Digital Image Processing [2]: "We intuitively 

view this descriptor as a measure of properties such as smoothness, 

coarseness and regularity." 

• A.K.Jain: Fundamentals of Image Processing [3]: "The term texture 

generally refers to repetition of basic texture elements called texels. A texel 

contains several pixels, whose placement could be periodic, quasi-periodic or 

random. Texture may be coarse, fine, smooth, granulated, rippled regular, 

irregular or linear . .. 

• Julesz (1960s-1980s) : Motivated by the question, "What features and the 

statistics are characteristics of a texture pattern, so that texture pairs that 

share the same features and statistics cannot be told apart by pre-attentive 

human visual perception [129] ", texture is defined as an equivalent class of 

images in 2D that share identical features. 

More widely in the literature, "texture" is defined as an image containing repeating 

patterns, with the possibility of random variations. This definition seems closer to 

A.K.Jain's [3] and holds well as the majority of natural surfaces consist of repeating 

elements. This definition, although limited, is sufficient to describe many surface 

properties. 

Transform Domain Texture Synthesis on Surfaces 2 



CHA PTER I An Overview 

1.2 TEXTURE AND TEXTURE SYNTHESIS 

In fi gure 1. 1, we present examples of a variety of tex ture patterns that can be lIsed to 

describe a wide varie ty of surfaces such as. terrain , plants, minerals, wall s, fur, skin 

and some natural phenomena like weathering and corrosion. These textu.re samples 

can be c.alegorised in a tex ture spectrum ranging fro m stochasti c lo regul ar. In thi s 

thesis, for ease of leX lUre classifi ca ti on and deta il ed performance analysis of texture 

synthesis algorithms, we defin e and lIse four texture categori es namely, regular, Ilcar

regular, irregular and stoc hasti c [4[ (see fi gure 1.1). These form a texture spectru m in 

wh ich the perceptual structural regul ari ty vari es continuously from regular to 

randomness. 

Rf~Ll:lr 

Rl'gnl nr 

ill"" -, j I " , . -1 I, ~ . , I 
I " , I 
I~ 
I 
I 
I 
1 

Figure 1.1 Textu res spectrum 

Sro('hasti(' 

A texture synthesis algorithm start s from a sample texture image and attempts to 

produce a texture wilh a visual appearance similar to (hat sample, by repeated 

placement of micro patterns of texture elements onto a surface, such that when 

perceived by a human observer, the result ing texture appears to be generated by the 

same underl ying stochasti c process (see figure 1.2). 

A large number of sol uti ons to the problem of texture synthes is have been presented 

in the literatu re (see chapters 2 and 3), attempting to perform eq uall y well fo r different 

categories of texture sa mples. Unfortunately, creating a real-t ime, robust algorithm 

that generally performs effi cient ly fo r all categories of texture has been proven to be 
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difficult. Hence find ing an effi cient soluti on to the textu re synthesis prob lem still 

remains an open research problem, 

Figure 1.2 and 1.3 illustrates examples of tex ture synthesis on 2D and 3D surfaces, 

respecti vely. 

Figure 1.2 T extu re syn thesis on a 20 , planar surface 

Figure 1.3 Texture synthesis all a 3D surface 

Transrorm Domain Texture Synthes is on Surfaces 4 



CHAPTER I An O verview 

1.3 APPLICATIONS 

While creating a computer game, di gital movie, or virtual reality producti on, tex ture 

synthesis is all essen ti al part of the associated computer graphi cs applicati on, as it 

gives real ism to the scene. Samples for these appli cations can be obtained fro m a 

va ri ety of sources such as hand-drawn artwork, photographs of natural scenes or 

artificially generated tex tures. Certain app lications req uire the creati on of a large area 

of texture at a remote end and th us may benefi t from data compress ion, i.e. instead of 

first generating and subseq uentl y sending/transmitt ing the in fo rmati on related to the 

texture of the entire synthesised surface~ simply send the information related to a 

selected sample of tex ture and subsequentl y lIse it to synthesis the ent ire surface at the 

receiver end. This way, large 20 surfaces and arbitrar ily shaped 3D Object surfaces 

can be synthesised, maintaining the underl ying pattern of the texture sample. Th is is 

where the necessity of a texture synthesis algorithm, whi ch enables the creati on of 

large areas of tex tured surfaces, ori ginates. 

Theoreti cally, tex ture synthesis enables rendering texture on any surface topo logy, 

without a visual appearance which indi cates that the rendered texture is a repetiti on of 

the texture pattern spec ifi c to the sample used. However a nu mber of practical 

challenges have to be met in fulfill ing the above aspirati on. Apart from its primary use 

in surface renderi ng of art ific iall y created scenes, textu re synthesis provides a useful 

soluti on to a number of other practi ca l problem domains. These include, image 

denoising, occlusion fill -in, bump mapping, al/ imalion appl ications such as ocean 

waves, ri sing smoke, or a burn ing fire, and data compression of areas covering 

grassland, forests, sky or a beach. 

1.4 MOTIVATION OF RESEARCH 

During the past decade, a number of tex ture synthesis algorithms on 3D surfaces, have 

been introduced to the research community. However, the main focus of these 

algorithms has been obtaining the highest quality of tex ture syn thesis fo r a wide 

variety of tex ture sample categories. Although vital, thi s research focus has often led 

to the int roduction of algorithms that are too slow for many practical app licati ons. 

With the rapid growth of the internet, heterogeneous networks providing for 
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multi modal devices and the digital movie industry, the requirement of a faster texture 

synthesis method is becoming inevitable. Despite ever increasing speed of computer 

hardware, decreasing cost of RAM and storage space, researchers have not yet been 

able to achieve real time texture synthesis on 3D surfaces. This highlights the fact that 

the texture synthesis algorithms themselves requires to be made faster and more 

effici ent in the future, if one is to achieve real time texture synthesis on compl ex, 3D 

surfaces. 

Recently some attempts have been made in the literature to consider on ly the visually 

significant information of a texture sample, in synthesis [5-12] on 2D surfaces. In 

these attempts the visually significant information has been obtained by first 

representing the spatial domain pixel information (i.e. pixel values themselves) in 

transform domains such as Discrete Cosine Transform domain (DCT) and Discrete 

Wavelet Transform (DWT) domain, and subsequently selecting only the visua lly 

significant information (i.e. transform coefficients). Thus less information is used in 

the searching and matching processes, increasing the speed of the texture sy nthesis 

algorithm by a sign ificant amount, maintaining the same or sometimes better quali ty 

of synthesis. This research has already proven that it is possible to produce good 

quality texture synthes is with only 10-20 percent of the total texture information. 

In this research we extend the work of [5-12] above to texture synthesis on arbitrarily 

shaped 3D surfaces. Though this research does not claim novelty in performing 

texture sy nthesis in the transform domain that allows the design of faster synthesis 

algorithms, a number of original contributions have been made in the application of 

transform domain texture synthesis ideas to arbitrar ily shaped 3D surfaces, as detai led 

in the following section. Further, note that in the absence of a quantitative metric to 

measure the quality of a synthesised texture, our claim to improved qua li ty is based 

purely on subjective judgment. 
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I.S RESEARCH AIM, OBJECTIVES AND CONTRIBUTIONS OF THE 
THESIS 

1.5.1 Aim & Objectives 

The aim of th is research is to "Design and implement novel algorithms for high 

quality, high speed texture synthesi s on 3D surfaces that wi ll have functionali ty whi ch 

wi ll extend their use into new app lication scenarios". The specific research objectives 

can be listed as fo llows: 

• To study possible shortcomings of ex isting pixel domain 3D texture synthesis 

algori thms and suggest novel ideas towards thei r im provement. 

• To investigate possible appl ication of wavelet domain 2D texture synthesis 

algorithms to patch based 3D texture synthesis algor ithms. 

• To invest igate the Bezier form of surface representation of arb itrar ily shaped 

3D objects and its use in the texture synthesis of such surfaces. 

• To suggest how transform domain texture sy nthes is can be appli ed to the 

Bezier form of surface representati on, enabling an effective and efficie nt 

method for 3D texture synthesis. 

• To extend the above to progressive texture synthesis on 3D surfaces, 

extending the algorithm 's practical use to application scenarios that are not 

supported by existing texture synthesis algori thms (see pages 86 and 100). 

• To ident ify the limitations of the proposed algori thms and propose future 

di rect ions of research. 

1.5.2 Contributions of Research 

The fo llowing o riginal contributions have been made by the research presented in this 

thes is. The conference and journal papers have been included in the Appendix C, and 

are referenced as C I to CS. 

A. Introd ucing progressive texture synthesis capability to the popular "Texture 

synthesis on a surface", work ofG. Turk. 1621 

The main focus of this contri but ion was to in troduce progressive texture sy nthes is 

capabi li ty to Turk 's original work on texture synthesis of arbitrarily shaped 3D 
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objects. It was shown that th is extended functionality will enable its use in many new 

appli cation domains/scenarios. 

B. Improvement of D.S.Wickramanaya ke et a l. 's 15, 391 work on Transform 

Domain Edge Blending. 

This work investigates the performance of the transform domain edge blending 

algorithm proposed by D.S.Wickramanayake et al. [5,39] in blending (i. e. defining 

the boundary between two patches) texture samples of different characteristi cs and 

proposed improvements based on its lim itations. In panicular the algori thm proposes 

the use of a transform domain extension of the popular pixel domain, graph cut 

algorilhm proposed by Kwalra et al.[36], 10 enhance Ihe performance of Ihe original 

edge blend ing idea of [12,39]. The improved algorilhm was demonslraled to be able 

10 blend lextures ofa wide vari ely of kinds at comparat ively better quality. 

C. Tra nsform domain prog ressive tex ture synthesis on a Bczier su rface. 

Bezier surfaces provide the means fo r fl ex ible representation of geometric surfaces. 

By adj usling the surface parameters, Bez ier surfaces can be easily rede fined 10 fit 

many geometric surface topolog ies. In this work Ihe original DWT domain texlure 

synthesis ideas [1 2, 39] was used along with Ihe improved fo rm of edge blending (see 

contribulion 2) to sy nthesise texture on a single Bezier surface. Wh ilst inheriling the 

advantages brought about by the use of transform domain texture synthesis such as 

enhanced lexture qual ity, progressive nature and speed, this contribution enables the 

fl exible adaptation of original ideas in DWT based texture synthesis to texlure 

synthesis on geometric surfaces. 

D. A control polygon based texture synthesis approach that aims to achieve 

significantly high speeds in 3D texture synthesis 

In this work we propose the use of Bezier control polygons in texture synthes is. 

Firstly the texture is synthesised on a control polygon (i.e. a close representation of 

the actual surface) instead of on Ihe actual 3D surface using a signifi cantly improved 

version of Ihe lexture synthesis algorithm outlined in contri bution 3, above. Th is 

texture is subsequent ly projected onto the actual surface that may consist of a number 

of patches forming a geometric surface. We show that th is approach provides wider 
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appl icabi li ty to the underlying texture synthesis process and fl ex ibili ty of extension 

towards creating animations oD D objects. 

E. Transform domain texture synthesis on NURBS 

NURBS Q!.on-]lniform Rational liasis ~plines) can be used to represent an arbitrarily 

shaped 3D object. This work combines all previous contributions to enable fa st, 

effic ient texture synthesis on arbitrarily shaped 3D objects. This approach takes into 

account the possibility of using user defined tangential vectors to indi cate the 

preferred direction of texture pattern on a given surface. We show that the proposed 

algorithm has wide applicabil ity in areas such as CA D/CAM, digi ta l movie 

production and computer games etc. 

1.5.3 Scholarly Contributions 

Refereed Conference Papers 

I. R. N . Shet, H. E. Bez, E. A. Edirisinghe, "A Control Polygon Based Texture 

Synthesis on Bi-Quadratics Rational Bezier Patches", in 3,d Internat ional 

Conference on Computer Graph ic Theory and Applicat ions VISIGRAPP2008, 

Jan 2008, ISBN: 978-989-8 111-20-3, Page No: 45-52. 

2. R. N. Shet, H. E. Bez, E. A. Edirisinghe, "Progressive Texture Synthesis on 

Geometric Surfaces Parameterised by Bi-Quadratics Rational Bezier Patches" 

in the Proc. of CVMP07: 4th European Conference on Visual Media 

Production, November 2007, ISBN CD 978-0-86341-843-3. 

3. R. N. Shet, E. A. Edirisinghe, H. E. Bez, "A Wavelets Based Max-Flow/Min

Cut Approach For Texture Synthesis" in The lET International conference in 

Visual Information Engineering: Convergence in Graphic and Vision 

(V IE2007), ISBN CD 978-0-86341-830-3. 

4. R. N. Shet, E. A. Edirisinghe, H. E. Bez, "Progressive Texture Synthesis on 

3D surfaces" in Proceedings of Sixth lASTED international conference on 

Visualizat ion, Imaging, and Image Processing (V IIP 2006), ISBN Hardcopy:O-

88986-598-I /CD:0-88986-600-7, pp.1 36-141 . 
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Subm itted Journal Paper 

1. R. N. Shet, H. E. Bez, E. A. Ediri si nghe, "Texture Synthesis on 3D surfaces 

usi ng Bezier control polygons ", submitted to International Journal on Signal 

Processing: Image Communicati on, Elsevier, June 2008. 

1.6 ORGANIZA nON OF THE THESIS 

The thes is is organ ised into eight chapters as described be low. 

Chapter I provides an overview of the research domain, identifies open research 

problems and provides a summary of the proposed solutions. The chapter provides the 

research a im, identifies the specific objectives and clearly states the original 

contributions made by the research presented in the thesis. 

Chapter 2 presents details of the existing literature on 2D and 3D texture synthesis 

a lgorithms and analyses their performance. The chapter further discusses in detai l, 

different 3D surface representati on methods and identifies the advantages and 

disadvantages of each method. 

Chapter 3 concentrates on providing the background know ledge related to the 

research context in which the novel texture synthesis algori thms have been proposed. 

In part icular the chapter deta il s Di screte Wavelet Transforms (DWT), the Embedded 

Zerotree Wavelet (EZW) based wavelet transform coeffi cient prioritisations scheme 

that is used in this thesis to identify visually significant texture content and detail s of 

four benchmark algorithms that are used for comparison purposes. 

Chapters 4, 5, 6 and 7 prov ide information on original contributions made by the work 

presented in this thesis to the field of texture sy nthes is on 2D and 3D surfaces. Each 

chapter concludes wi th a discussion on the original contributions made by the 

proposed a lgorithms and possible improvements. 

Finally Chapler 8 concludes with an insight inlo the future directions of research. 
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Chapter 2 

Literature Review: 

Texture Synthesis and 3D Surface Representation 

Methods 

2.0 INTRODUCTION 

Tlli s chapter provides a brief overview of the ex isti ng research on tex ture synthesis 

and the methods widely useci for the generati on of 3D models. 

Due to the large amount of literature published in the tex ture synthesis research 

domain , providing a complete survey of al gorithms is beyond the scope of thi s thesis 

(see [ 12, 13] for a complele survey). Therefore onl y the key algorilhms/lechniques 

have been considered in the literature survey. For clarity and ease of presentation, we 

cl assify the ex isting tex ture synthesis algorithms depending on the type of the surface, 

i.e. whelher planar (2D) or 3D, on whi ch the lex lure is lo be synlhesised. AlIlexlure 

synthesis algorithm s could also be classified as parametric model based approaches 

(see secli on 2. 1.1 ) and non-paramelric model based approaches (see secli on 2.1.2) 

depending on li1e underlying mathematical model to be utilized. As the research focus 

of lhi s lhesis is the non-paramelric mode l based calegory (see figure 2. I), a 

comprehensive analysis of the advantages and di sadvantages of key papers in the area 

oC planar and 3D surface texture synthesis (see section 2.2) using thi s approach , have 

been incl uded and crilicall y reviewed in Ihis chapler. 

The latter pari of the chapler (see section 2.3) discusses the methods which are widely 

used fo r 3D model generali on. These melhods are impOrlanl as Ihey provide Ihe basis 

of surfaces on which Ihe lex(Ure is 10 be la ler synthes ised. 
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Figure 2. 1: Class ifica tion of tex ture synthesis algori thms [NOIe: the paths 111 red 

illustra te the classifi cation routes that have bee n the main focus of thi s thesis.1 

2.1 TEXTURE SYNTHESIS ON PLANAR SURFACES 

Tex tu re synthesis algorithms 0 11 planar surfaces can be broadly classified into two 

groups, namely, A) Parametric model based approaches: use a number of parameters 

to descri be a variety of textures. [Note thal thi s topic does nol fo rm a pari of Ihe 

thesis, but is included in the literature survey for general d iscuss ion-I. B) NO I1 -

parallle/rie lIIodel based approaches (see secli on 2.1.2), or 'example based methods', 

which generate textures by directly copying pixels or patches from input/sample 

textures. 

2.1.1 PARAMETRIC MODEL BASED APPROACHES 

The parametric model based approac hes a re a comparati vely older type of approach. 

invented during an era in which digital photographs could not be used 10 prov ide a 

sample texture. With thi s approach it is poss ible to genera te textures such as wa ler, a 

tree or a cloud , for e.g. using the summati on and mu lti plication of Sine waves. 

However, onl y a li mi led set of textures, wh icl, call be mode lled accurate ly wilh 

mathematical equations, can be synthesised. It also requ ires a substanti al amount of 
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lrial and error runs, whi ch have been widely considered as a major drawback that 

needs further in vesti gation. However the approach has advantages in that i f a 

mathematical equation can be used to accurately defi ne a required texture, there will 

not be any texture distot1ions. Funher the output tex ture can be easi ly scaled in size, 

efficiently stored and transmitted. 

JI1 the follow ing secti ons different types of parametric model based approaches are 

described briefly. 

A. Reaction-Diffusion 

Reacti on-d iffus ion is a process first introduced by A. Turing 114J in which two or 

more chem ica ls di ffuse at an unequal rate over a surface, and react with one another 

to form stable patlerns such as spots and stri pes. Vari ous research projects have been 

successfull y completed in thi s area 10 demonstrate how a simple text ure pattern ca n be 

created by reac ti on-d iffusion . In 1981 thi s researc h area was further exp lored by J . 

Bard liS] and J. MUTTay l16J , independen tl y. Their work main ly focused on tex tu ring 

patterns on the coats of mammals; Bard managed to demonstrate the creation of deer 

and giraffe spots, where as Murray demon strated the creation of spots according to 

size of an animal and took further efforts to demonstrate tex turing patterns on 

butterfly wings. 

B. Cellular Texturing 

Materia ls such as masonry, tiling, shi ngles are called cellul ar patterns. These patterns 

are inn uenced by geometri c features. In thi s approach the texture space is first divided 

into cell s and each cell position is subseq uentl y tex tured indi vidually to create 

branching patterns, called cellular texture r 17- 18]. 

C. Weathering 

Weat heri ng is the process whi ch causes decay, deteri orati on and change in appearance 

of the material due to the effect of surrounding env irollment. A few examples are 

corrosion of meta ls, efflorescence on stone and brick, fungal attacks on organic 

Illateri als. Wi th adva ncemen t of research in tex ture synthesis dri ven by the need for 

' realism' , different approaches 10 modelling or rendering surfaces with weathering 

effects have been in trod uced [1 9-2 11. 
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A ll the above mentioned techniques ca n generate only a limited set of tex ture patlerns, 

such as the patterns on bULlerfl y w ings, spots, stripes, ice, rock, marble, stone. Hence 

these approaches wi ll not be able to support the syn thesis of some texture patte rns. 

Thus, in spite of udvantages slIch as lower memory usage and low-bandwidth 

requ irements, thi s is a major d rawback of the parametric approac hes lo texlUre 

syn thesis and therefore call s for further research and in vesti gation. Hence it is 

necessary 10 consider alternati ve approaches. In the nex t secti on we show tha! the 

no n-parametric mode l based approaches provide a viable a lte rna ti ve. 

2.1.2 NON- PARAMETRIC MODEL BASED APPROACHES 

In thi s approach text ure is crea ted by lI sing rea l world images as tex ture resources. In 

the synthesising process, pi xcls or blocks of pixels of the sample image are lIsed to 

match a candidate pi xcllblock already synthesised and the process is continued until 

the entire output tex tu re area has been synthesised. T hese algorithms are broadly 

categori sed into two groups: pi xel based approaches and patch based approaches. 

These approaches ca n be used to create a complete texture map covering the entire 

scene being tex tured, using multiple images as tex ture sources. Below are a complete 

collecti on of these approaches, presented and reviewed in the order they have 

evolved. 

A. Pixei Based Approaches 

In thi s approach the surface is synthesised gradually using pi xe ls of the sample image, 

rather than a collection of pi xels, such as bl ocks. Gi ven a pi xel that has been 

synthesised, a matching pixel (i.e. a pixel that will he lp mainta in the smooth 

continuity of the tex ture patte rn) is sought fro l11 the sample text ure. This process is 

repeated until the entire ou tput texture area is fi lled. In the lite rature Illany different 

approaches have been used to match the adjacent pi xels. They include the use of 

image histograms, colour of ne ighbouring pixels, probability density functio n, e tc., 

and are the key di fference between the publi shed literatures under this category of 

texture syn thesis a lgorithms. However, all these approaches are highl y time 

consuming and are often unabl e to capture global structure of the tex ture. Hence they 

are not appli cable to regular and stochas tic types of texture. Neverthe less for the 
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complete ness of the literature survey, a brief survey of pixe l based approacbes is 

presented below. 

D. J. i-ieeger and .!. R. Bergen [22 1 

Heeger and Be rge n focused on the synthesis of slochastic texture pallerns and made 

the first a lte mpt to demonstrate texture synthes is in co lour. This algorith m converts a 

random noise image into a synthesised texture by nlutc hi ng the fil te r response 

hi stograms at different spatia l scales. The ir approach is main ly based on the princ iple 

(though not correct all the time) that all the spati al information charac terizing a 

tex ture image can be captured in the fi rst order sta tistics of an appropria te ly chosen 

set of linear filte r out puts. The method cons ists o f mainl y two operat ions I) Ana lys is 

phase~ where the texture image is ana lysed with a number of tex ture parame ter values. 

2) Synthe sis phase; where synthes is is done on 2D o r 3D surfaces using pa rameter 

va lues. However thi s model captu res an interes ti ng set of tex ture propert ies though it 

is not complete. This method is more ef f icient than many of the prev iously publ ished 

tex ture synthesis me thods as the analys is phase is used to generate the parametr ic 

va lues which are later used in the synthesising process . T hi s is considered as the main 

contribution of the approach. 

J. S. De BOller {23/ 

T hi s pape r outli nes a techn iq ue for trea ti ng input tex ture images as probability de nsity 

estimators from which l1ew tex tures, with sim ilar appearance and structural prope rties 

can be generated. De Bonet used a multi resolut ion filte r based approach, in which a 

texture patch at a fine r scale is conditioned on its ' pa rents' althe coarser scale s. The 

algorithm works by taking the input tex ture sample and random izing it in such a way, 

in order to preserve these inter-scale dependencies. A l though thi s method is 

applicable to a wide range of tex tu res, it fa il s to exhibit perceptuall y correct behaviour 

on smaller stochastic textures. The method is very sensiti ve to the choice of threshold 

para mete rs, which if c hosen incorrectly detri mentall y affects the output textu re. 
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R. Pagel alld I.D. LoIIgstafJl241 

Paget and Longstaff introduced a top down approach, where the freq uency 

components of a texture are gradually introduced into a syntheti c texture from low to 

high frequency . T hi s al gori thm uses a different approach to classifi cati on of textures. 

It captures the characteristics or the textu re by setting up a unique stati stical Illodel. h 

stands on the assumpti on that a model captures all the visua l characteri stics of Ihat 

tex lUre if it is capable of synthesizing the texture visually indistingui shable from its 

trai ning tex ture. Based on thi s MHF model, they propose an algorithm with the multi 

scale synthesis, incorporating local annealing. Results show that thi s model is able to 

produce rea li stic tex ture. The main disadvantage of thi s algorithm is heavy 

com putational cost. A lthough a multi -scale approach w ith loca l annealing improves 

the implemen tation or the MRF model, the speed is yet very low. As the 

nonparametric MRF model impl emented in th is algorithm captures sufficien t hi gh 

order stati stical characteristi cs of tex ture, it ca n be used for synthesiz ing natu ral 

tex tures. 

A. Efros and T. K. Lel/ng [251 

Efros and Leung mainl y focllsed on preserving local structure as much as poss ible in 

tex ture synthes is. They assumed a Markov random f ield model for the tex tu re 

synthesis by repeated ly matching the neighbourhood around the target pixe l in the 

synthesised image wi th the neighbourhood around all pixels in the input texture, the 

process sta rts from a seed pixel and grows outward . Neighbourhood matching is done 

by computing the Gaussian weighted normal ised sum of square difference (SS D), 

between already synthesised pixels and the pixel neighbourhood of each candidate 

match from the sample tex tu re. The degree of randomness of synthesis i s controlled 

by a single parameter. However the algorithm inherits the so-called stability prob lem 

due to use of the sequential non-parametric M arkov chain type approach. I n other 

words the seq uential nature of the algorithm may lead to a pixel neighbourhood that is 

highly dissimi lar to any neighbourhood in the original image. Thus, the algorithm 

may become unstable resulting in synthesis artefacts. Instability depends on the 

choice of the local neighbourhood size. It is expected that the use of large 

neighbourhood or the employment of multiresolulion analysis will a provide solutions 
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to thi s problem. Nevenheless, simil arity measures from large neighbourhoods may 

not be effecti ve, espec ially for highly irregular tex tures . 

L. - Y. Weialld M. LevoYl261 

Wei and Levoy proposed an algorithm with signi fican t changes to previous 

approaches, wi th the aim of enhancing the synthes ised texture quality and speed. They 

used an approach similar to that of the Markov random model based approach, but 

used scanline neighbourhood searching in the synthesis process. Additionally they 

int roduced the use of Tree-S tructured Vector Quantization (TSVQ) to qui ckly searc h 

for the nearest neighbour. This pre-processing slage results in an increase of 

algorithmic complex ity in the search for the best matching pixe J. However i t has been 

shown that the overall process is speeded lip maintaining the same quality or tex ture 

synthesis as compared to the method of Efros and Leung's. Further the algorithm IS 

extended to a muitireso luti on synthesis process using coarse-to- fine progress ion . It 

has been demonstrated that \26J the results obta ined when using a smaller search 

neighbourhood within the multi -resoluti on approach is comparable to the results 

obtained when a relati vely larger neigllbollrhood is used when lIsing a single 

resolution tex ture synthesis process. 

M. Ashikhlllin 1271 

The mcthod proposed by Ashikhmin improves the quality of the synthesised tex LU re 

and speed of processing only for speci f ic classes of texture. The algorithm provides a 

solution to the time consuming procedure of exhausti ve nearest neighbourhood 

search. To measure the best perceptual simi larity a novel approach was proposed. 

While synthesizing neighbouring pixeis, instead of ,In exhausti ve search, onl y valid 

candidates of neighbourhood pixels from the input image were selected to synthesise 

the nex t pi xel. From this it can be assured that each of its defined neighbours 

corresponds to a pi xel within the input image. While searching for a limited 

neighbourhood of pi xel local iol1s, it results in a speed ga in. 
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S. Zelinka and M. Carland /28/ 

Zeli nka and Garl and approached lex LUre synthesis d ifferentl y; instead of llsing nearest 

neighbourhood comparison during the synthesis process, they created a k nearest 

neighbour lookup table as a parl of the inpu t tex ture ana lysis stage. This table was 

subsequentl y lIsed LO make random j umps during their sequential texture synthesis 

stage. No neighbourhood compari son was done during the synthesis process, which is 

funciamcnlal in the intended algorithmic speedup. 

M. h all alld A. OClffa /29/ 

Tran and Datta' s method foc used on avoid ing the blurring of tex ture features due to 

the use of a fi xed sized neighbourhood and the accelerati on of neighbourhood search. 

It is noted that Wei & Levoy"s and A shikhmin ' s methods are based on a f ixed 

neighbourhood sea rch, which results in dominant artefacts in the output image. In 

order to attempt to overcome thi s problem, Tran & Dalta used a vari able size 

neighbourhood search. In thi s approach the pixel difference between the matching 

neighbourhood from the sample tex ture and synthesis pixel is first calculated and 

compared with an initial threshold. I f the matching error is above the threshold the 

neighbourhood size is doubled, with the ultimate hope of find ing a beller match. To 

accelerate neighbourhood matching the authors have used the approx imate nearest 

neighbours (ANN) l I 2 1 J approach. 

M. Sa""a, P. Peer aJld i'. Olllre /30/ 

Sabha et al. 's method foc llses on reducing high f requency discont inuities present in 

pi xel based synthesis algorithms. The algorithm is forced to select at least one of the 

pixels from the direct neighbourhood pixe ls in each causal neighbourhood, in order to 

match wilhin a predelermined Ihreshold . This enhances Ihe speed of Ihe overall 

tex ture synthesis algorithm due to the high probabilit y of a direct neighbourhood 

match. They have also llsed the Kd-lree approach [ 1221 to enhance the sea rching 

process. Thi s algorithm provides a visually pleasing result. 
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B. Patch Based Approaches 

This is the latest approach to texture synthesis, whi ch was first introd uced in the year 

2000. Thi s approac h overcame some of the drawbacks of the pi xci based approach, 

such as the low processing speed and the inab ility 10 captu re global structure of the 

texture. In p~Hch based approaches. instead of using one pixel. a collection of pixels 

which is known as a 'patch' is used as the basic processing element. The key papers 

proposing patch based approaches to texture synthesis are reviewed below: 

Y. Q. Xu. B. N. CI/o. alld /-1 - Y. 5"ulI1 / 31/ 

Xu e l al. 's paper is considered the birth of "patch-based" texture synthes is algorilhms. 

Instead of copying one pixel at a time from an input image, they copied entire patches, 

i.e. a specifi c collection of adjacem pixe ls. The a lgorithm randoml y transferred 

patches frol11 an input tex ture onto an output texture lattice, smoothin g the resulting 

edges be twee n overlapping patches w ith a simple cross-edge filtering technique. The 

random selection of adj acent patches often resulted in visible patch boundaries and 

thus the algorithm worked well onl y for a very limited set of sLOchas ti c tex tures. 

L Ling. C £ Lill. Y. Xing, B. GilD. and /-J -Y. 5hlllll /321 

In thi s paper Ling el a!. proposed a method tha! is an ex tension to their previolls work. 

The texture patches were sampled in relation \0 lhe local conditional MRF density, 

whi ch resulted in a red uction o f artefacts in patch boundaries. The search for 

matching patches was opt imised by using a Princ iple Component Ana lysis (PCA ) of 

the inpu t texture and a quad tree pyramid based ANN searc h. In addition a 

'feathering' (a lpha-blending) [34] approach was used to address the problem of 

constrained texture synthesis, and achieve better visual qual ity at the patch 

boundaries. Thi s algorithm prod uced good qualit y tex ture synthesis results for both 

constrained and unconstra ined tex ture pattern s, with considerable gH in of speed, as 

compared to previous algorithms. 
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A. Ejim and W. T. Freeman /33/ 

Efros and Freeman lIsed an approach similar to that of Ling e l a l. However instead of 

using 'feathering ' (alpha-blend ing) [34] to blend patches they used an optimised 

M inimum-Error Boundary Cutti ng (M EBC) algorithm at the edges. A lthough the 

MEB C approach makes the algori thm computationa ll y expens ive, it resul ts in an 

opt imiseci patch boundary, given two matching blocks. 

A. Neo/en and M. Alexa /35/ 

Nealen and A lexa propose d an adapti ve and hybr id a lgorit hm, in which the pa tches 

arc split and re-matched if the overl apping error between two patches increases 

beyond a user defined mi smatch error tolerance. For a quick calcula tion of 

o verl app ing e rrors a Fast Four ie r Tran sfo rm (FFT) based approach was used. Us ing 

larger patches for tex ture synthes is wherever possible assures the globa l structu re of 

the tex tllre to be maintained. Any remaining errors in the overlap region of patches 

were eliminated lIsing a pixel-based re-synthesis approach. It was shown that the 

proposed approach works we ll with most types of tex tures. However the algorithm 

suffers from excess computational cost related problems due to multiple uses of 

Fourier tran sform s and matchjng iterat ions. 

V. Kwatra. A. SchOd/ and I. Essa /36/ 

Kwatra et al. proposed an algori th m for image and video texture syn thesis, in which 

their approach is similar to previous approaches to copy ing a parch from a sample 

image to an output image, and stitch them together along optimal seams. In their 

approach, patch size is not chosen a pri ori , but instead a graph cut technique [31'1 is 

used (Q determi ne the opti ma l patch region. This technique can be appl icable to 

structured, random and video texture, which produce good quality texture. Thi s 

algori thm [36] is further disclIssed in detail in th is thesis, as it is one of the 

benchmarks, and is extended in transform domain app li ca ti ons. 
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M. Collell, .I. Shade, S f/iller alld 0. Dellssall[38[ 

Cohen e t a l. use principles of provabl y non-pe riod ic tilings of the plane to generate 

arbitrary amounts of non-repetiti ve texture. T hey used ·Wang Tiles· patches that are 

squares whose edges are each ass igned a colour value. Their tile generati on procedure 

randoml y se lects a set of base tiles from the input tex ture, one tile for each Wang Ti le 

edge colour. and constructs W ang Tiles by assembling the necessary 4-permutations 

of the base tile seL. For each 4-penn utation, the overlap region is repaired by 

performing a mi nimum-error boundary-cut (MEB C [25]) . If the resulting Wang Til e 

set is be low a visual q uality th reshold (i.e. artefacts along the MEBC), a new base tile 

set is selected and the assembl y procedure is repeated (optimi zati on) . However as a 

result of the random selecti on process, some diamond shaped artefacts may occur. 

D. S Wickralllallayake. E .A. Edirisillghe alld f-I. £. Sez [5. 12. 39. 40. J 

Wi ckramanayake et al. proposed various techniques to synthesise tex tu re using 

Di screte Cosine Tran sform (DCT) and Discrete Wave let Transform (DWT) domains, 

in which coefficient bloc ks are stitched together to form transform domain texture 

synthes is. Their approaches were shown to produce good qual ity texture synthes is for 

a wide range of textures, with higher speed and with added functi onality that enables 

its use in band width adapti ve, compressed domain, progressive tex ture synthes is 

applications. In their work W ickramanayake et al. have discussed the issue of 

computati onal speedup, in which one shoul d attempt to use less amount of texture 

related information wi thin the synthesis process . However thi s may degrade the 

quality of texture synthesis. To avoid this. the authors suggested considering the use 

of only the visually significant information in the synthesis process. 

The first algorithm proposed by Wi ckramanayake e t al. introduced DWT based 

tex lUre synthesis [5, 12, 39], whe re the main goal is to synthesise texlu re at a faste r 

rate by using minimum computational power and considering a multireso lution 

approach. In thi s approach, coe fficient blocks of the spatio-frequency components of 

the input texture are efficie ntly stitched together in the synthes is process. They 

proposcd two me thods; the first used a constan t block size whilst the second used a 

variable block based on an adapti ve block splitting algorithm . The later method makes 
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sure that the la rgest possible block that can capLUre global structure of the tex ture is 

ultimately used in the synthesis proeess, while maintaining the mismatched error of 

the overl apped bou ndaries below an error tolerance constant. 

Wi ckramanayake et al. subsequentl y proposed a DCT [401 based, fa st, texture 

synthesis algorithm that minimises co mputati onal power by lIsing the min imum 

number of visually signifi can t coeffic ients in the synthesis process . The authors 

demonstrated that the use of on ly the visuall y sign ifi ca nt coefticients in the texture 

synthesis process leads 10 an increase in the qua lily of the synthesised tex ture, and 

al so a signi ficant red ucti on of the cost of the computati ons req ui red. To overcome the 

artefacts al the boundary of patches Ihe aUlhors Funher proposed Ihe use of a simple, 

transform domain weighted edge blending algorithm that was demonstrated to work 

we ll. Experimental resulls were provided 10 prove Ihat their approach is appl icable 10 

a wide range of textures of regular to stoc hasti c nature. 

Wi ckral1lanaya ke et a!. finally extended thei r original ideas in DWT dOlna in texture 

synthesis by using nn automat ica lly generated threshold, which enabled th e detec ti on 

of sign ificant coefficients of each sub-band which are used to defin e patch matchin g 

templates in Ihe lex ture quilling process [51. Thi s ex tended approach was proven to 

signifi cantly im prove texture quality and reduce compu tati onal cost as compared lO 

the original DWT domain texture synthesis idea. Thi s algori thm f3 1, 33"1 is furt her 

di scussed in deta il wit hi n this thesis, as it is selected as one of the benchmarks to 

evaluate the performance of the nove l algorit hms proposed in th is thesis. In ollr work 

thi s algorithm is fu rther improved and later extended to enable its use in texture 

synthesis on 3D surfaces. 

2.2 TEXTURE SYNTHESIS ON ARBITRARY SURFACES 

Many algorilhms fo r lex lure synthesis of arbilrarily shaped 3D Objects have been 

proposed in the literature. These algorithms are generall y more functionall y 

demanding (e.g. the practi cal need of spec ifying the direction of tex ture) and 

compu lationally expensive due to Ihe need of having to synlhesise leX lure on non

planar surfaces using non-regularly shaped patches. However despi te many efforts, 

producing a tex ture synthesis algorithm for arbitrarily shaped 3D ob jects which is fast, 
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enables the synthes is of a wide range of tex ture types and has added functi ona lity that 

enables its efficient application in a wide prac ti ca l area, still rema ins an ope n research 

problem. 

Texture synthesising approaches on arbitraril y shaped 3D surface s can be generally 

class ified into two categories; 2.2. 1 parametri c model based approaches [note: thi s 

category does not form a part of the thes is, but a review has been included me rely For 

completeness]. 2.2.2 Non-parametric model based approaches. The key algorithm s 

that represent these categories are reviewed below. 

2.2.1 PARAMETRIC MODEL BASED APPROACHES ON SURFACES 

Parametri c mode l based tex ture synthesis approaches on surfaces can be fUrlher 

c lass ified in to two sub-categories; So lid and Geometric tex turing. These are described 

below. 

A. Solid Texturing 

Sol id texturi ng is defined a s 'colour va ri ation throughout an ent ire 3D space. It 

means that the object can be "carved" in a so li d block. A s ignificant amounl of 

research has been carried out in this direc ti on, which is presented under three furthe r 

categorisa ti ons below: 

Procedural Solid Texturing: The first approach to solid texturing was proposed by 

Gardner [42, 43] to define terra in , tree, wate r-stream, a nd cloud tex tures using 

summation and multipli cat ion of sine waves. Later Peachey [44J proposed solid 

texturing approaches that extended some well -known 2D texture synthesis algorithm s 

to illustra te the synthes is of solid wood and granite tex ture onto surfaces. Pe rlin [45] 

observed that most natural tex tures have a 1110re or less random structure. Based on 

thi s assumpti on Perlin illl roduced a solid no ise and a turbul ence fun ction, which was 

used to demonstrate the synt hesis of marble, c loud and ocean waves tex tures. 

However, the main drawback of all these approaches is the di fficulty of determining 

the functi on parameters, in order IQ obta in a desired kind of texture. Further the 

experime ntal background often results in hi gh computational cost. 
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Analytical Solid Texturing: To overcome the problems of procedural tex tu ring such 

as the need for expert knowledge in determining the parameters and the computational 

cost of experimentation , thi s approach is used to synthesise "automatically" . This 

approach uses one or more 20 views (di gi ti sed photograph) of the desired tex ture. 

The first method uses spectral analys is of tex ture, int rod uced by Ghaza nfarpour et al. 

1461 in order to obta in both a basis function and a perturbati on function , which 

showed many interesting results. However it fa iled because of high computational 

time for no ise filtering. Thi s work which was funher ex tended by G hazanfarpour et al. 

l47J had the observation that a single view is not suffic ient to capture all the aspects 

of solid texture. Di schler et a l. [48] proposed a hybrid, spectral and spatial based 

approach for processing 3D blocks. T he main drawback of thi s approach is that it is 

not ab le to deal with the structured model. Heeger and Be rgen [491 proposed a 

pyramid method for analyzing and syn thesizing noisy 20 texture, as well as slochasti c 

solid texture. T heir approach is based on psychophysical studi es, whi ch assume that 

the human texture percept ion mechani sm appl ies a bank of space loca li sed filters to 

Ixe-attentive ly di sc rimin ate tex ture fie lds. Therefore, the method a ll ows one to 

generate some types of syntheti c textures having a close visual resemblance with 

respect to the mode l. Beyond 2D tex lUre they ex tend their work to a 3D white noise 

bloc k to synt hes ise texture. Thi s approac h can onl y be app li ed to a li mited type of 

tex ture, and also is computati ona ll y expens ive due to the cost of analyzing the sample 

texture. 

Physical Simulation Approaches to Texturing: A furthe r alternati ve atte mpt made 

on solid texturing is to use a physica l simulati on, which Illeans to simulate a process 

based on a known science such as physical. chemica l or bi ological. Unfortunately, the 

research commun ity has not carried out sufficient detai led in vesti gations of thi s 

approach. Buchanan [50] proposed a model to synthes ise wood us ing a voxel based 

approach, where a fu ll model of a tree was shown , whereby wood tex ture was 

obtained by carving in the tree trunk . H irota el al. l5l\ generated pauerns of 'cracks' 

using the voxel based approach. The object voxels are considered to be connected to 

their ne ighbours by springs. A force is appli ed on these springs to deform the 3D 

latt ice. i f the force exceeds yielding point the spring w ill tear and generate a crack 

pattern. Th is method is applicable fo r the simulation of a wct cube of mud that 

becomes dry. Turk ["52·, proposed tex ture synthesis based on reaction-diffus ion. In hi s 
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paper he showed how texture can be directl y generated on the geometry of a surface. 

He illustrated the synthes is of the clu ster spots on leopards and web-like patterns on 

giraffes. The major advantage of the physical approach is its closeness to reality and 

produc tion of very good qual ity results. However, the limitati on is that a suitable 

scientifi c model does not ex ist at all times. Further an expert's knowledge is required 

to generate a mathemat ical model for the lex lllre. T hus simulat ions may be expensive 

and lime consuming. 

8. Geometric Texturing 

Geometric texturing consists of adding "real " third dimension information to a surface 

in the form of "rear ' apparent geometry . These approaches can be used 10 render 

several complex 3D phenomena, slIch as fur, cOllon, lawns which cannot be rendered 

correctl y by simple colour variation, because roughness is related to geometry. In 

order to realistica ll y simulate w rinkled surfaces, Bli nn [53 1 introduced a norma l 

perturbat ion tec hnique, known as bump mapping. This technique mod ifies the surface 

of normal vectors and allows the geometr ic appearance to be retrieved. However, in 

some cases, bump mapping remains insufficient because the surface is not " rea ll y" 

deformed. Other methods presented by Cook [54 1 and Max 1551 were proposed to 

resolve the limitati ons of bump mapp ing. Coo k [54] proposed a di splacement 

mapping method that consists of "really" displacing surface points [!long with their 

normal points. Hence, all the problem s of bump mapping can be resolved correct ly 

with higher computational costs. Max [55] proposed a less expensive method but 

limited 10 self-shadow. However, even these extensions of bump mapping cannot 

resolve the problem of a hi ghl y complex structured surface like cotton or fur. 

Therefore, other kinds of approaches, closer to geometric modelling, appeared later in 

the fo rm of hypertextures by Perlin [561, and texel maps by Kaj iya [57]. Texel 

mapping and hypertexturing turn Ollt to be particularl y useful for "soft" ( translucent) 

features. However, these approaches are com plex and extremely lime consuming. 

Another fo rm of textu re-mapping close to geometri c modelling consists of directl y 

distributing small geometric elements on surfaces, such as for cellular textures by 

Fle ischer et al. 158] and macro structured textures by Di schler et a l. [59]. 
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All o f these 3D tex turing approaches (di splacemen t maps, hypenextures, texels, 

cellular textures.) can be considered as "geometric" techniques, since they add some 

"rea l" geometric components to the surfaces, these approaches are se ldom used due to 

hi gh complex ity, the time required for tex ture synthesis and the need for ex pert 

knowledge whi ch is o ften d iffic ult to quanti fy. 

2.2.2 NON PARAMETRIC MODEL BASED APPROACHES ON 

SURFACES 

Non-parametric mode l based approaches address some of the key limita ti ons of 

parametric model based approaches and Lhus find many prac ti ca l app li ca tions. These 

techni ques can be di vided into two categories, namely; pixel based approaches and 

patch based approaches. 

A. Pixel Based Approaches 

L. -Y. Wei al/d M. Levoy /60/ 

Wei and Levoy proposed a tex ture synthes is a lgorithm for arbi traril y shaped surfaces, 

based on their own 20 texture synthesis algori thm [26]. in thi s method each mesh 

vertex initia ll y es tab li shes a local parameteriza ti on of a surrounding vertex. 

Subsequently using thi s ve l1ex as a centre, a small rectangular neighbourhood is 

created. Finall y a modified version of a pla nar texture synthesis algorithm [26-1 is lIsed 

for texturing the 30 surface. The mod ifications in troduced incl ude the replacement of 

the scan- li ne ne ighbourhood search by a random ne ighbourhood search and the use of 

rectangul ar parameterizat ion wi th a tangent directi on at eac h mesh vertex, coupled 

with a scale fac to r deri ved from the mesh vertex. Taking a multi-resolution approach 

to texture synthesis on 3D surfaces, Wei-Levoy ex te nded Turk 's [61] 're-riling 

polygonal slII face' method to create a multi -resoluti on representa ti on of verti ces. The 

proposed algorithm showed low texture d iscontinuity and low di stortion fo r the 

particul ar type of texture experimented. We i and Levoy also me nti oned that the 

methods that were proposed fo r planar tex ture synthesis cannot be applied to genera l 

surfaces and need to be changed for surface synthesis. A similar non-parametric 

approach to texture synthesis on a 3D surface was previously proposed by Turk [52·1 
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in the pa per titl ed, pmcedllral fexllIre sywliesis. However thi s algorithm worked well 

onl y for a li mited class of textures and was thus prac ticall y limited. 

c. Tll rkl62j 

Turk demonstra ted tex ture synthesis on a 3D surface llsing an extended version of 

W ei-Levoy's 20 tex ture synthesis approach, popu larl y known as known as Turk 's 

[6 11 ·re-lilillg polvgollol slIIIoce' method. The approach is based on a method that 

uses image pyramids. Turk proposed to use a mesh hierarchy to serve in pl ace of such 

pyramids. Th is approac h is similar to the Wei-Levoy surface approach, yet has three 

significant di fferences: 1) Turk lIsed a user defined smooth vector fi eld where as We i

Levoy lIsed a random and symmetric vector field based on a relaxation algorithm. 2) 

Turk used a sweeping order deri ved fro m the smooth vector field for ve rtex 

transversa l, whereas W ei-Levoy 's approach visited the mesh vertex in a random 

order. 3) Turk used surface marching to construct the mesh neighbourhood, whil st 

We i-Levoy performed fla ttening and re-sampling of the mesh. Results of both 

methods are comparable. 

In thi s thesis we consider Turk 's algorithm above as a benchmark algorithm (see 

chaptcr 4 ) that is used fo r performance eva luati on of the proposed novel approaches to 

surface tex ture synthesis. 

L. Yillg, A. HeUZlllolll1, H. Bierlllallll. alld D. 2orill {63{ 

Yin g et al .'s intenti ons were synthesis on a 3D surface. The authors proposed two 

algorithms to handle a vari ety of di fferent texture samples; one is a multi-scale 

synthesis algorithm which is simi lar to that of Turk [62] and Wei-Levoy [60] , i.e. to 

synthesise texture directl y on to the surface, as synthesising texture on a rectangle. 

and then mapping on to a surface may lead to artefacts. Identi fy ing the applicability of 

most textu re synthes is algorithms to a limited set of texture types, the authors 

proposed an algorithm which generalised the texture Wei-Levoy [26), and the other is 

a coherent synthes is a lgorithm based on Ashikhmin (27). To use Wei-Levoy' s multi

resolutio n approach the authors have proposed to use a novel approach to 'chart 

sampling' . These charts are created fr0111 the surfaces by using the multi -resolution 
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subdi vision approac h. The lexture is first synthes ised at a coarse-Ievelllstng a ' surface 

marching ' algorithm [Note: In surface marching algorithm a grid of sample locati ons 

is co llecled whi ch corresponds lO a grid of localions in [he plane, using a lessellaled 

mesh representati on of the surface. These gr ids are further used in .a tex ture synthesis 

process-I, and coa rse-to- fin e refineme nt is carried out subsequent ly. Another method is 

a coherent synthesis run in a single pass over all sampl es, on the surface. Thi s 

approach a lso uses a 'surface marchi ng' algorithm which co llects a gr id frorn the 

samp le locati on that co rresponds tQ the grid locati on in the plane using a tessellated 

mesh representa ti on in o rder to syn thesise texture as per Ashikhrnin algorith m. 

Thi s method has certain advan tages over previous methods slIch as less memory 

usage, faster speed and being able to support a varie ty of tex ture samples, whi ch are 

handled ralher poorl y by some rnulti -scale algorithms. A!though this provides good 

results, it inherils sa me drawbacks of Wci -Levoy's [261 and Ashikhmi n' s [271 

a lgorithm s as it is time consuming and appl icab le to a limited type of texture, sllch as 

irregul ar and stochastic. 

T. Xil/. 1. ZlIal/g, L Lill, X. Wal/g. B. CI/O, al/d J-/ - Y. Sill/ill /64/ 

Tong el a!. proposed a method for synthesis ing a bidirecti onal tex tu re function on an 

arbilrary surface. The bid irec ti onal [eXl ure funcl ion (BTF) is described as leX lUre 

ari sing from both spa ti a ll y-variant surfaces and surface meSO-Slructu res. Initi a lly a so~ 

called texton anal ys is [64] is carried out on a samp le BTF. Texton analys is consists of 

lhree sleps: I) bu ild 3D [eXlOn vocabulary, 2) assign leX lon labels to the pixe ls lo gel 

the 20 lexton map and 3) conslruct a surface tex ton space by calculating the dot

product matri x, and d iscarding the appearance vectors. Aft erwards, the surface is 

syn thesised based on a surface tex ton. To ga in speed of operati on the a lgo rithm uses 

Turk 's [6 1] ' re- filil/g' method to achieve multi-reso lu lion a nd K-coherence search, for 

each cand ida te pi xel. Later, the surface is rendered to BTF lIs ing the teX LQn map, 

compu ti ng the vie wing and li ghting conditi ons for each vertex in its loca l tex ture 

coordinate. This algorithm provides good results, though having extremely slow 

sYlllhesis, re nderin g process and app licable to onl y lhose malerials whic h can be 

described by 3D leXlons. 
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J. Zhong. K. 211011, L. Vel/IO. a.Gno. and /1. - Y. 5111 1111 [65[ 

Zhang et al. proposed a me thod to show progressively variant textures (heterogeneous 

texture synthes is) whic h can model local texture variations, the sca le, orientati on, 

colour, and shape vari ati ons of a tex LUre element. Thi s approach is wide ly useful fo r 

tex turing an imal skin Onto mode ls of a nimals as the tex ture surface and patte rns 

change according to the surface shape. They modelled progressively variant textures 

in 2D and 3D, using a feature based wrapping and bl ending techni que. Fea ture based 

wrapping provides user contro l for shape va ri ati ons of a tex ture ele me nt, whe reas 

feature based blend ing is used to blend texture to provide smooth tran sitions between 

homogenous textures. To synthesise texture over a surface, they use a texton mask to 

avoid the breaking of tex ture. The texton mask captures the most promin ent tex tu re 

e leme nts from a sample texture. Thi s method is mostl y based on user interac ti on to 

create a texton mask, vector fi e ld and is also very leng thy, time consuming as we ll as 

bei ng an expensive process. Yet it exhi bits good quality progressive var ian ts of an 

animal 3D model. 

5. Zelinka and M. Garland [66[ 

Zelinka and Garl and exte nded their own 20 texture synthesis algor ithm to 3D 

surfaces ["28]. These algor ithms gained speed compared to perviolls algori thms by one 

or two orders of magnitude. The au thors assigned an offset in texture space to every 

edge of the mesh, by walking over each mesh vertex on the basis of a pre-computed 

vertex ordering. Finall y ensuring that each corner of a triangle received a tex ture 

coordinate, one may opti onally employ texture blending to improve quality at seams. 

However, the results and a careful analysis indicate that the algorithm is best suited 

for stochastic tex tures. 

5. Lefebll},{/lld H. Hoppe [67[ 

Lefebvre and Hoppe used appearance vectors for comparison within the synthesis 

process. Appearance vectors that are built for this purpose contain non-local 

informati on slIch as features and radiance-transfer data. Vector dimells iollalily is 

reduced in order to create a new appearance-space exemplar to work in real time. Thi s 
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approach completely operates on the image space of the atlas domain. The 

synthesis ing process is done from scra tch for every frame, whi ch allows the user to 

interacti vely adjust all synthesis parameters, including randomness, directi on of 

textu re, and feature scaling. 

1. /1(/1/. K. Zhol/. Li-Yi Wei. M. GOl/g. J-/. He/O. X. Zhal/g. al/d B. GIIO 1681 

Hall et al. proposed to animate tex ture patterns over arbi trary 3D mes h surfaces . The 

animati on of the texture pattern is controlled by flow fields over the target mesh. The 

tex ture synthesis approach is based on sati sfying a MRF. The au thors have used a 

di screte solver wh ich is inspired by the k-coherence search method [64]. Thi s allows 

interacti ve fl ow texture an imati on on a surface whi ch avoids the blurry blending 

problems. Fast flow animati on is obtained using a GPU implementation . 

1. Kopfl691 

Kopf proposed a method for solid tex turing from 20 exemplar based texture synthesis 

algori thms. Initi ally, they synthesise a solid 3D texlUre block using an exemplar based 

2D texture optimi za ti on technique 1"69"]. They have integrated a non-parametric tex ture 

optimi zati on approach with hi stogram matching, which is forced to retain the pattern 

of 2D exemplar texture in to the 3D so li ds. Thi s approach e ffec ti vely models the 

interi or materi al of the 3D models, which means tex ture is not onl y on the surface, but 

also throughout the entire volume occupied by a so lid objec t. Thi s approach has 

applicability in applicati ons such as scattering simulation and Object breaking. 

B. Patch Based Approaches 

F. Neyrel alld M.-P Calli 170j 

Neyret and Can i's algorithms pre-compule the set of triangle texture samples that 

match togethe r along the border. The surface is til ed at the desired scale into curved 

triangul ar areas in wh ich these tex ture samples are mapped. Thus the surface is 

synthesised wi th low di stortion , no cracks nor singul ariti es. M oreover thi s method 

uses relati vely small amounts of memory, since no global map needs to be stored. 
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However the me thod is res tricted to synthesising stochastic tex ture patterns . In 

add ition to thi s, sample tex ture is crealed by procedural tex ture synthesis or delicate 

manual e diting. Lastly, the resulting textured mesh is more complex than the init.ial 

one, since the triangle of a mesh which crosses the limit of a texture tile is split during 

the process. 

£. Prollll. A. Fillkelsleill. alld I-/. /-/oppe 17 /1 

Praun et al.· s approach is based On a patc h-pasting algorithm [3 11 and tex ture 

mapping on 3D surface s with a pre-computed vector fie ld to direct irregul ar tex ture. 

In their system, the user spec ifies a tangent ia l vector over the surface, controlli ng 

texture scale and orie ntation. A (poss ibly irregular) input texture sa mple is then 

repeatedly pasted onto the surface by growing a surface pa tch. The surface patch is 

paramcte ri sed in a texture space. The perceptibility of seams is reduced by apply ing 

alpha-ble nding at edges of pasted patches. The parameteri za ti on is optimised (by 

solving a sparse linear system) such that the vec tor fie ld aligns with the frame of the 

tex ture patch. The result ing mode l was rendered with a tex ture generated by pasting in 

ru ntime-pasting (i.e. pasti ng texture during run-time). Later texture memory is 

signifi cant ly lowered reducing the tex ture me mory at the cost of rendering certai n 

faces, multiple times. This was extended tri viall y to bump maps, di splaceme nt maps, 

and othe r surface appearance fie lds. Praull e t al. '5 p lacement of oriented tex ture 

patches over an inde pendent pa rameteri za ti oll of a surface produces high-quality 

texture synthesis when using many types of tex ture samples. Our observati ons of the 

experime ntal results provided revealed that the algorithm fa ils when a texture sample 

wi th a large pattern as compared to the surface shape, is be ing synthesised. The 

algorithm is unable to capture low-frequ ency texture, without sacri fi cing high 

frequency randomness. Thi s algorithm also suffers from mi smatchi ng at patch 

boundaries and is applicable to only a particular type of texture. 

C. So/er, M. -Po Call i, and A. Allgelidis 172} 

Soler et a i. , showed how a mesh can be seal11 less ly textured with only the input 

tex ture a nd a set of texture coordinates for each vertex. A hierarchy of face clusters 

was set up for the input mesh and subsequently each cluster is fl attened (if d istortion 
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is too high, the cluster is subdivided for later processing). For each nallenecl cluster, a 

tex ture patch in the sample texture which is a best match to an already tex lU red 

neighbOlIr is fo und . Note that if the error due to texture disconti nuities with the 

ex isti ng neighbour is too hi gh, the cl uster is subd ivided for later processing. In three 

passes tex ture coordinates are mapped onto all po lygons in the cluster. Unl ike 

prev ious methods, thi s method does not use a vector fi eld , instead it lets tex tu re 

propagate itse lf, irregularly. Fu rther, simil ar LO the Lapped Tex ture approach' s 

rUl1time-pasting l7 1J , the tex ture memory overhead fo r rendering is minimal. 

Additionally, al l faces are rendered only once. So leI' et al.· s method is appli cab le to a 

wide vari ety of tex tures and prod uces a quality synthesis process. However drawbacks 

are that depending on the number of polygons in the surface it takes a few minutes, 

and even li p to tens of minutes for the syn thesis to complete. Even then sma ll artefacts 

across patch boundaries sti ll rema in. 

L. Wallg, X. CII. K. Mlle/ler. alld S. -T Yall1731 

Wang et a!. 's algorithm is mainl y based on global cOll fo rmal parameterizat ion of a 

surface, which was original ly introduced by Gu and Yahu [74]. It guaran tees that the 

shapes embod ied in textures are preserved on the surface, without seams or cracks. 

Moreover, the parameLeri za tion can segment the surface into patches, where each 

patch is mapped to a planar rectangle. Wang et a!. appl ied tex tu re synthesi s on a 

confo nnal parameLeri sed rectangle. where they proposed to use a multi-scale texture 

synthesis method. Thi s method is used to non-uni formly synthesise texture on a 20 

rectangle, considering the area stre tchi ng factor which is obta ined frolll the conformal 

factor. This means that the algorithm has control over the loca l sca le of the tex ture. 

Thi s texture synthesis algorithm is similar to a previous algorithm that synthesises 

texture by stitching tex ture patches together l3 1] . However Wang used Cl lTlulti-scale 

texture sample as input instead of a single sample. In order to obtain a multi-scale 

sample the algorithm either en larged or minimi sed the sample tex ture by using cubic 

interpo lation. The tex ture synthesis parI of the proposed algorithm is simple. However 

a signi ficant amount of complex ity is inu'oduced by the parameterizati on adopted and 

the specifi c multi-scale decompositi on strategy used. 
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S Magda and D. Krieglll(ln /117/ 

Magda and Kriegman separated the tex ture pre-processing stage from the synthesis 

stage and defin ed the overall textu re synthes is process as an independent two phase 

process. Pre-processcd tex ture was stored on a disk and later used when needed. 

Although this is very s low, in many application scenarios it needs to be perfo rmed 

on ly once. In the pre-processing of samp le texture, sets of pixe ls whose 

neighbourhoods have simil ar appearance are assigned the same tex ton labe l. Likewise 

several neighbourhoods with di fferent texton labels are created. Thi s results in the 

creation of a large feature veclor that will eventuall y requi.re a longe r computati on 

time for processing. The information searching process is reduced by creating a 

loo kup table using the distance between every pair of tex tons. Thi s tex ture synthesis 

process is an ex tension 10 the well known im age quilting algorithm, where stitchi ng is 

done between triangular ra ther than square patches. LL has been shown that th is tex tu re 

syn thes is algori thm performs well fo r most of the textu re types and visible seams can 

be red uced by edge blend ing. However the pre-processing ti me can run from mi nutes 

to a few tens of minutes. 

c-W. FII and L. M. Kong /1 18/ 

In thi s work the authors proposed a tex ture tili ng mechan ism, where a low di storti on 

conformal quad based map is created for the input surface. It prod uces proper ti le 

orientations on all quad faces, so that texture can be laid out on quads and mapped 

bac k to the in put surface accordingly. Thi s algorithm provides an additi ona l fac ility to 

change tex ture patterns by referencing di fferent tile sets. The synthesis algorithm is 

based on Ihe Image quilli ng approach [33], and Iherefore inherils alllhe drawbacks of 

image quilting algorithms such as random selecti on of patches, expensive cost of 

minimum boundary cut , somewhat limited appli cability to isotropic textures and 

compulat ion cos I, due 10 Ihe need of generating pre-synlhesis lexlu res. 

2.3 SURFACE REPRESENTATION 

In parall el to the advancements of 3D tex ture synthesis algorithms, the ever evolving 

requi rements from industries, such as Games, Movie, Architecture, and 
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Manufac turing has lead to the development of effec ti ve surface approximati on 

techniques to be used within computer aided representa tion/visuali zation of 3D 

objects. In tl'i s regard, 3D object modelling can be de fined as the process of 

deve lopi ng a mathematical. wireframe representati on of any three-dimensiona l object. 

3D mode ls are created (by hand , al gorit hmicall y o r scan ned) by col lecting 3D da ta 

and form an essential part in 3D graphics. Today, 3D models are ex tensively used in a 

var ie ty of fie lds. For example, the medi cal ind ustry uses deta iled models of o rgans for 

study and analys is purposes. The movie and video games industry lIses 3D mode ls as 

characters and objects for animated and real-life motion pictures. The scie nce secto r 

llses 3D data as higbl y detailed mode ls such as c hemical compounds, reactions etc . 

The architecture indu stry uses these models to ill ustrate and visuali se proposed 

buildi ngs and landscapes. The eng inee ri ng community uses 3D models for designi ng 

neW devices, vehi cles and structu res as well as a host of other lIses. In recent decades 

the earth science communit y has sta rted 10 construct 3D geologica l models as a 

standard prac ti ce [ 123 1. 

The 3D surface representali on methods can be c lass ifi ed in a number of differen t 

ways. In thi s thesis we classify them as I) 3D scanner based and 2) Geometri c surface 

representati on sc hemes. 

2.3.1 3D Scanner Based Surface Representation Schemes 

In the recen t decade, 3D scanner based technology has been used to co llect da ta fro m 

rea l-world objects or the environ me nt , in pal1icular rela ted to the ir shape and 

appearance [ 124]. This data can be fur ther used to construct dig ital, three dimensional 

mode ls w hi ch are useful for a wide varie ty of appl ications. These devices are used 

extensively by the entertainment industry in the producti on of movies and video 

games. Other com mon applicati ons of this technology include industrial des ign, 

reverse engineering and prototypi ng, and computer v ision a nd documen tation of 

cultural artefac ts. Many d iffe rent technologies have been used to build these 3D 

scanni ng de vices. Each technology comes with its own limi tations, advantages and 

costs. It should be remembered that many lim itations in terms of the kind of objects 

that can be digitai ised are still present. The basic purpose of a 3D scanner is to create 
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a poin t cloud of geometri c samples on to the surface of the object. These points can 

Lhen be used 10 ex lrapolaLe Ihe shape of Ihe objecl (a process ca lled reconslruclion). I f 

colour inforlnal ion is coll ecLed aL each point, Ihen Lhe co lours on Lhe surface of Ihe 

subject can also be determined. 

3D scannerS are very similar to cameras. Like cameras, they have a cone- like f ield of 

view and are onl y able to collect in formation about non-hidden surfaces [ 125]. 

Whereas a camera collects colour information, 3D scanners collect distance 

in formati on about the surfaces wi thin the field of view. The " pi clure" that results from 

a 3D scanner device describes the distance at each point in the picture of the surface. 

I f a spherica l coordi nate system is defined in which the scanner is at the origin and the 

vector Lh al projecLs ouL frol11 Ihe fron l of Lhe scanner is '1'=0 and 0=0, Ihen each poinl 

in the picLUre is associated with a <p and 8. Together wi th the di stance, which 

corresponds 10 Ihe r cOl11ponenl , Ihese spherical coord inales full y describe Ihe Ihree 

dimensional positi on of each point in the picture, in a local coordinate system re lati ve 

to the scanner. 

Due to the cone- like field of view a single scan wi ll not produce a complete model 

and hence multiple scans are req ui red from many different directi ons, in order to 

obtain complete 3D mode l data. These types of scan s are to be done in a common 

reference system, a process cal led alignment or registration, and then merged to 

create a complete model. Thi s whole process, ranging from the single range map tQ 

Ihe whole 1110del, is usuall y known as Ihe 3D scann ing pipeline [76]. 

The 3D scanners can be sub di vided into contact and non-contac t types. Non-contact 

3D scanners can be further di vided into acti ve scanners and pass ive scanners. There 

are a varieLY of lechnolog ies Lhal fall under each of Lhese caLegories [77]. 

A. Contact 

In Lhi s scanner Il1e 3D objecl is crealed using a physical louch sensor [Nole: This 

approach is used extensive ly in machining and manufacturing). The di sadvantage of 

Lhe approach is Iha! iL requires physica l contacL wiLh Lhe objecL being scanned. Thus 

scanning aCli vity mighl modify or damage Lhe obj ec!. Thi s facI is very significanL 

when scanning delica te or va luable Objects such as hi storical artefacts. The other 
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di sadvantage is that they are re lati vely slow. Other examples are the hand dri ven 

touc h probes used to dig itali se cl ay mode ls in the computer animati on industry. 

B. Non-Contact 

Non-Contact approach is whe re phys ica l contact is not required with the object. Thi s 

approac h is further cl assified into acti ve and pass ive Non-Contact body scan ning. 

Non -Contact Active: An acti ve scanner lIses radiation or light to detect its re tl ec tion 

in o rder to capture an object or environment. Poss ible types of e mi ss ions used 

include li ght, ultrasound or x-ray, MMR, CT, MRI etc. 

Non Contact Passive: These types of scanners do not emit radi ati on themselves, but 

instead re ly on detecting re nected ambi ent radi ation . Most scanners of thi s type detect 

visible li ght because it is a read ily ava il able in ambient radiati on. Other types of 

radi a ti on, such as infrared could also be used. Pass ive methods can be very cheap, 

because in Illost cases they do no t need particular hard ware. 

C. Reconstruction 

The point c louds resulting fro m 3D scanners are not used directl y. Most of the 

applications do not work with point clouds informati on, but instead they use 

polygona l 3D models. The process of converting from point c loud into a po lygona l 

3D mode l is known as reconstructi on. Reconstruction involves fi nding and connec ting 

adj acent point s in the correct order to create a continuous surface. 

2.3.2 Geometric Surface 

In techni cal applica ti ons of 3D compute r graphics, such as computer-aided design and 

computer-aided manufacturing, surfaces are one way or representing objects. The 

other ways are wireframes (lines and curves) and solids. Point clouds are also 

sometimes used as temponu'y ways to re present an object, with the goal of lIsing the 

points to create one or more of the three permanent representations. 

In mid 19605 Europe, French researchers pi oneered work into complex 30 curves and 

surface geometry computation. C itroen's de Caste lj au made fund amental strides in 
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computing complex 3D curve geometry[ 126], and Bezier publi shed his breakthrough 

resea rch, incorporating some of de Casteljau's algorithms, in the late 19605 r 1261, The 

work of both de Casteljau and Bezier continues to be one of the foundations of 3D 

geometric surface representati on to the present time. The breakthrough insight was to 

use conlrol polygons (col1tro! poil1t), a technique that was never lIsed before. Instead 

of defin ing a curve (or surface) through poin ts on it , a control polygon ut ilises points 

near it. Instead of changing the curve (surface) directly, one changes the con trol 

polygon, and the curve (surface) follows in a very intuiti ve way. 

BOlier's eFforts were in fluenced by the knowledge of similar developments by 

Citroen, but he proceeded in an independent manner. Bezier moved to polynomial 

formu lati ons of the init ial concept and also extended it to higher degrees. The result 

tu rned out to be identical to de Casteljau's curves, only the mathemati cs involved was 

different. The most fundamental parametric curve forms are the Bezier curves. Some 

later results include condit ions for C· joins between Bezier curves. After the early 

work of Gauss and Euler, parametric surfaces were well understood. The 1110st 

popu lar of all surface methods was to become the tensor product surface. ]t was f i rst 

introduced by C. de Boor For the case of bicubic spline interpo lation [78'1, 

Ferguson [79] used an array of bicubic patches which interpolated to a grid of data 

points. A genera lization, capable of interpolating a rectangular network of curves, was 

devised by Gordon [80, 81] at General Motors; Rectangular surfaces are a map of a 

rectangular domain into 3D. 

De Boor's recursive B-spline evaluation was the natural generali zati on of the de 

Casteljau algorithm. B-spl ine curves include Bezier curves as a proper subset and 

soon became a core technique. A first B-spline-to-Bezier conversion was found by 

Boehm [82]. Severa l algorithms were soon deve loped that simplified the 

mathemat ical treatment of B-spline curves. The generali za ti on of B-spline curves to 

NURBS (Non-uniform rati onal B-splines has become the standard curve and surface 

form). They offer a uni fied representati on of spline and conic geomctrics: every con ic 

as well as every spline allows a piecewise rati ona l polynomial representation. 
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A spec ia l case of NU RB S is g iven by rat ional Bez ier curves . Even more spec iali sed 

are conic secti ons, o r ra ti onal quadra tic Bezier curves. Chaikin's [83] algorith m was 

the staning po int fo r the initi al work on subdi vis ion surfaces, Chaikin 's algori th m can 

be generali sed to tensor product surfaces in a straightfo rward way. Such surfaces have 

a rectilinear control mesh, and a fter analyzing the tensor product algo rithm , Doa a nd 

Sabin [84[ re fo rmulaled il such Iha! il could also be appli ed 10 conlro l meshes of 

ar bitrary topology. 

Calillu ll and C lark [85J firsl generali sed Chaikin's a lgo rilhm 10 uni form cubic 8 -

spline CLlrves and its tensor product counterpart. Then, they also reformu lated it for 

Ihe case of conlro l meshes of arbilrary IOpo logy. 8 0lh surface sc hemes yie ld smoolh 

(G I) surfaces. The Doo and Sa bin surfaces have a pi ecewise bi quadrati c fla vour. The 

Cat mull and C lark ones have a piecew ise bicubic fla vour. Subseq ue ntl y, subd ivis ion 

surfaces gained more popularity, most notabl y in compu ter animation. 

Hardware developme nl ill Ihe I 980s made il possible 10 use Ihe above lec hnique. In 

Ihe 1990s il became possible 10 produce cOlllpuler-generaled spec ial eFFecls fo r 

movies such as Jurassic Park , Toy slOry, Finding Nemo a nd Shrek [41 J . 

NU RB S a re nearly ubiquitolls fo r computer-aided des ign (CA D), manufac turing 

(CA M), and eng ineering (CAE) and are part o r numerous standards use d industry 

wide, suc h as IGES, ST EP, AClS, and PHIGS [1 26j. They allow represenlal ion of 

geometrica l shapes in a compac t form . T hey can be e ff ic ientl y handled by com puter 

programs and yet a llow for easy human interac ti on. NU RBS surfaces are functi ons of 

two para meters that map to a surface in a three-dime nsional space. The shape of the 

surface is delerm ined by conlJ'O I poinl s. 

2.4 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION 

In sec ti on 2 .1 , we have reviewed some of the important a lgori thms out of ma ny 

approaches that were proposed to the research community to perform e ffi c ie nt tex ture 

synthesis . We have seen that parametric mode l approaches, which marked the birth of 

texture synthes is, are still be ing wide ly used in certain simu lati ons of texture patterns 

due 10 Ihe advanl ages of being able 10 scale wilhoul any loss of gualily, requireme lll 
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of little memory space and ease of transmission . However, it has a di sadvantage as it 

is only a pplicable to a limited class of textures and requires ex pert knowledge for 

texture modcling. It was di sclIssed that further research in thi s area subsequently 

introduced a new approach to the graphics com munity, i.e. , non-parame tric based 

model approaches, which are full y dependen t 0 11 real-world images as a texture 

resource. It was shown that these approac hes are applicable la a w ide vari ety of 

textures and is rurther divi ded into two categories, pixe\ and patch based. It was 

shown that the pixe \ based category suffers from the requiremclll for lengthy 

computalions. A s a solution, at present GPU's are being used to accelerate the pi xel 

based synthesiz ing process. However, the use of the acceleration methods that attempt 

to gain speed, does actuall y affect the quality. It was di scussed that patch based 

approaches are beller due to large basic unit constructi on , which enables the ability 10 

capture the global structure of texture. It was further shown that amongst the patch 

based approaches introduced so far, Kwatra et al. 's ["36] and Wickramanayake et al.' s 

[39 1 arc the most success ful due to the ir app licabil ity to a large var ie ty of textu re 

types and final texture syn thesis qua lity. Kwatra' s algorithm [361 has speed 

constraints because of the llse of an iterati ve texture synthesis procedure. A s a result 

the algori thm con sumes more computational power compared to Wicknllllanayake et 

a l. · s l39]. Therefore Wickramanayake et al. 's l39] algorith m, was se lected as one of 

the benchm arks and has been identified as having potential for further improvement 

and extension due to the follow ing reasons; (a) the algori thm synthesises texture of 

beller qual ity (b) the speed of the synthes ising process is high due to only consider ing 

visuall y sign ificant coefficients in the searching process Cc) works well with most type 

of tex ture s and (d) applicable in compressed domain , due to the wavelet based multi

resolution approac h. Thi s algorithm is di scussed in detail in chapter 3. 

Ex tensive experiments reveal that W ickramanaya ke et al. 's [39-1 algorithm IS 

somewhat limited and performs sub-optimally for certa in types of tex ture (such as 

regular tex tures). Further, the use of the simple we ighted edge bl ending algorithm 

causes a blurring effect, whereas the blending approach presented within Kwa tra s 

[36] algorithm has been proved to perform optima lly in patch blending. Due to the 

positi ve features of some aspects of K watra ' s algorithm it has also been se lected as a 

benchmark (see chapter 3) and has been di scussed in chapter 3. The proposed 

improvement to ['39] using the positi ve fea tures of P6] is presented in e hapler 5. 
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In add itio n to the above, in secti on 2.2., we have looked at various algorithms that 

enable texture synthes is on 3D surface s. We have seen that 3D tex ture syn thesis 

algorithms are generally class ified into two categories; 3D Parametric model based 

approaches and the 3D Non-parametri c model based approac hes. It was noted that the 

3D Parametric model based approaches purely depe nd 0 11 e ither mathematical 

functions and biological or chemical processes. These 3D tex wre synthesis 

approaches have been developed on the basis of sim ilar 20 synthesis algor ithms and 

thus inherit the same drawbacks, i.e., the approaches often result in high 

co mputationa l complex it y, can be time consuming and are based on parametric 

mode ls which require ex pert know ledge. 

Resolvin g the limitations of 3D parametric mode l based approaches, 3D Non

parametri c model based approaches has recently being proposed by researc hers to 

synthesise tex lUre on a 3D surface. These techniques can be further di vided inlo Iwo 

categories; pixel and patched based 3D approaches. It has been d iscussed that the 

pi xe l based 3D approaches are in general applicable to onl y panicular c lasses of 

tex ture . In thi s thesis we have chosen Turk 's [62] al gorithm as a third be nchmark to 

analyse 3D tex ture syn thesis in the pi xe l domain, due to a number of reaso ns name ly; 

(I) simplic it y (2) availability of code (3) applicability 10 a wide range of lex lu res (4) 

good quality of texture synthes is on a surface (see chapter 3). Most of the algorithms 

that accelerate texture synthes is degrade the quali ty of the synthesised tex tu re. 

The refore further research is required fo r better quality tex ture synthes is in real-time. 

As developments in patch based 2D technique progressed, researchers have been 

altracled to consider Ihi s approach to texture synthesis on 3D surfaces. The first 

algorithm to Ihi s effect was proposed by Praun el al. [7 1)10 show how easil y a surface 

can be rendered. However, thi s leads tQ other proble ms such as di scontinuity, 

di stortion and boundary artefacts, which were altempted to be resolved later by So ler 

et a l. [72]. 

Although all the above methods produce good quality of texture , their application in 

real-time remote visuali sati on o r di splay is somewhat limited, due to the e normous 

amoun t of informati on required, complexity of the computati onal processes and/or 

lac k of applicability 10 the synthesis of all types of lexture. To overcome many of the 
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above mentioned problems in th is thesis we introduce a number of new algorithms 

(see chapters 4 , 6 and 7). 

Secti on 2. 3, introduced the evolution of 3D surface representat ion systems in 

computer graphi cs dr iven by the demand in appl ica tion domains such as med ica l, 

archi tecture, movie and video ani mation. It was mentioned that the surface genera tion 

is generall y classified as scanner based surface genera ti on or geometr ic surface 

generat ion. It was said that the scanner based surface generati on approaches are 

ex tensively used 111 tex ture synthesis whereas geometric surface generat ion 

approaches although being widely used by CAD/CAM systems, games and an imation 

app lica ti ons has not been used in textu re synthesis app licati ons supported by limited 

bandwidth. Thi s observati on has provided a key moti vati on for our work in thi s 

direction. Geometri c surface generat ion approaches nevertheless have severa l 

functional advan tages such as ani mati on and compression abili ties. The geometric 

surface generation approaches and the mathematical concepts/theory behi nd such 

approaches are described in detai l in chapter 3. The application of tex ture synthes is 

techniques on geometr ic surfaces will enhance reali sm of such surfaces extend ing the 

benefit s to the wider graphics commun ity (see chapters 6 and 7). 
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Chapter 3 

Research Background 

3.0 I NTROD UCTION 

The tex ture synthesis algori th ms proposed in thi s thesis aim l a overcome the 

limitations of existi ng texture synthesis techniques, in order LO perform effective ly 

within a limited bandwidth/channel a l an optim ised rate. Th is chapter introd uces the 

fundamental concepts/theor ies on which the proposed texture synthes is algori th ms 

have been deve loped. It further presents detailed information on ex isting tex ture 

synt hesis algorithms that have provided the inspirati on for the nove l algori thm s that 

are present.ed in thi s thesis. These are used as benchmark algorithms to compare the 

performance of the proposed novel algorith ms. 

T his c hapter is d ivided into 5 sections. Secti on 3. 1 provides the fundamental theory of 

wave lets, wave let fam ilies and their appl icat ions. In particular it provides detai ls of 

the multi-resolut ion Discre te Wavele t Trans form (DWT) decomposition and analysi s 

o f a tex ture image. Section 3 .2 presents the Embedded Zerotree Wavele t (EZW) 

concept that is popula rly used in image compression, which is al tered and used to 

enable progressive functiona1'l ties of the proposed algorithms. Secti on 3.3 c ri tically 

reviews the benchmark algori thms to provide valuable insights into possible 

d irections fo r their fur ther improvement. in add iti on thi s sec tion bu ilds up the design 

specificat ions of the novel a lgori th ms to be pro posed in thi s thesis, via carefu l 

analys is of the limi tat ions of existing a lgorithms. Section 3.4 presents the theory o f 

Bezier surfaces, their formation and poss ible use in tex tu re synthesis. Fi na ll y secti on 

3.5 summarises and concludes the chapte r. 
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3.1 WAVELETS 

Multi -resolution techniques have a long hisLOry in the Field of computer graphics. 

Recentl y these approaches have gained importance and interest through the 

introduction of the mathematical framework of wave/els. Wavelets arc efficient , easy 

to implement and have a major impact on several areas of computer graphics 

incl uding image compress ion, and processing [88 , 89] (using wavelet transform in 

order to achieve high com pre ss ion), Wavele t radios ity [90] (whi ch uses wavelets for 

global illu mination), hierarc hica l mode ling [9 1 [ (which uses wave lets to perform 

coml11on editing tasks), in volume rendering and processing [92,93 1 (where wavelets 

are llsed for huge data set com pression, and feature detection and enhancement), 

Illulliresolution painti ng (whi ch uses wavelets la create ' infinite' resoluti on pa int 

systems), image query approaches (whi ch use a slllall number of the largest wavelet 

coefficien ts of an image's results in a perceptuall y useful signature for fast search and 

retrieval ) 194J. A com plete ove rview of the wavelet based algorithms in the fie ld of 

computer graphi cs can be found in [95 , 961, whereas detail s of their mathematica l 

definitions can be found in [97, 98]. 

The wavelet tran sform [99-101 1 was developed as an altern a ti ve approach to the Short 

Time Fouri er Transform s (STFT) in order to overcome the constant resolution 

problem, and to provide a ti me-frequency representation of a non-stati onary signal. 

T he wavelet transform uses multi-resolut ion techniques by which differen t 

Frequencies are anal ysed w ith different resolutions. The wavelet and STFr ana lysis is 

done in a similar way i.e. its signal is multiplied with a wavelet functi on similar to the 

window function in STF r, and then the transform is computed separately fo r the 

different segments that are generated. H owever, there are two main di fferences 

between STFf and Wavelets, 1) in wavele ts the negative frequencies are computed. 

2) In wave lets the width of the window is changed as the tran sform is computed for 

every single spectral component. 

3.1.1 The Continuous Wavelet T .. ansfo .. m (CWT) 

The continuous wavelet lrausfonn is mathematically represented as follows: 
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' I' I ~f t-T 
CWT. (T,S ) = ID X(t ) lJI (- )dt 

, "Isl ~ s 
(3 I ) 

Where x (/) is a signa l 10 be analysed and q' (I) is Ihe mOlher wavelel or basis 

functi on. As seen in the equation 3.1 , the wave let function (derived from mother 

wavelets) is used in the transformation, which is a function of two variables T and S, 

Ihe Iranslalion (shi fl ing) and scale parameLers (dilal ion and compress ion), 

respecl ive ly. 

The mother wavelet is a prototype for ge nerating the other wi ndow functions, whi ch 

acqui re the desired characteristics associated with the mother wave let. The translation 

parameter r is re lated to the location of the window, as the window is shi ft ed 

through the signal, which corresponds to time informali on in the transform domain. 

The scale parameLer S is defined as I I /frequency I and corresponds Lo Ihe frequency 

informati on. Scaling either di lates (expands) or compresses the signal. High scale 

corresponds to the non deta iled globa l view or the signal, whereas low scale 

corresponds to the detailed view. Similarly, in term of frequency, low frequencies 

(high scal es) correspond to the global information of a signal and high frequencies 

(Iow scales) correspond to detai led information of a pattern in the signal. 

3. 1.2 T he Discrete W>lvelet Transform (D WT) 

The OWT provides sufficient in formation for both analysis and synthesis of a signal 

(i .e. the conti nuous signal), but with less computation time. In 1976 the technique was 

invented to decompose discrete t ime signals [99]. In OWT, the f iltering technique is 

used to obtain a ti me-scale representation of a digital signal, whereas in CWT it is 

computed by changing the scale of the analysis w indow, shi ft ing the w indow in time, 

multiplying by the signal, and by integrat ing over all times. 

In OWT, the filters of different cUI-off frequencies are used to ana lyse the signal at a 

different scale. The signals are analysed using a series of high pass and low pass 

fi l ters to generate high and low frequencies, respectively. Wavelets can be rea li zed by 

iteration of fil ters with rescaling. The f iltering operati ons are applied on resolutions of 
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lhe signal which measures the amount of detail ed information in the signal. The scale 

of the signal is determined by up-sampling and down-sampling (sub-sampling) 

operati ons [99J . For example, subsampling by a factor of 11 reduces the number of 

samples in the signaill times, whereas upsampling a signal by a factor of 11 increases 

the Ilumber of samples in the signal by a factor of n. 

Le\"e\ 1 d1 [n] 

coeffic ients 

Le\'el 2 dJn] 
c,ofific ients 

Figure 3.1 Wave let decomposition tree 

coeftici ents 

o):[ n] 

Fi gure 3. I shows that DWT is computed by success ive low-pass and hi gh-pass 

filtering of the di sc rete time-domain signal. Thi s is known as the M allat-tree 

decomposition [ 102]. Its significance is in the manner it connects the com inLlolls- time 

multi-resolution to discrete-time filters. In the figure 3.1, the sequencex{l1j is denoted 

by the signal, where n is an integer. The low pass and high pass filters are denoted by 

g/II/ and hili/ respecti vely. A t each level, the high pass fil ter produces detai led 

in formation, dIu}, while the low pass filter associated with scal ing the functi on 

produces coarse approx imations, a/Il/. 

AI each decompositi on level, the hal f band filters produce signals spanning on ly half 

the freq uency band. Thi s doubles the frequency resoluti on as the uncertainty in 

frequency is eliminated by half. in accordance wi th Nyq ui sl's rule if the original 

signal has a higher frequency of 00 , which requires a sampling frequency of 200 

radians, then it now bas a higher frequency of (1)12 radians. It can now be sampled at a 

frequency of 0,) radians thus di scarding half of the samples with no loss of 

in format ion. This hal ves the time resolution as the enlire signal is now represented by 

only half the number of samples. Thus, while the half band low pass filtering removes 

half of the frequencies and thus halves the resolution, the remova l of every other 

sample doubles the scale. 
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Wi th thi s approacJl, high frequencies give a good time resolution, while low 

frequencies give a good frequency reso lution. The filtering and sampl ing process is 

continued until the desired level is reached. The maximum number of levels depends 

on the length of the signal. The DWT of the ori ginal signal is then obta ined by 

concatenating all the coefficients, a/nl and d/lll, starting from the last level of 

decomposit ion. 

3.1.3 Wavelet Families 

In the Wavelet Transformat ion, there are a number of basis funct ions that can be lIsed 

as the mother Wave let All wave let functions generated from the mother wavele t are 

used in the transformati on through translation and scaling. Lt determines the 

characteristics of the resulti ng Wavelet Transform. Therefore, the detai ls of the 

particular application should be taken into account and the appropriate mother wave let 

should be chosen in order lO use the Wave lel Transform effecli vely. 
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Figure 3.2: Wavelel famil ies (a) Haar (b) Daubechies4 (c) COineli (d) Syml el2 (e) 

Meyer (f) Morle l (g) Mex ican Hal 

Figure 3.2 illustrales some of the commonl y used wavelel funcli ons. The Haar 

wavelet is one of the oldest and simplest wavelets. Therefore, any discussion of 

wavelets starts with the Haar wavelet. Daubechies wavelets are the most popular 
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wavelets. They represent the foundations of wavelet signal process ing and arc used in 

numerous appli ca ti ons. 

The Haar, Daubechies, Symlets and Coinets are compactl y supported orthogonal 

wavelets. These wavelets along with Meyer wave lets are capable of perfect 

reconstructi on. The Meyer, Morle t and Mex ican Hat wavelets are symmetric in shape. 

The wavelets arc chose n based on their shape and their ability to analyse the signal in 

a part icular appl icati on. 

3.1.4 Discrete Wavelet Transform on a Image 

Wavelet Analysis: A large amount of perceptual da ta is contained in texture images. 

Therefore the number of bits required to represent/encode a tex LUre image is high. 

However a wide range of frequency components spread throughollt the image. Some 

of these frequency components have a highl y signifi cant effect, whil st others have a 

very low significance in human observa tion. 

According to tbe Heisenberg uncertainty principle, obta ining an ex act time freq uency 

analys is of a signal is impossibl e. Simply, thi s pri nciple states that one cannot know 

the exacltime- frequency representation of a signal , i.e. one cannot know what spectra l 

components exi st at what instances of time. What one can know is the time interval s 

in which a certa in band of frequencies ex ist, which is a resolution problem. A lthough 

the time and freq uency reso lution problems are results of a physical phenomenon, and 

ex ist regardless of the transform used, it is possible to analyse any signa l by llsing a 

popular approach called multi resoluti on analysis (MRA). MRA, as impli ed by its 

name, analyses the signal at di fferent frequencies with different resolutions. It is 

designed to give good time resolution and poor frequency resolution at high 

Frequencies, and good frequency resolution and poor time resolution at low 

Frequencies . 

Images do not cOl1lain time varying in formation, instead they contain spatial 

information. A ll the above mentioned concepts are appl icable for spat ial-frequency 

relati onships of images. MRA makes sense especially when the signal at hand has 
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high frequency components for short duraLions and low frequency components for 

long duralions. Fortunately texture images are often of thi s type. The DWT provides a 

compact multi-resolution representation of an image. It gives a signal representati on 

in correspondence to a narrow band, low frequency range, and some of the 

coefficients represent short data lags corresponding IQ a wide band, high frequency 

range. Using the concept of scale, data represen ti ng a con ti nuous trade off between 

space and frequency can be made available for further process ing (see figure 3.3 (b». 

Implementation: The appli cati on of two-d imensiona l DWT to an image involves the 

applicati on of hori zont al and vcnical DWT filters over the image pixels. Thi s 

subdivides texture image into four sub-bands. The resulting sub-bands labelled LH I. 

!-ILl and !-I!-II represent the finest scale wavelet coefFic ient whe reas the sub-band 

labelled LLI represents low-resoluti on coeffi c ien ts. In order to obta in the next leve l of 

wavelet sub-bands, the sub-band labe lled LLI is Further decomposed an d sampled 

using the vert ical and hori zon tal DWT fi lters. Thi s process is repeated unti l the 

req ui red final decompositi on is reached (see fi gure 3.3). 

The texture synthesis process starts by applying 2D DWT (e .g. Haar Tran sform) on 

the sample tex ture image, which is denoted as I ,WlIIIJ/(." The process is defined 

mathemati ca lly as follow, 

(I LU . I "LI. I LHI. I HfII)= DWT(l "''''I'''' ) (3.2) 

( I LU' I HU' I LH 2 '/ HH 2 ) = DWT( I LLI ) 

( I LLl, 1 flu, I UJ3 , 1 HH 3 ) = DWT( I LU) 

( I LLII+/' I HI.JI+ /. I U/I1+! .1 HHn+/) = DINT( I U.lJ ) 

(3.3) 

(3 .4) 

(3.5) 

We generalise the notati on used in equation (3. 2)-(3.5) as 11'1 whe re 

pE {LL HL LH. HH} and lE {O,I,2, .. Il} where p represent the sub-bands w ithin each 

decompositi on level (LL-Iow resoluti on, L!-I-horizon tal , I-IL- vertica l, !-IJ-/ diagonal) 

and I represent s the decomposition level. DWT represents the forwa rd di screte wavelet 

transform. 
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(a) (b) 

Figure 3.3: The three level di screte wavelet decom positi on on a sa mple texture image. 

3.1.5 Inverse Discrete Wavelet Transform on a DWT Decomposed Image [12] 

By inspecting the DWT sub-bands (fi gure 3.4). it is observed that the visibiliti es of 

di fferent freq uency sub-bands are di ffe rent. As a whole it inc reases a long with 

increasing frequency. The highest levels of sub-bands contain the most v isuall y 

significant data of an image. The inverse DWT is applied ove r an entire decomposed 

wavele t coeffi cient in order IQ reconstruct the texture image (see figure 3.4 (a» . 

Figure 3.4 shows vari ous reconstructed tex LUre images obtained by using di fferenL 

combinations of low freq uency sub-bands. Figure 3.4 (f) was reconstructed lIsing 6% 

of the wavelet coeffic ients . 
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(a) 

(c) 

(e) 
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Figure 3.4: Reconstruction of " Brick" image using onl y 3rd level wavelet coeffi cient 

info rmati on (a) Ori gina l texture image, reconsu'ucted ; (b) onl y LL3 and HH 3 (c) LL3 

and LH 3 (d) LL3 and HL3 (e) LL3, HL3 and LH3 (f) LL3, HL3 , LH3 and HH 3. 
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3.2 EMBEDDED ZEROTREE WA VELET [103] 

The Zerolrees of Ihe wavelel coefficient concept was originall y imroduced b)' Shapiro 

l 103] for progressive encod ing of images, whi ch is also known as embedded codi ng. 

It was based on two observati ons on a DWT decomposed image, name ly. 

J. Na tural images in general have a low pass spectrulll . Therefore when an image 

is wave let transformed the energy in the sUb-bands decreases as the scale 

decreases, so the wavelet coefficients will, on average be smaller in (he hi gher 

subbands than in the lower subbands . This shows that progressive encod ing is 

a very natural choice for compressing wavelet transformed images, since the 

higher subbands onl)' add detail. 

2. Large wavelel coefficients are visually more perceptually irnporlallt/significanl 

than sma ller wavelet coeffici ents. 

These observat ions summari se to the fac t that EZW prov ides a co mpact representati on 

of perceptually significa nt coeffi cients and therefore enabl es the lTIulti-resol uli on 

reconstruction capability of all image. The idea is 10 organise DWT coefficients of an 

im age (see figure 3.3 (b)) in a prioriti sed order of visual significance, depending on 

their positi on and magn itude in the DWT decomposition and to subsequently encode 

the ordered li st of coefficienls follow ing an embedded cod ing algorithm. Wilhin this 

process if a wavelet coeffi cienl is larger than a specific threshold (see eqn. 3.6) it is 

encoeled (and remo ved from Ihe image) and if it is smaller, il is left for the neXI pass. 

When al l the coefficients have been visited the threshold is lowered and the image is 

scanned again to add more detail to the already encoded image. This process is 

repeated until all the coefficients have been full y encoded. 

In an embedded cod ing algorith m the encoder can terminate the encoding al any poin t 

thereby allowing a target bi t ra te or target di storti on metric la be met exactly. On (he 

other hand, given a bit stream, a decoder can cease decoding at any point in the bit 

stream. Thus it is capable of producing exactl y the same image that would have been 

encoded a l the bit ra le corresponding to the truncated bit stream. EZW encod ing does 

not rea lly compress anything but onl y reorders wavelet coefficients in such a way Ihat 
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they can be compressed very efficientl y. 

Within the research context of thi s thesis we are onl y interested in the re-ordering of 

wavelet coefficien ts in the above mentioned prioriti sed manner, as we intend to lIse it 

in makin g the tex ture information progress ively ava ilable for synthes is. 

An ex te nsion of the EZW idea li es with the visib ility th reshold equati on, which g ives 

the minimum number of coefficients, distribUlcd throughout all freq uency bands, 

wh ic h w ill result in the best possible visual quality. The thresho ld can be ca lculated as 

t 

2ll0g2 (Max(ILL" (x ,y llllJ 

k (3.6) 

where MAX() means the maximum coeffi cient va lue, k is a constant and LL,lx, y) 

denotes Cl genera l coe ffi cient in LLn sub-band. The Illask is created for the coefficient 

of sub-bands. which are larger than a given threshold and ignoring all others (i.e. 

selling to zero). By applying an inverse DWT on the mask, the texture qualit y a t a 

given threshold can be generated. 

Figure 3.5: shows the effect of selecting the threshold. The visual quality of fi gure 

3.5 (b) uses only 3% of the coeffi cients which is belter than fi gure 3.4 (f) which lIses 

6% of the coeffi cients. It is noti ced that that thresho ld base coeffic ien t se lection 

method Olilperforms the low frequency only selection for reconstruction as in section 

3. 1.5. Further experiments performed reveal that the optimum thresho ld is dependant 

on the deta ils contained in the tex ture. 

Ana lysis: It has been shown that EZW provides flex ibility of implementat ion, better 

reconstruction and progressive encoding capability 1103]. In this thesis the EZW 

algorithm is used as an initial coefficient prioritisati on procedure, to priori tise textu re 

image coefficients. The shortcoming of the technique lIsed visually prioriti zes 

availability of coeffi cients to show the seamless progress ive texture synthesis 

capabili ty on a surface (see chapter 4,5,6, a nd 7). 
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(a) (b) 

Figure 3.5: Effect of global threshold. (a) orig inal images, (b) reconstructed images 

with on ly 3% of in formati on pic ked using EZW from all the bands and all three 

levels. 

3.3 THREE BENCHMA RK ALGO RITHMS FOR TEXTURE SYNTH ES IS 

Thi s sec ti on int rod uces and criti cally reviews three texlUre synthesis algori th ms that 

are used as be nchmarks to compare the performance of the novel algorithms presented 

in this thesis. Amongst these. two are fo r texture synthesis on planar surfaces and one 

is fo r tex ture synthes is of arbitrary surfaces. 

3.3.1 BENCHMARK ALGORITHM I: FAST, WAVELET TRANSFORM 

DOMAIN TEXTURE SYNTHESIS [5, 12, 39] 

Thi s al gorithm [5, 39 1 is an extension to the ' Image Quilring' based texlUre synthesis 

al gori thm [33] ori gina ll y proposed by Efros and Freeman (see fo llow ing secti on A). 

The basic idea of the a lgori thm is to create a large output tex ture from a given sample 

texture image as fo ll ows: 

A. Image quilting [33] 

The Efros and Freeman's algori lhm can be summarized as fo llows: 

• Go through the image 10 be synthesised in raster scan order in ste ps o f one 

b lock (minus the overlap). (See fi gure 3.6(a)) 
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• For every locati on, search the input tex ture for a set of blocks that sa ti sfy lhe 

overl ap constra ints (above and left) within some error tolerance. Randomly 

pick one such block. (See figure 3.6 (b) & (c).) 

• Consider the overl ap region/surface between the chosen block and the 

previollsly synthesised block. Find the minimulll cost cutting path along thi s 

surface and make that the boundary between the two blocks. Paste the block 

onlO the tex ture. (See figure 3.6(d).) 

• Repeat the procedure. 

The quality of match between the overlapping areas of two blocks is calculated in 

terms of the Sum of Squared Error (SSE, i.e. the L2 norm), as follows: 

SSE= L ( 11 (PJ-/ 2 ( pJj 2 
p E 0 

(3.7) 

Where 1,.(1') is the intensity value of the pixel p. 0 is the set representing all pi xels 

belonging to the overl ap area of overlapping blocks, I, and /z. 

/ Bt" &Bt 

I I 

~blOCk B, B2 00 
-

(a) (b) (c) (d) 

Figure 3.6: Pixel quilting al gorithm- (a) pasting blocks in raster scan order (b) 

randomly picking blocks from the sample (c) overlapping randoml y pi cked bl ock, 82 

with already pasted block, 81. (d) Cutting through minimum error boundary. 

The algorithm uses a 64 x 64 block size, and an overlap of 1/61h of the width of the 

bl ock. The block hav ing the best matching overlap is selected from a randomly pi cked 

up block from all the other blocks whose matching error is within 10%. Thi s block 

will be used to patch the output image at the location to the right of the previously 

patched block. This process is continued until the whole output image is formed. In 

selecting non-boundary type blocks (and the last column of block s), the overlap 

considered includes both the overlap with the block in front (as di scussed above) and 

Lhe block above. The Olltput image formed following Lhe above procedure is then 

subjected to a second stage in which each overlapping set of blocks is combined 
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together along a line of best fi t, i.e, by perform ing a minilllulll error boundary ClIt 

(MEBC). 

According to Wickramanayake el al. r 12] the above algorithm cannot be lIsed in a 

rea l-t ime texture synthesis process due to its complex ity . An exhausti ve search for a 

best match causes computati onal power to be wasted . A minimum boundary cutting 

technique which is lIsed in order to sllloothen sudden changes in over lapping texture 

is computationall y ex pensive. In order to resolve these problems they introduced a 

Illuhi-resolution framework for the image qu ilting, di scussed in the fo llowing section . 

B. Multiresolution Image Quilting Algorithm 

Wickramanayake el a l. ' 5 multi-resolution approach 112] starts by appl ying a 2D DWT 

(e.g. Ham Transform) to the sampl e image. For exam ple a three leve l decomposit ion 

of the sample and output tex ture consists of ten sub-bands each (see fi gure 3.3). The 

algorithm proposed is to synthesise each sub-band of the output tex tu re by the 

corresponding sub-band of the sampl e texture. The block size used for tex ture 

synthesis is maintained constan t at 25
-
1 x 25

-
1
. , where I is the number of decompositi on 

leve ls. 

Initi ally the lowest resoluti on sub-band is synthesised. The synthesis starts with 

randoml y picking a bloc k from the lowest resoluti on sub-band of the decomposed 

in put image, and placing it on the top left corner of the output coeffi cient image. 

Subsequently blocks on other sub-bands, which correspond in locat ion to the above 

randomly picked block, are transferred to the top left hand corners of the associated 

sub-bands (fi gure 3.7 (a) & (b)). 

Once the fi rst block has been randomly selected and transfe rred to the output 

representati on as di scussed above, all possible blocks, of simi lar size fro m the input 

sample image' s components are picked and matched, for a good overl ap with the first 

block. The matching procedure can be described as follows: 
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(a) (b) 

Figure 3.7: Construction of the out put tex ture. (a) First random block ( ) and its bes t 

match (. ), (second bloc k) is placed on the top le ft hand corner of the output tex tu re 

together w ith the correspondin g coefficient blocks of the detailed component s in all 

th ree levels. (b) selection of the best matc h for the first block with its corresponding 

coefficient blocks from the input tex ture. 

B?m .( . . , B~'H '(" .' ) nn J :C" ,\.) r..J . . ,l. 

Figure 3.8: The matching criteria lNote the notati on used: LU. '-11-/3 -Iow reso lution 

and d iagonal sub-bands of the 3'" level of decompositi on, respec ti vely, aB is the edge 

zone of bl ock B, BD is a block already synthesized and B' is the bl ock being matched. ] 
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In general , if B Or.d . .1' / J and 8~>x2, 12) are two bl oc ks to be matc hed , we say B~(x2 . .1'1) is the 

best match for If'(.r/ . .1' 1) if the mean squared matchi ng crro r d(J1l(x l. y l ), 8 \'(.1:2. \'2 ) is 

minimum for all possible blocks in the input sample where, 

cl (BO (x l.d ) , B S 
(x2 . ), 2») = I (aB" Ll.l(.d. , 'I ) (i) - aB" 1.1.3(.< 2. )' 2) (i) ) 2 (3.8) 

iecl1 

Where aB0 is the edge zone of the block 8 0

r.r2. yl) (figure 3.8) and i is an element 

(coefficient) w ithin th is edge zone. 

In the proposed sche me the a uthors have complllcd the total matching error od ' by 

combining the malching errors of the b loc ks in its approx imation sub-band, LL3, and 

one olher sub-band out of the three detailed sub-bands, LH3, flL3, HH3. Figure 3.8 

illu strates the case where HHJ sub-band is used. In general. the dec ision to select a 

combination between the matching errors (as desc ribed above) in the horizontal detai l, 

vertical detail , or diagonal detail sub-bands, is taken by comparing the energy leve ls 

of these components l12 j. Wi ckramanayake et al. cla ims that for most tex tures the 

hori zontal detail s contain more visually Sign i f icant information than the verti cal or 

diagona l detail. Using further higher f requency sub-bands is avoided, in checking the 

suitabili ty of the candidate sample, as they may conta in noi se, which could be fal sely 

interpreted as import ant tex ture detail . 

In combining the IWO overl ap errors, i.e. the overl ap error belween the blocks in the 

low-resolut ion component and the overlap error between the correspond ing blocks in 

the selected detail components ('d iagonal ' in the illustration of f igure 3.8); we use the 

sum of the squares errors (eq. 3.7) of tile two components, as the matching criteri a. 

For examp le, if the diagona l detail is prominent then the comparison equation (3 .9) 

can be modifi ed as below: 

d( B"I "I.d} . B\ . ..1. ,I·] J) = 'E~H ( { aB" 1LJ( .• I.yll i ) - aB ' 1.LJI .r2. "1 l i)/ +( aB" IIIIJ(xl.l'Il i )-iJB ' IfIfJ( . .z.y!l i )/ ) 

(3 .9) 

Where oBpl is an edge zone of bl ock Bp/t.I. I') and i is all elemen t (coefficient) w ithin 

the edge zone. 

I f more than one sub-band is used the equati on can be mod ified accordingly. Once the 

best matChing block to the first block of the output image is found and located in the 
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output images, the corresponding coefficient blocks from all detailed images of the 

sample texture image are transferred la the appropriate componellls of the output 

texture image (figure 3.7 (a) & (b» . Thi s process is continued until the whole output 

texture image ;s constructed in a three-level decomposed formal. When constmeting 

blocks o ther than those which be long to the first row and first column of blocks, two 

overlap areas, where the first corresponds to the overlap with the bl ock in fron t and 

the second corresponds to the overlap with the bloc k above, need to be cons ide red. 

Finally an inverse DWT is perFormed on an output multi-reso lution image to create 

the Oll tput texture image. 

The above wavelet transform domain extension to E fros's algorithm proposed by 

Wi ckramanaya ke et al. was proved to work with most types of sample tex ture, 

However ;n ;] subsequent research effort [5] Wickr<-Hllanayake e l al. worked towards 

minimi zing com putational complex ity and generating co mparati ve ly better qual ity of 

synthes ised tex tures in their 'zerotree wavelet based image quilling' algorithm. 

C. Zerotree Wavelet Based Image Quilting [5] 

In thi s algorithm W ickramanayake et al. further extended and improved their previous 

work [ 12]. Instead of using all coeffi c ients, an automaticall y generated th reshold (see 

secti on 3.2) was lIsed to determ ine the sign ifi cant coefficients of each sub- band to 

define a matching template thal is subsequently used in the texture quilting process . 

The work shows that the use of a limited set of visuall y signifi cant coefficie nts, 

regardless of their leve l of resolution, not onl y reduces the computati onal cost, but 

also results in a more reali stic texture synthesis. 

Analysis of Wavelet based Texture Synthesis: 

The transform domain ex tensions to the original image qu ilting approach to tex ture 

synthesis proposed by Wi ckramanayake et al. [5 , 39] have various positi ve fealllres 

such as ease of implementati oll, resulting generally in belief synthesised quality as 

compared to Efros's [33J original algorithm and the ability to be used in real-time, due 

to the optimised transform domain search and the lIse of the multi -resolution 
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approach. Thi s algorithm can cater for the needs of many add iti onal Hpp\ icalio n 

scenarios due to the added functionality that can hand le computati onal and bandwidth 

constraints. 

After analys ing tile syn tilesis reslllls o f tile above algoritilms [5, 12J, we ila ve realized 

that they Illay suffe r frolll edge blend ing problems. when synthesizing certain tex tu re 

pallerns. Wi ckramanayake el al. l l2J used a simple weighted edge blend ing approach 

to minimise computationa l complex ity. However th is simplistic blending approach 

compromises tile qllality of silarp edges in tile patch overl ap areas of tile synthesised 

texture. In order to resolve thi s shortcoming, in chapter 5 we propose the replacement 

of thi s simple approach by an oplimised, transform domain patch quilting algorithm. 

After furth er analysing Wickramanayake e t a l. 's algorithm s, we have re ali zed that 

they can be exte nded to address tex ture synthes is on arbitraril y shaped 3D surfaces. 

However the des ig n and implementati on of this ex tension is not straig ht fo rward. It is 

noted that W ic kramanayake e t a l.· s algor ithm first bu ilds the synthes ised tex ture in a 

mult i- reso lutio n fo rmat in the DWT domain and the final syn thesised tex ture in the 

pi xeJ domain is obtained by an inverse DWT process. However, c reating a 

multi reso lution decompositi on of an arbit rar il y shaped 3D surface is chall eng ing. A 

furt her c hallenge is the use of fixed size, square shaped patches in the tex ture 

syn thesis process, such as e ither, 32 x 32, 64 x 64, or 128 x 128. However, in general 

3 D surfaces are represented by triangular or quadrilate ra l meshes which are of 

irregul ar shape and size. Hence, exte nding W ickramanayake e t al. 's algorithm , whi ch 

assumes the blocks 10 be of a Fixed, shape and s ize, to 3 D texture synthesis is 

infeas ible. In chapters 6 and 7 we propose the mod ificat ion and adaptati on of 

Wickramanayake el a l. ' s original OWT domain 20 texture synthesis ideas 10 3 D 

texture synthesis. 

3.3.2 BENCHMARK ALGORITHM 2: TEXTURE 

GRAPH CUTS [36] 

SYNTHESIS USING 

As me nti oned ear lier in chapter 2, this is the seco nd algorithm (based on image 

qllilr ing) that is used in thi s thesis For benchmarking the novel tex ture synthes is 
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algorithm s to be proposed. H owever, instead of dynam ic programming, a new patch 

cutting approach is introduced by Kwatra e t a l. [36]. The initia l patch stitching 

method used is simi lar to the patch selection method of the Image QUi/ling (sec ti on 

3.3. I. A) approach. The tex tu re is synt hesised by copying irregularl y shaped patches 

from the samp le tex ture image into the output image. The output image is generated 

by copying patches which must ma ke two decisions for each patch: (I) where to 

positi on the input texture relat ive to output textu re (the offset of patch), and (2) to 

com pute an opti mal ( irregularly shaped) portion of the rectangle, and then onl y those 

pixels are copied to the output image (figure 3.9). [Note that all the figures included in 

thi s section are from Kwatra e t al. 's [36] paper] 

The above process is repeated iterati vely to improve the quality of the synthes ised 

tex ture. 

i nplll textUJe 

.l'e'am (area.,f i~p i.iC . 
lhal is tram re tred to 
Cl utpullexlure) 

p lace men t of in put textu re ) 

" " 

out put text w'e 

Figure 3 .9: Image texture synthesis by plac ing small patches a t va ri ous offsets 

followed by the comput ation of a seam that enforces visual smoothness between the 

ex isting pixels and the new ly placed patch. 

A. Patch Fitting using Gra ph Cuts 

The tex ture synthesis process is based on copying an irregul ar shape of tex ture 

patches from an input image to an output image. Th is process is performed in two 

stages: ( I) se lect the cand ida te patch by compa ring the pixels that are already in the 

output im age, (2) select the opt imal porti on of the rectangul ar patch to be copied in to 

the ou tput image. The process for optimal patch calculation is carried out by 

fo llowing a graph cut algorithm as explained below. 
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Referring to sec ti on 3.3. l.A, the first block (e.g. , 32 x 32 pi xels) is placed randomly 

and the subsequent block is placed partl y overlapping with the previously placed 

bloc k of pi xe l, . The overlap between the old and the new bloc k is typically 4 to 8 

pi xe \s in width. The path is formulated by dynamic programming, which will 

determine which patch pixels will conlribute towards the overlapping region. 

To cast thi s problem as a graph cuI problem, a matching quality measure for a pi xel 

between a new and an old patch is required. The simplest qualit y measure is a 

measure of the colour di fference between pairs of pixels. Let s and t be twO 

neighbouring pi xe \ positions in the overl apping region. Also assume at the pos ition s, 

A (s) and B (s) to be the pi xel colours in the old and new patches respecti vely. The 

malching qllalily cost M between the adjacenl pi xe ls s and ( is calculated as, 

M (s, I, A. B) = 11 A (s) - B (s) 11 + 11 A (I) - B (I) 11 (3. 10) 

Where 11 . 11 denotes an appropriate nOrm . Thi s matching cost is used ill the graphcut 

algorithm to solve the patch fi nding problem. 

Consider the graph shown in figure 3. 10 Cb) consisting of one node per pi xel in the 

overlap region. The arcs connecting any two adjacent pi xel nodes s and I are labelled 

with the matchi ng quality cos! M (s, I, A, B} (eq. 3. 10). The nodes A and B re present 

old and new patches. Finally an infinitely high cost arc is added between some pi xels 

spanning between nodes A Or B. These are constrained arcs which insist that the 

pixels to be selected come from a particular patch. In figure 3. 10 (b) constrained 

pi xels I, 2, 3 are to come from the old patc h, and 7, 8, 9 must come from the new 

patch. To find out from whi ch patch each of the pixels 4, 5, and 6 should come from, 

a minimum cost cut of the graph is calculated by using a so-called max- f1ow/min-cut 

algorithm. In figure 3. 10 the red line shows the minimum CUI , and it means that pi xel 

4 will be copied from patch B, whereas pi xels 5, and 6 will come from the old patch, 

A. 
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Pat<:h 
A 

P3Ich 
B 

(a) 

Patch 

"' A 

(b) 

Research Backgrou nd 

Figure 3.10: (a) Schemati c show ing the overlapping region between two patches. Cb) 
Graph formulati on of the seam finding prob lem, w ith the red li ne showing the 
minimum cost cut [361. 

B. Surrounded Regions 

The above algorithm can be used further to pl ace a new patch over a reg ion where the 

entire area has a lready been covered by pixels from the ea rlier patch p lacement step. 

Thi s is done to overwrite potentia ll y vis ible seams with the new patch, and an 

example of thi s is shown in Figure 3. 1 I . In thi s example the red tine shows that the 

resulti ng graph c ut forms a closed loop, w hich defines the bes t irregular shape to be 

copied into the output image. 

E:.Q::;uu~ old 
Pi.":eh cut 

A 

N.m" 
Pa:ch 

B 

Figure 3.1 1: (Left) Plac ing a patch surrounded by already filled pixels. O ld seams 

(green) are partia ll y overwrillen by the new patch (bordered in red). (Right) Graph 

formul ati on of the problem. Constraint arcs to A fo rce the border pixels to come from 

the o ld image. Sea m nodes and the ir arcs are no t shown in thi s image for clarity [36]. 

C. Patch Placement & Matching 

Three algorithms are used fo r selecting cand idate patches based o n the type of tex ture 

being synthesised . In a ll these algorithms, the patch selec ti on is restricted to 
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prev iously unused offsets. The following arc the three patch selection algorithms 

used; 

Random placement: 

In this approach, the new patch, (the entire input image), is trans lated to a random 

offsel locat ion. The graph ClIt algori th m selccts a region of thi s patch to place into the 

outpul image, and then thi s process is repeated. Thi s is a direct application or Guo & 

Shu m's [31 1 algorithm with graphcut based edge cUlling. This method provides beller 

results for only a few slochastic textu res. Thcrefore only the fOllowing two patch 

placcmen t methods are used in the genera l algori thm. 

Entire patch matching: 

Thi s step. ca lled the initializat ion step, starts by plac ing the sample at the lOp lefl hand 

corner of the output representati on. Thi s in volves searchi ng for translat ions of the 

input image that match well with the currently synthesised output. To accOllnt for 

parti al overl aps between the input and the output, they normali ze the sum-of-squared 

differences (SSD) cost wi th the area of the overlapping region. After calculating the 

cost of tran slat ion I of the inpu t C(I) of all possible offsets, the following probability 

distribut ion function (eq. 3. 1 I) is used fo r selecti ng the best patch amongst them: 

dtl 
P(r) o< e -.;" (3. 1 I ) 

Where G is the standard deviation of pixel values in the input sample and k controls 

the randomness parameter in the patch selection. 

Sub-patch matching: 

Thi s is the step after the entire patch matc hing. A small sub-patch (whi ch is smaller 

than the input texture) in the output texture is initi a lly picked. The selection is based 

on the seam cost in the previous steps (fi gure 3.1 2 bOllom left). Subsequently a search 

is made for a llb-patch in the input lextllre that matches thi s output-sub-patch well. 

On ly those translations Lhat allow a complete overlap of the inpllt wi th the out put-sub

patch are considered. The cost of a translation of thc input texture is again calculated 

and a slIb-patch is picked stochastica ll y using a probabil ity fun cti on similar to eqn . 

3. 1 I. 
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Analysis of Craphcut Algorithm: 

With the initi al straight forward implementation, the co mplexity of the graphclll 

tex lUres of Kwatra et a\" s [36] algor ithm was 0 (11\ Bu t a FFr based acceleralion 

technique [106, 107J, which uses Summed A rea Tables (SAT) and convolutions has 

been subsequentl y adopted for reducing the complex ity to 0 (11 log 11). However the 

algorithm yet results in high synthesis time requirements. Due to the lIse of a whole 

sample patch as the unit of con stl1lction in the synthes is, there can be mismatching 

areas in the overlapped area leading to artefacts. Kwatra at cl. 's algori thm uses several 

refinement passes in order to minimise these artefacts which is a lime consuming 

process. In chapter 5 we introduce further improvements to Kwatra 's original ideas on 

using graph-cuts for image quilt ing based texture synthesis . 

SynUlesized Texture 
(Inilializa tion) 

DD 
DC 

Step 4 Step 5 
Sea III Costs 

Synthesized Texture 
(Afler 5 sleps of Refinement) 

Figure 3 . 12: The process of synthesizing a larger texture from an example input 

tex ture. A fter initialisa tion, new patch locat ions are found depending 011 the seam 

costs within the refi nement passes (bottom left). 
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3.3.3 BENCHMARK ALGORITHM 3: TEXTURE 

SURFACES [62) 

SYNTHESIS ON 

This sec ti on disc llsses Turk 's algorithm popularl y titl ed as, Texture Synthesis 011 

Arbitrary SIIIfaces. Figure 3. 13 illustra tes the bas ic block diagram of Turk' s 

algorithm. 

Sample Texture Llllage 

Gaussian Pyramid 

3Dsurface 

Create hierarchy of 
mesh points 011 surfnce 

Use the Gaussian pyramid to syn thesise the mesh 
points coarse-fine by using neighbourhood search 

Tex ture Synthes is on 
a 3D object 

Figure 3. [3: Turk 's lex.lure synthesis algorithrn 

Thi s algorithm is based on the princ iples of texture synthes is on surfaces, independent 

of parameteri za tion and the use of the neighbourhood search. The method draws upon 

texture synthes is methods that use image pyramids [491 For tex ture 

decompositi onlrepresentation , and a mesh hierarchy to serve in place of a pyramida l 

Slructure. Firstly a hierarchy of sample point s from a low to high density are created 

in a random order, over the given surface (figure 3.14 (a)). Using a point repul s ion 

me thod [52), the points are subsequently repulsed and separated from each other to 

uniformly distribute over the surFace. By connecting these points, a mesh is formed on 

the surface. Likewise a hierarchy of me shes are created on the surface by add ing 

add iti onal mesh points 111 sta ges, resembling an image pyramid representation. 

Subseq uentl y a lIser specified vector field that indicates the ori entation of texture 

patterns is created over the surface. Mesh vertices are sorted in such a manner that the 
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veclOr f ield will be followed when visiting the points (see figure 3. 14 (b)). Then for 

each mesh vertex, a local parameteri za ti on of the surrounding vertices is establi shed. 

Using thi s parameteri zation a small rectangul ar neighbourhood w ith the vertex as the 

centre is created (see fi gure 3. \5 ). Each point is then scanned over the surface to 

determine the colour. The colour of a pani cular poilH is established by examining the 

colour of neighbouring points, and finding the best match to a similar pixel 

neighbourhood in the given sample texture image. A coarse-ta- fine refinement is done 

on the mesh hi erarchy to retain the pattern and to achieve good qual ity of tex ture on 

the surFace. A multi- leve l representation of the synthesised texture on the arbitrary 

surface is fina lly generated as shown in figures, 3. 14 (c), (d), (e), and (f). 

(b) (c) Level 3 

(d) Level 2 (e)Level I (f)Level 0 

Figure 3. 14: Turk 's Method (a): dense points on surface (b): vector f ield creati on on 

Lhe surface (c) (d) (e) (f) : multi-level texture synthes is 

0 

(a) full :.qu.U1i! (b) \\'ei-Le-,"O)' C.1\l:;.a1 

Figure 3. 15: Three di fferent pixel neighbourhood searches. 
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Pseudo code for the texture synthesis algorithm: 

For each vertex van mesh 

C(v) = colour or random pixel from! 

For each verlex v on mesh (ordered by S (v)) 

conslrucl ne ighbourhood colours N(v) 

slIIallest lIIatch = BIG 

For each pixel (a, b) in! 

constructnc ighbourhood colours M (a ,b) 

lI e l V match = D (N(v), M (a ,b)) 

[f (lIew l1latch < .HI/of/est march) 

C(v) = Cbesl 

smalles t l1Iatch = new match 

C,,,,,, = ! (a, b) 

Where Clv) co lour al verlex v, N (v) neighbourhood colour al ve rlex v, M(a ,b) 

neighbourhood mask frolll I , I Input sample image, 5(\1) visiting order of ve rt ices over 

mesh. 

Analysis of Turk's Algorithm: 

This algorithm is a combination and ex tension of variolls techniques such as I ) 

neighbourhood matching techni que, 2) TSVQ , 3) Inte rpolat ion for ne ighbourhood and 

4 ) Gaussian based mullireso \U( ion representation of sample tex tures. Our detailed 

ex pe ri ments on te n diFferenl samples of texlure proved that the algori th m works we ll 

with irregular textures, confirmi ng the conclusions made by T urk, in \62]. Further the 

a lgori thm suffers from praclica l appl icabili ly 10 work in " li miled bandwidth channel 

due to the non-progressive nature of tex ture synthesis. In addition it cannot be lIsed in 

real-ti me, in parti cular due to the iterative approach being lime conslIming. Ln chapter 

4 we propose an improvement 10 Ihis algori lhm that removes some of the above 

shortcomings, 
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3.4 GENERATION AND REPRESENTATION OF GEOMETRIC 

SURFACES 

As di scussed in chapter 2, there are two ways la generate a 3D surface, I) 3D Scanner 

based surface generation and 2) Geometric surface generati on. Thi s part of the chapter 

disclIsses geometric surface generati on lIsing pOlynomial parametric curves, which is 

a type of curve lIsed in geometri c I11odeli ng. These curves arc useful for 

computational purposes. Thus their properties are discussed in detail. We further 

di scllss the extension of slIch curves to Bezie!" surfaces and detail their properti es. 

3.4.1 Bezier Curves [108) 

The f irst method of generating Bez ier curves was developed by P. Bezier, where 

points on a curve were located v ia a weighted interpolat ion of control points, i.e., a 

limited set of specifi c points. Since Bezier' s initial proposal several di fferent ways of 

interpolating cont rol points of a 20 Bez ier curve have been introd uced. Alth ough 

these approaches di ffer algorithmically and in complex ity, they generate the same set 

of points on a given parametric curve. 

Figure 3. 16 illustrates the calculation of the cubi c Bezier curve fo r four control poi nts. 

P. 

p . , 

Figure 3.16: Bezier curve llsing four control points. 

The contribution that each control point makes to a curve depends on a single 

parameter, s, with 0 $ s $ I As s vari es along the Curve each cont rol point 's 

contributi on varies as a fu nc tion of s. In fac t, each control point has a functi on which 

controls its innuence; these are known as the Bernstein basis fun cti ons. Figure 3. 17 

illuslrates how the function for the first conu'ol point has a value of I when s = 0, and 

decays to 0 as s approaches I . Thi s means lhat the f irsl COnlrol point conlribules 100% 
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to the curve when the curve is very close to it , and that when the curve is far away, it 

hard ly contribu tes anything. The Bernstein basis function [ 127] cause Bezier curves to 

pass through the starti ng and ending control points. 

The Bernsteill basis funct ions for 11 = 3 are plotted in figure 3.17 and illustrate the 

control points' innuence on Bezier curves: 

1r-~-------------------' 
b 

J,n 

Figure 3.17: Bernslein basis functi ons for 11 = 3 

Given 11+ I control points, P{J, PI, P2 . ... and P" in space, the Bezier curve C (s) is 

defined by, 

C(s) = ~~o b"Js) P' (3.12) 

The 1/ + I Bernstein basis polynomials of degree J/ are defined as 

b (,)=(4) si (I _ s)n-i 
'I.' / 

(3. 13) 

Where 

11! (3. 14) 
i!(n-i)! 

For a given value of s, a po int C on a Bezier curve is defined as the sum of the Four 

contro l points, weighted by the value of the basis functi ons for that value of s: 

The following are importan t Bezier curve properties: 

I. The degree of a Beziel' curve defined by 11+ I control points is 11: 

In each basis functi on, the exponent of s is i + (1/ - i) = 11. Therefore, the degree 

of the curve is H. 

2. Cl,,) passes through Po and P,,: This is shown in the f igure 3. 16 above. The 

curve passes through the f irst and the last control points. 
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3. Non-negat ivity: All basis functions are non-negati ve. 

4. Partition of Unity: The sum of the basis functions at a lixed s is I. I1 is nOI 

difficult to verify that the basis functions are the coefficients in the binomial 

expansion or the express ion J = (s+ ( 1 - s)t. Hence, their sum is one. 

Moreover, since they are nonnegati ve, we conclude that the value of any basis 

funct ion is in the range of 0 and 1. 

3.4.2 Bezier Surfaces [109J 

The Bezier patch (surface) is a surface extension of the Bezier c urve. Whereas a curve 

is a fun cti on of one variab le and takes a seq uence of control points, the patch is a 

function of two variables with an array of control points. Most of the methods used 

for Bezier patch generati on arc d irect extensions of those lIsed for Bezier curves. The 

Bezier patch is the most commonly used surface representation in computer graphics. 

Patches are eventuall y rendered as polygons. However as the pol ygons are generated 

dynamica lly. fasler machines end up wi th smoother models. the ultimate in 

scalability. 

A B ez ier patch is speci fied by a number of control po ints and a tessellat ion factor to 

determ ine smoothness (higher fac lor equals smoother surfaces). The patch is 

constructed from an 11+ 1 x 111+1 

i 0 $ k $ ". 0 $ j $ m I (figure: 3.18). 

P 
0, 1 

I--~-

array of contro l po ints 

Figure 3. 18 ,, + I x m + I arrays of contro l points (11 =3, III = 3) 
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The result ing surface (see fi gure 3. 19), is subsequentl y parameteri sed by two variables 

lI sing equation 3. 15 as, 

Where P C) ~ue the Bezier vectors. 

p 
0,0 

p 

'f'p I,D • 

-:y 2.0 

Bh iE'I'CUI"\'{I 

P 
0,1 
~ 

• 

P 
'3,2 

(3. 15) 

B~zi('r ( lIITe 

• 

P2,3 

P 
0,2 

P 
1.3 

BfziH ("ul're 

Figure 3. 19: Result ing surface using 1/ + I x 11/ + I array of comrol points 

Il is easily seen that this is in the same genera l form as the Bezier C urve - with the 

slIITImations running over all the control points, and the bi-variate Bernslein 

polynomials serving as the functions that blend the control points together. Note that 

the uni -variate Bernstein polynomials are bllJ (t J.b", .) ( s). 

ProperUes of a Bezicr P a tch 

A Bezier patch has properties simi lar to those of a Bezier curve. These can be verified 

directly from the patch defin ing equations. 

\) If control points Pro Pom, P,IO and PI/m are on a patch, all other control 

points are on the patch onl y if Ihe patch is pl anar. 

2) The patch is conli nuolls and partial derivatives of all orders ex isl and 

are continllolls. 

3) The palch lies wilhi n the convex hull of its control points. 
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3.4.3 Rational Bezier Surfaces 

A homogeneous form of a parametric surface ;s referred 10 as cl rali ona l surface. The 

rati onal parameteri saLi on is a de-facto standard representati on in computer graphics 

allowing portability across application s and systems. In add iti on to possess ing 

des irable geometric properties, rat ional pa rameterisa li on: 

req uires the evaluation of only polynomial functions, 

gives ri se to a compact data-structure, 

faci lilates inte rac ti ve control of shape, 

;s complete in the sense th at approximati on of any shape to a specified 

tolerance 8 can be achieved, and exact paramclri sat ion (i .e. 0= 0) is often 

possible. 

T he bi-quadratic and bi-cubic type of patches depends on the number of control poin ts 

that arc in use (9 points and 16 poiJ1ls, respecli vely). While hig her order Bezier curves 

are possible, they are not feas ible fo r use in applica tions such as computer games due 

to the ir computa tional compl ex ity. 

Rational paramelrisations of surfaces compri se local atlases, or patches, of the form: 

r( S./ ) = 
2., ~:',/= o bl1 .k ( sjb/lLj (I)\1 k. j 

I. ~:j'=o b "., ( s )b "'j ( / )w k.j 

, 0$.1', /$/ (3. 16) 

where (Uk.j are the weights defi ning the specific shape of the smooth surface, Vk.j are 

lhe Bernste in vec tors, Il",.j ( s), b". O) are Bernste in polynom ia ls. If alllhe weights are 

non-zero thi s may be expressed as: 

(3. 17) 

where v' = ~ are the Rational B6zier vertices. 
I .J {j)~. 1 

We have seen thal the values of 11 and If1 de /ermine (he degree of the 

parametrisati on; if JI = m = 2 the patch is said to be biquadratic and if n = 111 = 3 it is 
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bi-cubic. In fi gure 3.20 we illustrate the case in which, given nine control points we 

compute and draw the biquadratic surface patch defined by them. 

(a) (b) 

Figure3.20: (a) Green Colour: Biquadratic con trol polygon point, Red Colour: Smooth 

surface mesh generated using the con trol pol ygon (b) Control polygon mesh (note that 

9 contro l points generate 4 faces), 

Many of the desirable geometric properties of rational represen tation , e.g. the convex 

hull property and the ex istence of Bezier vert ices, are \OSI if negati ve or zero weights 

occur, hence in compuler graphics and geometri c modelling applications. positi ve 

weight parametr isati ons are always preferred. For computati onal efficiency, low 

degree paramelri sat ions are desirable. 

3.4.4 An Example: The pa rametrisation of Ring Dupin Cyelides by 

trigonometric functions 

Dupin cyel ides may be defined implicit ly as: 

(3. 18) 

whe re the parameters G, band c satisfy c2 == 0
2 

- b2
. The surfaces for which 

c < 11 $ a have found applications in geometri c modelling (see [1 14] and [ 11 5]), and 

are known as rin ged cycl ides. Ringed cyclides Wilh c ::::: 0 are tori , and the ri nged 

cyc li des may lherefore be regarded as generalised tori. Figure 3.2 1 (a) shows a ringed 

cyclide for which a = 6, b =4.fi , (c = 2) and 1' = 3. Cyel ides admit trigonometric 

parametrisations which may be written as: 

(3. 19) 
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for 0 < 8 < 2JC. 0 < !/J < 2JC . Figure 3.2 1 (b) shows the origins and directions of the 

angular parameters, f:) and fjJ, on the surface. 

Cb) 

Figure 3.21: (a): The surface. (b): The tri gonometric parallletri salion ~u of the surface 

A. The rational parametrisation induced from TI' [112] 

Thi s secti on will briefly iJ1lroduce biquadrali c paral11etri satioll of a Dupin cycl ide. 

The restricti on o f the tri gonometric parametTismion 7:JI to the boundary is defined by, 

0u :5 0 :5 0, 

is wri tten 35 1'1/.0 and Illay be lIsed 10 ' induce' rat iona l parametrisati ons of the same 

surface patch as that parametri sed by ' /1.8 ' In part icu lar it may be lIsed to induce bi 

quadrat ic rational Bezier representations (see [ I 1 I] and [ I 10J). The induction process 

disc lI ssed in [J 10] procluces a rational bi -q uadra tic patch, that paramelrises the sa me 

region of the slId'ace as 1'.11. 0 ' with we ights, \Vi] ' 0:5 i.) :5 2, given by: 

(3.20) 

Where 

IV,. =cos(8,- 80)/2 IV" =cos(!/J, - !/Jo)/2 

Xoo = cos(8o) xo• = cos(!/Jo) 

X JO =cos(8, +80 )/2 x" =cos(!/J, +!/Jo)/2 
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x,. = cos(B, ) X,. = CoS(~,) 

)'uo = sin (Bo) zo. = s in(~o ) 

)'10 = sin (B, + Bu) / 2 z" = s in(~, + ~o ) 12 

)" 8 = sin (B,) Zoo = s in (~, ) 

Using the formu lae for the weights (eg. 3. 20), in [128] it has been proved that for an y 

cyclide (i.e. , for an y a, b, (c > 0), p), there ex ist 16, positi ve-weight , bi -quadrati c 

Bezier patches that parametri se the entire surface (see fi gure 3.22 and [ I 12]). Further, 

the 4-way sym metry of the cyelide can be exploited, e nabling 12 of the 16 patches to 

be determined, by vertex tran sformat ion s, fro III the 4 patches defined by the fo llowing 

angular displacel11ents: 

• 

• 

• 

• ll' . 
- $I/l$ ll'. 
2 

Os 6s:: 
2 

71: 
- $ B $ ll' 
2 

ll' 
- $8$71: 
2 

These 4 patches are shown, with their Bezier polygons, in Figure 3.22. These patches 

paramelrise lA of the surface. Their we ights and the assoc iared computations are gi yen 

in appendix A of \he thesis. As 0 < c < n. it is clear thar all the patches have positi ve 

we ights. The Bezief verti ces of the fou r patches are also given in tIle appendi x A of 

the thesis. 

(a) (b) 

Figure 3.22: (a) !4 cyelide comprising 4 positi ve weight quadratic rational Bezier 

patches (b) 16 patch NURBS represenlati on obta ined frolll '", ofa patch. 
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A J 6 Patch cyclide and a NURBS re presentation which is gene rated from the lA patch 

eq uat io n is used in o ur ex perime nts. Note that differcl11 size patches can be created for 

different models. In general the proposed algorithm supports any number of patches. 

Simi larly it can be designed for geometri c shapes s lIch as a sphe re or a torus. 

Analysis of Geometric Surface Generation Schemes: 

The control po ints in space roughly indicate the shape of a desired surface . If the 

surface is not LIp to our expectation, we ca n move the control points around. As one or 

more control points are moved, the shape of the Bezier surface changes accordingly. 

Texturing slIch ta geometri cally nexible surface representation gives further reali sm to 

it as seen in chapler I. Such geometric surfaces have wide appli cations in computer 

animat io ns, dig ita l movies, and architecture. 

It is noted that the surface mesh re presen tati on de pic ting an o bject's shape, and 

tex ture in format ion depict ing an object' s appea rance, are both in uncompressed 

format. Therefore a fu ll representati on (i.e. a tex tured 3D obj ect) will req uire 

excessive bandwidth For transmission and/or sLOrage space. A solutio n to thi s problem 

is to use a geometric surface representati on where poss ible and to carry Ollt 

progressive tex ture synthe sis in the transForm domai n. In chapte r 6 and 7, we propose 

a novel a lgorithm to progressively synthesise texture onto an arbitrarily shaped 

geometri c sUlt ·ace. 

3.5 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION 

Thi s chapter has introduced the basic concepts, whic h will be fundamental to the 

understanding of the novel a lgorithm s proposed in the res t of thi s thesis. 

Fundamenta ls of DWT and the possible use of EZW concept s in wavelet coeffi c ie nt 

prioriti sation have been ex plained . The chapter a lso introduced the three state-oF-the 

art texture synthesis a lgorithms that have been selected in thi s thes is for 

benchmark ing the performance of the novel a lgori thms to be proposed. A mong these, 

two are planar tex tu re synthesis a lgorithms and o ne is a 3D surface texture synthesis 
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algorithm. During the course of the research presented in this thesis, each of the 

bench mark algorithms was implemen ted and criticall y analysed in order to identify 

possibl e shortcomings. The novel algorithms presented 111 thi s thesis are 

improvements and ex tensions to these benchmark algorithm s and are introduced in 

chapters 4, 5,6 and 7. 

The final section of this chapter furt her di scussed the generation and represe ntation of 

geometric surface, where fundamental theory of Bezier curves and surfaces was 

presented. Rati ona l parametri sation of Bezier surfaces was finally discussed and 

possible appl ications to the proposed novel texture synthesis algorithms have been 

hinted at. 

The analysis of the state-oF-the art of texture sYlllhes is algorithms revealed that a ll 

algorithms have limit.ations with rega rds to their capab ility to synthesise a wide range 

of texture pattern s, and their abi li ty to synthesise texture in rea l-time using a flex ible. 

progressive approach. Thus it was observed that regardless of the vast amount of 

research carried out in thi s area. designing a fa st. eff icient and tlexible tex ture 

synthesis algorithm still remains an open research problem. 
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Chapter 4 

Progressive Texture Synthesis on Arbitrary Surface 

4.0 INTRODUCTION 

Thi s chapter di sclIsses in detail a novel algorithm that can be llsed in the creati on of 

progressively beller quality texture on an arbitrary shaped surface of a 3D object. We 

discuss that the algori thm has applicat ions in video, movi e, gam ing and remole 

visualization appli ca ti ons Isee sect ion 4.3). It is an ex tension 10 the pixeJ domain 

texture synthesis work of Turk et a!. [62 .1 , 'Texfll r e Symhesis 01/ Sill/aces', the 

fundamentals and principles of which were di scllssed in de tail in chapter 3, sec tion 

3.3.3. The proposed extension addresses some shortcomings of the original algori thm 

by Turk, namely, its limi ted abi lity to onl y generate a discrete number of reso lution 

leve ls of leXlUre on ~I surface, general ion of synthesis artefacts, parricuJarly al lower 

resolu ti on levels and di fficulty of being used in conj unction with bandwidth 

constra ined transmission media. The proposed approach meets the above challenges 

by adopting a multi-resolution DWT domain, progress ive texture synthesis procedure. 

We show that the progress ive nature of the proposed texture synthesis algorithm 

enables the creation of infi nite levels of il11enlledi ,lte tex ture qualities between any 

two levels of quality supportable by Turk 's algorithm. 

For clarity of presentation. thi s chapter is divided into several sections. Secti on 4. 1 

discusses the moti va ti on behind this work; Sect ion 4.2 d iscusses the proposed 

algorithm, the benchmark algorithm and the under/ying texlUre synthes is techniques 

used; section 4.3 provides experimental results and a comprehensive analysis of the 

performance of the proposed algorithm, whilst secti on 4.4 slImmari ses and concludes 

the chapter. 
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4.1 MOTIVATION OF WORK 

The moti vati on to the proposed work comes from the current demand for applicati ons 

req uiring progress ive texture synthes is on arbi trary shaped 3D surfaces. The 

progressive texture synthesis provides a practi ca l soluti on to the ex tensive use of 

bandwidth in appli cat ion domains that are supported by band width limited 

transmi ssion media, such as remote vislIali smion, distributed/collaborati ve gaming 

etc. The idea is to provide tex ture synthesis quality on-dell/and. The lIse of ex isting 

texture synthesis algorithm s on arbitraril y shaped 3D obj ects, such as the popular 

Turk ' s method (see secti on 3.3.3 for detail s) though attempt ing to provide a partial 

solution to thi s problem is l imited. Thi s is due to the support of onl y a discrete 

number of resolution levels that are determined by the distinct levels of the Gaussian 

pyramida l decompositi on of the sample tex ture. The intermediate qual ity generated in 

the Illult i-Ievel resolu ti on is not visually appealing [see figure 4.4], though it retains 

the patlern of texture. Therefore a texture synthesis approach that allows the creati on 

of an arb itraril y large nU lllber of tex ture reso luti ons between tex tu res defined by two 

given distinct levels of multi resoluti on decompositi ons should be sought. 

4.2 PROPOSED APPROACH 

To overcome the above ment ioned limitation and to further improve Turk's method's 

practical app licability, in thi s chapter we propose an extension that replaces the 

pyramidal decompositi on of a sample texture, by DWT decomposit ion. 

Figure 4.1 illustra tes the block diagram of the proposed algori thm. [Note: the 

complete, progress ive texture coding, transmission and synthesis process has been 

illustrated.] The key additi ona l steps used in the proposed approach as compared to 

th ose used by Turk 's approach can be listed as fo llows (discussed in detail in chapter 

3): 

\) DWT to provide a compact l11ulti -resolmion represelllati on of the sample 

tex ture, 

2) EZW algorithm to prioriti ze the wavelet coefficients according to their 

perceptual signi f icance. 
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3) Architecture 10 support the integration of the proposed novel aspects into 

Turk 's texture synthesis algorithm. 

DWT 

Decode texture 
image 

Decode image 
Location 

3Dsurface 

Encode Image 
Locati ons 

3D 
Surfaces 

Turk Texture point 
creation algorithm 

n 
g 

o 
d 

n 
g 

Figure 4. I : proposed progressive texture synthesis and tran smi ssion algorithm [Note: 

sky blue colour represents elements of the proposed algorithm and orange colour is 

Turk 's algorithms]. 
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A close inspecti on of figure 4. 1 shows that it resembles the block diagram of Turk 's 

algorithm [62] , where the process of synthesizing texture is similar, though with two 

important di fferences. Firstl y, in our design, the Gaussian pyramid based texture 

representation used by Turk is rep laced by a DWT representation supported by an 

EZW based coeffic ient prioriti sation scheme as illustrated by the modules named, 

'DWr and ' Priority Using EZW', in f igure 4. 1 and detailed in ri gure 4.2. EZW 

provides the fac ility to pri oritise the visually significant wavelet coefficients. Thi s 

ensures the seamless texture representation capability as against the di screte quality 

level texture representation of Turk 's original algorithm. We have Ll sed the same 

multi-leve l synthesis approach while synthesizing texture on to a surface whi ch 

produces the same qual ity results as Turk' s algorithm. In add ition to thi s texture 

enCOding via EZW enables embedded texture decoding capability, allowing almost 

any in termediate tex ture qual ity to be readily reconstructed/ made ava ilable al the 

rece iver depending on bandwidth constraints. 

I (sample image) 

64K Poi nts 

Figure 4.2: DWT and EZW based pri oritisation scheme 

Second ly in the proposed method, while synthesising texture using the modified (w ith 

EZW) Turk' s method, we maintain a record of sample image locations frolll where 

each 3D surface point is textured. However thi s incurs addi tional memory cost. These 

are denoted as 'pailll illlage {acalions ' (see figure 4.3) see module 'Encode Image 

LOCClliol1 ' . These records are maintained for each representation of a 3D surface 
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shape. In order to avoid any searching at the decoder end and enable direct tex ture 

mapping from the received sample image, we propose the suitable encod ing of the 

' poin t image locations' and their transmission. We have adopted differential pul se 

code modulation which provides an effec ti ve means of cod ing thi s high redundancy 

information. However i f one wishes texture synthesis to be carri ed oul at the decoder 

as well , th is extra informat ion will be redundant and thus need not to be transmitted. 

We recommended that the decision on whether or 11 0 1 the 'point image locat ions· need 

to be transmitted be taken depending on whether the bott le-neck is in the transmi ss ion 

bandwidth or the receiver capab ility and texture quality required on the surface. 

Figure 4.3: Single and multiple mappings of 'point image locati ons' between the 

sample tex tu re and 3D surface 

A t the receiver, all tex ture sample image in formati on transmitted lIsing EZ W 

encoding is decoded to generate the texture sample at seamless quali ty settings. As 

more bits are received by the decoder, better quali ty textures are produced. At any 

given instance of time and bit ra te, using the re-generated tex ture sample image ( i. e. 

via EZW decoding of tex ture), and separately recei ved (and decoded) point image 

locati ons and the recovered 3D surface shape, the texture pi xel value (colour) of each 

3D point can be obtained. When the pi xel values of all 3D points are obtained, the 3D 

object w ill be completely textured w ith the corresponding instantaneous texture 

quality at the gi ven 3D surface representati on level, i. e. number of vertex points 

accuracy to which the 3D surface is defi ned at the given moment. When more bi ts 

representing the texture in formation are received, the available texture qual ity at the 

decoder improves and hence the accuracy of texture representation on the 3D surface 

can be improved. Thus the process ensures a seamless quali ty tex ture synthesis 
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capabilil y on 3D surfaces. 

4.3 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS & ANALYSIS 

In order to ana lyse the performance of the proposed algorithm experiments were 

performed on a widely used set of texture samples and the 3D object bunny [62] . The 

proposed algorithm is im plemented and tested using C, C++. openGL, Linu x. Fi gure 

4.4 shows the results obtained from Turk' s algorithm , whereas figures 4.5, 4.6, and 

4.7 illuslrale Ihe results oblained from our work which indicate the abililY of the 

proposed lechnique 10 synthesise lexture at seamless ly differenl levels. The resul ts 

obt.ained are comparable. Our approach generates seaml ess tex ture on the surface (see 

fi gure 4.5 (a)-4.5(h)) as compared to figure 4.4. Alt hough for practical reasons we 

have l i miled Ihe number of texture synlhes is examples 10 eighl , Ihe proposed method 

is capab le of progress ive texture transmi ss ion aimed at seamless texture mapping. 

Note that our demonstralion here is for a set of 256,000 (256K) points on the surface 

of the Bunny. In general , the proposed algorithm is cilpable of providing any 

intermed iate texture leve l from tex ture- less to the qualit y of tex ture depicted in tigure-

4.4 for 4K, 16K, 64K, 256K poi nt accuracy of Ihe surface represelllations. 

Texture Sample 4K 16K 64K 256K 

Figure 4.4: Mu lli-resolulion of Turk Algorithm 
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4.5(a) 4.5(b) 

--> 

4.5(c) 4.5(d) 4.5(e) 

4.5 (f) 4.5(g) 4.5(h) 

Figure 4.5: Progressive tex ture synthesis on the bunny by the proposed algorithm lIsing 

tex ture sample- I and 256 K points. 

The nature of the design and implementation of the proposed design enables its use in 

applica ti on domains where ex isting texture synthes is algorithm s perform ineffectively 

due to functional constraints. The fo ll owing is a summary of applicat ions that could 

benefit from the specific progressive! multi -resolution design of the proposed 

algorithm. 
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Figure 4.6: Progressive texture synthesis on the bunny by the proposed algori thm 

using texture sample-2 and 256 K points 

Progressive 3D texture transmission: Within a progressive transmi ssion scenari o, 

data is transmitted according to visual and/or decoding significance. Special des ign of 

the proposed texture synthesis algorithm allows DWT coeffi cient significance based 

progress ive creation, transmission and reconstruction of the synthes ised texture. 

Current app lications slIch as video/movie on demand, onli ne gaming and remote 

visualisations are a few applica tions that would benefi t from the above fea lUre. 

Compressed domain texture synthesis: Synthes izing a compressed output texture 

with the use of a compressed ori ginal texture sample. This approach is useful in fast, 

on demand, internet based app lications such as gam ing and med ical visualisations. 
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Figure 4.7: Progress ive texture synthesis on the bunn y by the proposed a lgorith m 

using tex ture sample-3 and 256 K points. 

4.4 LIMITA nONS 

The proposed algorithm suffers from the fo llowing limitati ons: 

I) It inherits some drawbacks of Turk's a lgorithm, e.g. , applicable to li mited 

classes of tex ture. 

2) The synthesised texture quality is dependent on the neighbourhood size and 

user defi ned vector fi elds. 

3) The time required to synthesise texture is relati vely high and is dependent on 

the number of hierarcllica! mesh points crea(ed on the surface, sample texture 
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size and level of pyramid in coarse-ta-fine refinemen t. 

4) Extra memory and COll1putation is required for encoding and decoding the 

'point image loea/ions' . 

In the subsequent chapters of thi s thesis we propose a number of novel. transform 

domain, patch based texture synthesis approaches that can resolve the above 

shortcomings, 

4.5 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION 

In thi s chapter we have proposed a novel approach to progressively synthesizing 

texture based on the representation and analysis of the tex ture sample in the DWT 

domain. We have provided experimenlal results and Cl detailed analysis to highlight 

the added functi onality provided by the proposed scheme and it s ability to perform 

acc urate, good qua lity progressive tex ture sYlllhesis on 3D surfaces. We have shown 

that the proposed method has the capabil ity of synthes izing tex ture at seam less ly 

differen t qua li ty settings, a functi onality which is not achievab le via existing s\ ate-of~ 

the-art techniques. It has bee n proved thal the use of visual prioriti sati on of 

information in the sample image during tex ture synthesis all ows the tasks to be carried 

out at a hi gher speed at equi valelll visual quality levels, as compared to the existing 

tecimiques. 
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Chapter 5 

Max-Flow/Min-Cut Approach for Planar Texture 

Synthesis 

5.0 INTROD UCTION 

[ 11 thi s chapter we propose a DWT domain design and implementation for the popular 

max-fl ow/min-clIt algorithm Ihal is lI sed to provide the optimal clIlling path between 

two matching patches in patch based planar texture synthesis. A coarse ctlLti ng path is 

in itiall y generated lI si ng the lowest resoluti on sub-band of the decomposed textu re 

image and subsequently the path is refined using the coefficients of the hi gher 

resol ution sub-bands . The Embedded Zero- tree Wavelet (EZW) concept has been 

used to prioriti se and use the wavelets coefficients accord ing to their impact on visual 

qualit y, thus opt imising the visual quality at patch overlappi ng boundaries. 

Throughout the algorit hm design, we have given spec ial consideration to minimizing 

Ihe cornput,ationaJ cos!. We ha ve shown that the adaptation of the nwx-now/min-cu! 

algorithm in the wavelet transform domain results in an efficient textu re synthesis 

algorithm that is capab le of being used in conjuncti on with modern, band-width 

adapti ve applicati ons. A set of regular to stochastic textures have been used to prove 

the effectiveness of the proposed algorithm and to compare them with ex isting state

of-the-art techniques. It should be no ted that in the subsequent chapte rs we use thi s 

algorithm in optimi sing the tex ture synthesis quality in patch overlapping areas. 

For Clarity of prese ntati on, th is chapter is d ivided into several sec ti ons. Secti on 5. 1 

gives moti vati on behind this work ; Section 5.2 discuss the proposed algorithm, 

benchmark algorithm and underl ying techniques that are used; sec ti on 5.3 provides 

the experimental results and analysis of the proposed work and section SA will 

summarise and conclude the chapter. 
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5.1 MOTIVATION OF WORK 

h was discussed that a number of key recent contributi ons 10 transform domain 

tex ture synthes is have been made by Wickramanayake et al. [12,39]. The authors 

designed and implemented bloc k based tex ture synthes is algorilhms in transform 

domain as a soluti on to the speed rela ted probl ems in traditiona l patch based texture 

synthes is approaches. In part icul ar Shapiro 's EZW concept was lIsed for limiting the 

number of coeffi cients used in the tex ture synthesis process based on their visual 

signi ficance, thereby reducin g the comput ational cost (see c hapte r 3, section 3.3. 1). 

It has been shown that the original transform domain tex ture synthes is al gorithm s 

proposed by Wickramanayake el al. perform welt in synthesizing a wid.e range of 

texture patterns at hi gh operational speeds. However our detailed ana lys is indicated 

that in synthesizing some regul ar and near-regular textures cons isting of patterns wi th 

sharp edges, the algori thms perfo rm sub optimally. The main reason for thi s is the use 

of the simple weighted edge blend ing technique that results in the blurring of edges. 

Therefore to meet optimal results, one needs to ex plore further methods for resolving 

patch boundary mi smatches. 

In [361, Kwatra e t al. proposed the use of their popul ar graphcut technique of tex tu re 

synthes is that uses the max-tlow/min-c ut algorith m [31'[ to optimise the quali ty at 

patch edges (see chapter 3, sec tion 3.3.2). They demonstrated that the gra ph cut 

algorithm is capable of better quality texture synthesis as compared to most other 

patch/block based texture synthes is techniques that use simple edge blending 

approaches. Note that the graph cut algorithm provides an optimum cut along which 

the sum of pixeJ value differences is minimized. Hence extending the max-flow/min

cut algorithm to the transform domain and its subsequent use in minimi sing edge 

artefacts in transform domain patch based texture synthes is r 12, 39] should provide a 

plausible solution . It is noted that the quality of edges are measured subjecti vely 

rather than using an objecti ve metric. 
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5.2 PROPOSED ALGORITHM 

Thi s sec ti on discusses design and implementation detai ls of the proposed tran sform 

doma in max- tlow/min-cut technique which is capable of en hanc ing the overall 

synthesised texture qua li ty in transform domain texture synthesis [5 , 39]. 

The novel algorithm combines the me rits o r two algor ithms tha t were d iscussed In 

detail in chapter 3. They are: 

I) Bench mark Algorithm I - MufliresolUlioll lextllre synthesis ill wa vefet 

transform domain: limi ts the numbe r of coefficients in the searching process 

fo r best matching blocks, hence reduces the computational cost. 

2) Bench mark Algorith m 2 - Graphcut Textures: Image and Video SYllfhesis 

Usil/g Graph CII'S: provide opt imal seams at patch boundaries. 

In [5 , 39) a 11 level DWT is initially appl ied on the sample texture (see fig ure-S.I (a)) 

which results in a decomposed image. (See figure-5. 1 (b) where n=3 decomposit ion is 

applied on sample images.) 

Figure 5. 1: (a) Sample Texture (b): n level decomposed sample image 

The texture synthesis algorith m is req uired for patching blocks with seaml ess 

boundaries. Once a block has been synthesised, search ing for ils best matching block 

(to be patched as the subseq uent block to be synthes ised) is carried out by e ffecti vely 

using the coefficiellls of the LLn and HHJ/ sub-bands [5, 39]. The coefficien ts in the 

sub-bands can be priorit ised accord ing to their visual impact. providing the abil ity to 

sylllhesise textures faster than traditional approaches. 
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O nce a maLching pair of adjacent blocks is selected, their overl apping boundary 

should be further refined to remove edge artefacts. In general, given the fact that a 

certain amount of texture would have been already synthes ised, synthesizing a new 

block will require the consideration of an L-shaped boundary region. For clarit y of 

presentati on we used two comple te patch blocks and il lustrated a typi ca l overl apping 

reg ion in fl gurc-S.2(a) and its transform domain represclltali on in figure-S.2(b). 

The idea of using the max-tlow/min-clIl algorithm is to make a cut in order to 

min imise any potential seam artefact in the overlapping region. In the proposed 

lrallsfOlm domain extension 10 the max-tl ow/min-c ul algorithm, the process begins 

with a sub-ordinate pass (see secti on 5.2 .1 ) which gives an approx imate cutting path. 

Thi s path is further refined using a subsequent re fin ement pass (see section 5.2.2). 

Bl ock A Block B Block A Bloc k B 

(a) (b) 

Fi gure 5.2: (a) Pi xel image of overlapping region fo r block A and B (b) Transform 

domain of overlapping region for block A and B. 

5.2.1 Sub-Ordinate Pass of Patch Fitting 

The first ste p of the sub-ordinate pass is to cast the above problem into graphcut 

problems. We meaSure the matchi ng quality for wavelet coeffi c ients of block A and 

B. The simplest qua lity measure is the wavelets d ifference between the pair of 

wave let coeffi cients of the 'difference block' sub-bands. The 'difference block' is the 

coeffi cie nt d ifference between the transform doma in overl apping blocks A and B as 

illustrated in fi gure-S.3(a). For c larity of presenta ti on and ex pl anat ion, figure-S.3(b) 

represents the 'd iffere nce block' in the pixe l domain . 
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In our experiment s, after a third level decomposiLi on and difference, all ten sub-bands 

arc initially ex tracted. The max- flow/min-cut algorithm is then applied on the 

overl apping region using the lowest resoluti on sub-bands, i.e. LL3 bands to obtain the 

sub-ordinate minimum CUlling path . (see figure-5A). T he CUlling path obtained will 

run beLween the pairs of wavelet coefficients and is called the 'primary cul' . 

= 

(a) (b) 

Figure 5.3: Difference Image 

=> 

LLIl CUlling Path 

Figure 5.4: Cut on Low Level Band (Note: LLII has been zoomed for cla rity). 

The magniLUde of the wave let coefficient in higher decornposed levels of the sub

bands is high which will provide the Illore appropriate cut. Considering the 'primary 

cut" as the minimum cutting path, it is then used 10 cut the sub-bands. HH3. LH3, HL3. 

Subsequentl y using in verse- DWT on sub-bands LL" HH" LH" HL3. the sub-band 

LL2 is obtained (See fi gure 5.5.) For ease of reference, the cut obtained in the LL2 sub

band is named the ' incorporated path ' (shown in red). 

LLII LHII 

•• 'iI => 

HLII HHII LLII-J 

Figure 5.5: LL2 with incorporated cut (nole: LLn, LLn- 1 has been zoomed for 

clarity). 
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5.2.2 Refinement Pass of Patch Fitting 

The primary cut is fu rther refined by considering onl y the neighbouring wavelet 

coefficients around it in the subsequent levels of in verse discrete wavelet transform 

i.e. IDWT, starling from the incorporated path of LL:!_ Thi s makes SlIre the primary 

cut gets refined accurately and is influenced by a number of wavelet coefficients. In 

practice this refi nement process is continued through all the LDWT levels . It is no ted 

here that the process of re finement passes through all 11 leve ls of decomposition. 

Therefore the number of refinement steps is 11 , i.e. 11 =3 in our experiments. 

Figure-5.6 (al ) illustrates that the incorporated cut in LL"., is first refi ned by max

nOW/mill-Cllt using neighbourhood coefficients (see figure-5.6 (a2» . Th is refined cut 

is then incorporated into the three detailed sub-bands of the same resolution level. The 

incorporated cut at leve l LLn_2, i_c. LL I is obtained via in verse DWT of the four sub

bands (see figure 5.5). The incorporated c ut at level LL , is illustrated in fi gure-5.6 

(b I). Thi s process is repeated through all the levels until the re fin ed path at level LLQ 

(full resoluti on) is obtained (see fi gure 5.6 (c2)). 

(a l ) Incorpora ted path (a2) Refined path 

(bl ) Incorporated path (b2) Re fi ned path 

(c I )Incorporated pat h (c2)Reflned path 

Figure 5.6: Refinement of primary cut using corresponding bands and neighbouring 
coeffic ients . 
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The clltting path produced by following the above process results in a minimum 

cUlling paLh for the fina l pixel domain overlapping block. The f inal blended qualiLY 

similar to Lhat illustraLed by f igure 5.7 is obLained. 

Figure 5.7 : Final bl ended bl ock 

5.2.3 Feathering 

Although the above approach produces an optimulll seam, the resulting quality is 

resLri cLed by the qualiLY of the ori ginal edge blocks. Therefore, iL is likely LhaL some 

artefacts sti 11 remai n after the application of the proposed approach. To address thi s 

problem we have used the popular feaLhering [87] approach Lhat uses suiLable 

weighting fac tors to combine those pixels at the seams. Feathering results in a further 

improvement of the seam qual ity. 

5.3 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND ANALYSIS 

Experiments were carried oul on a large database of comlllonly used texture samples 

represen Ling all Lex LUres on a Lexture specLrum [4 1 i.e. regular LO sLochasLic. Thi s 

secti on di scusses experimental results in detail. The proposed approach is 

implemenLed in MATLAB. 

Figure 5.8 illustrates a compari son between the edge blending approach used in 

Wi ckramanayake eL al. [5, 39] and our approach. To clearly illusLraLe the possible 

improvements, a block selected for demonstration purposes above was one in which 

the edge-blending algorithm would perform sub-optimally (note the artefacts at the 

LOp and fronL rows of fi gure 5.8(a)). 
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(a) Edge blending (b) O ur algorithm 

Fi gure 5.8: Compari son between edge blending and the proposed transform domain 
max-tlow/min-cut algorithm. 

For a more comprehensive analysis we compare the results of Oll r al gorithm against 

K walra et al. [36] pixe l domain max-f1ow/m in-cut al gorithm and Wi ckramanayake et 

al. l5, 39-l lransform doma in edge-blending algorithm . The res ults clearl y illustrate that 

the proposed algorithm provides bette r visual quality a t bloc k edges as compared 10 

lIsing the nOI1 -optimised edge-b lending algorithm adopted by Wi ckramanaya ke et al. 

Though the Wickramanayake el al. algorithms provide fas ter texture synthesis as 

compared to the Kwatra e t a l. a lgorithm , it was stated previous ly that the simpl e edge

b lending approach adopted was non-optimum. However the Kwatra e t al. algorithm is 

based on the max·flow/m in-clIt algorithm , w hicll is capable of provid ing the optimum 

seam between two matching b locks in the pi xe l domain. Our extens ion of thi s 

a lgorithm to the tran sform domain has enabled its applicatio n in Wickramanayake e t 

a[: s fast tex ture synthesis a lgorithm. The deta iled experime ntal resuhs show that the 

proposed approach provides equi va lent visual qual ity at block boundaries, at a much 

lower computa tio nal cost, whe n compared to the pixe J domai n max-tlowl min-cut 

algorithm adopted by Kwatra e t al. [Note: The random selection of the initial bl ock 

removes the ability to reproduce the result s of the above a lgorithm. Thi s can be 

reso lved by selectin g the first block to be spec ified.] 

The tex ture syn thesis results obtained fo r the ' nut ' tex ture samp le which can be 

categori sed as of ty pe near- regular, whe n using o ur method, Wickramanayake e t a l. ' 5 

and Kwatra e t al. 's. a lgorithms, are illustrated in Figure-5.9. It is clea r from the results 

that the proposed approach provides an improved q ualit y with less blurring a t patch 
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boundaries, as compared to that ofWickramanayake et al. ' s algorithm . T he results are 

visuall y similar and comparable with the results of Kwatra ' s algorithm. 

Near-regul ar W ickramanayake Cl al. 

K walra cl 31. Proposed melhod 

Fi gure 5.9: Comparison of synthesised tex ture qualiti es for the tex ture, 'nut ' 

Fi gure-S. IO illustrates Ihe lexture synlhes is results obtained for further eight differenl 

tex lure samples, when using the proposed, Wickramanayake et aJ. [S, 39J and KWalra 

et al. 's[36] algorithms. Fi gure-S.IO (a I , b I) are examples of sample textures or the 

' regul ar' type. Carefull y observing the res ults of tex ture synlhesis oblained when 

using the proposed tec hnique illustrates that (see figure-S.I 0(a4, b4» the proposed 

technique performs subjecti vely beLler than Wickramanaya ke et al. 's (see figure

S. 10(a2, b2» algorithm and performs simil ar to Kwatra et al. 's (see fi gure-S. IO(a3 

b3» a lgorithm. Fi gure-S.IO(c l , d l, e l , f l ) are sample textures of the category, 'near-
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regular' . where the proposed algorithm (see figure-S , 10(c4. d4. e4, f4» performs 

belle r than Wickramanayake e t al. ·s algorithm (see figure-S.IO (c2. d2. e2. f2) ) and 

sim ila r to Kwatra et al.· s algorithm (see figure-S.1 0(c3. 1'3). and belle r than Kwatra 

et al. ·s algori th m (see fi gure-S. I O(d3, e3)) in certain other cases. Note that the low 

probability of an improved qual ity texture compared 10 Kwatra 's approach, when 

lI sing the proposed multi-reso luti on transform domain approach, ex ists due to the nOI1-

consideration of noise and unnecessary lex LUre detail in matching, when the proposed 

approach is used. Fi gure-S. I O(g I) irregular sample texlUres where the proposed 

algor ithm (see figure-S. 10(g4) performs beller than Wickra manayake et al.· s (sec 

Figure-S. 10(g2» and simil ar to Kwatra et a l. ·s (see figure-S. 10(g3)) algorithms. 

Figure-S.9(h I) are stochastic sample textures where the proposed algori th m (see 

Figure-S. 10(h4)) perfo rms s im ilar to Wickramanayake et al. (see figure- S. 10(h2)) and 

to Kwatra et a l. ·s (see figure-S. 10(h3» al gorithms. 

(a I) Regular texture 

(a2) Wi ckramanayake et al. 

(b2) Wickramanayake et al. 

VN')1 
~M 
~ .. ) 

(b I) Regul ar texlUre 

(a3) Kwatra et al. 

(b3) Kwatra et al. 
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(b4) our method 
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(c I ) Near-regular texlLlre (dl ) Near-regular leXlure 

(c2) Wickramanayake el a l. (c3) Kwau-ael al. (c4) our melhod 

(d2) Wickramanayake el al. (d3) Kwatra el al. (d4) our melhod 

(e I) Near- regular lex lure (fl ) Near-regular leXlure 
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(e2) Wic kramanayake et al. 
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(g2) Wickramanayake et a l. 
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(e3) Kwatra et al. 

(1'3) Kwatra et a l. 

(h I) irregular tex llIre 

(g3) Kwatra et al. 

(e4) our me thod 

(f4) our method 

(g4) Ollr method 
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(h2) Wickramanaya ke eL al. (h3) Kwalra eL a l. (h4) our meLhod 

Fi gure 5. 10: Comparing the resulLs of the proposed, KwaLra eL al. 's and 

Wic kramanayake et a l. 's, a lgorithms. 

The repl acement of the edge-blend ing algo rithm adopted by Wickramanaya ke et a l. in 

[5 , 391 by the proposed transform domain max- fJow/min -cut algorith m. provides a 

full y transform domain, fast texture synthesis Hlgoritlll11 (due to transform doma in 

analys is/synthes is, see [5,391 for quantitati ve timing compari sons) with opti mulll 

quality at edges (due to max-fl ow/min-cut algorithm ). Such a texture synthes is 

algorithm has applica tions in Illany practica l domains where ex isting algorithms 

perform ineffecti vely due to functi onal constraints. Some examples o f such 

applica ti on areas are: 

Compressed domain texture synthesis: Refers LO the synthes is of a compressed 

OWPUI tex ture w ith the use of a compressed original texture sample. Thi s is a useful 

fea ture in fast, on demand app li cati ons, with resource/device constraints such as 

mobi le and hand held clevi ces. 

Computer Games: Transform domain tex ture synthes is can be used in generating 

rendered textures of surroundings, such as wall s, background or foreground objects, in 

which the quality of the rendered tex ture is kept to a minimum depending on it s 

required visual signi f icance al any given time. 

MPEG4: MPEG4 AFX uses Bezier surfaces LO model and animaLe (descri be smoOlh 

motion) three dimensional obj ects. T ransform domain tex lllre synthes is approaches 

can be easily adopLed LO provide progressive, surface rendering LO Lhese objecLs. 
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It is noted that the current implementations of the proposed transform domain texture 

synthesis a lgorith ms are limited to a proof of concept that they can be fu ll y utili sed to 

support the above applica tions if required . 

5.4 SUMMA RY AND CONCLUSION 

In th is chapter we have di scussed transform domain ex tensions to the max-now/min

cut algorithm , popularly used in the edge enhancement of patch based tex ture 

synthes is algorit hms. We ha ve provided experimental results and detailed analys is to 

prove that the proposed technique is capable of being used to replace the simple non

optimi sed edge-blending strategy adopted by Wi ckramanayake et al. in their 

pioneering work of transform domain texture synthes is, thus further improving its 

effi ciency and ex tending its appl ica tion. 

In des igning the proposed mult i-resoluti on, transform domain extension to the max

now/ mill-cut framework , we have gi ven special attention towards reducing 

al gorithm ic complex ity by introducing refinement passes and progress ively improving 

the visual quali ty at block edges. 
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Chapter 6 

Texture Synthesis on Geometric Surfaces 

6.0 INTRODUCTION 

It has been shown that the ex isting 3D texture synthesis algorithms fa il to deli ver 

effec ti vely in appl icati on areas where a progressive tex ture renderi ng capability is 

required . The novel algorithm proposed in thi s chapter provides a practical solution to 

thi s chall enge. The algorithm is an extension of the novel DWT based approach 10 

texture synthesis on planar surfaces, presented in chapter 5. In thi s chapter we 

demonstrate the lIse of the proposed algorithm in progressive tex turing of geometric 

surface s such as Ring Dupin Cycl ides, Tori, Spheres, which are parametr ised by 

biquadrati c rational Bezie r patches. We provide experimental result s to prove the 

efficie ncy and effecti veness of the proposed approach, and demonstrate its use in 

resource constrained domains. 

For clarity of presentation thi s chapter is d ivided into several sections. Secti on 6.1 

d iscusses the motivation behind the work. Section 6.2 presents the novel texture 

synthes is algorithm on biquadra tic rati onal Bezier patches. Section 6.3 exte nds the 

fundamental ideas presented section 6.2 to support tex ture synthes is on a number of 

selected geometri c surfaces. Section 6.4 specifica lly di scusses the proposed method of 

e mbedding texture onto individua l patches. Section 6.5 present s an EZW based 

algorithm that enables progress ive tex turing of geometric surfaces. Section 6.6 

provides experimen tal results and a comprehensive analysis that includes a 

comparison of the proposed method ' s perfo rmance with that of the ex isti ng s tate-of

the-art techniques. Fina lly secti on 6.7 summari ses and conc ludes the chapter. 
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6.1 MOTIVATION 

In patch based texture synthesis techniques, the use of a triangular or quadri lateral 

mesh, results in seams al the edges. The size of tri angles in a triangular mesh varies, 

which makes prominent visual artefacts 0 11 the surface. Further to thi s, the graphi cal 

object will use ex tensive bandwidth in transmi ss ion since the surface mesh 

representati on depicting the objects shape, and tex ture information depicti ng its 

appearance, arc in an ul1compressed formal. Therefore, their applicability in a 

constrained band width channel is limited. Further to this, animati on and deformat ion 

of triangular meshes are relari vely difficult and costl y. To overcome many of the 

above problems, and to be used effec ti vely in bandwidth-limited transmiss ion media, 

we propose a novel algori thm that enables fast progressive- tex ture synthesis on Bezier 

patches. We show that it can be further ex tended and general ised for tex ture synthes is 

on arbitrary shaped 3D surfaces. achieving faster synthesis rates and enh anced quality 

as compared to that of the current state-of- the-art techniques. 

6.2 TEXTURE SYNTHESIS ON B1QUADRATIC RATIONAL BEZLER 

PATCHES 

The underlying techn iques Ll sed in this proposed work are as follows (see chapter 3 

for deLail s): 

I ) DWT provides a compacL mulLi-resoluLion represenLaLion of the sample LexLure 

(see secLion 3. 1.4). 

2) EZW prioriLi zes the waveleL coefficienLs according La Lheir perceptual 

signilicance (see secLion 3.2). 

3) EZW can be used in adapLi ve sysLems which require dynamic qualiLy/speed 

adjusLmenL (see secLi on 3.2). 

An overview of the operation of the fundamental unit of texture synthesis illustrated 

in figure 6.1 , can be given as follows: The sample tex ture is first decomposed using an 

II- Ievel DWT. A random decomposed block of Lhi s sample is iniLiall y pi cked, 

converted inLo the pixel domain using an II-Ievel IDWT procedure and subsequently 

embedded as a sLarLing, corner block of a paLch of the surface. An overlap area of Lhi s 
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block with the subsequent texture block 10 be synthesised is selected , and converted 

into the DWT domain using an /I -leve l fo rward DWT. The LL and HH bands of thi s 

overlap area arc then used to find a suitabl y matching block from the decomposed 

sam ple tex ture image. T he best matching block is subsequently converted back into 

the pi xeJ domain using an /I- level LDWT and is placed adj acent to the previously 

synthes ised texture block. An edge-ble nd ing algori thlll [ 116J is used to improve the 

quality of the seam between the two adj acent bloc ks. The above process is continued 

unt il the entire surface of the patch (i.e. small rectangular mesh) is tex tured. 

Sample Texture Image I I 

Part ! ! I Alpha Biquadratic Rational I 

I 
Blending Bezier patches 

n Level DWT 

I \, 
LL.. & HHn Band, 11 Decomposed Image 1 

+ + Part IT 

I Find best match ~ Pick up 
locauon 'l'd' DWT 

block 

L LL..& HHn Bends t Paste block on patch 
IIOWT I using texture mapping -

c- n Level DVVT H Cut block overlap area I 
Figure 6. 1: Texture synthesis on a single bi-quadratic rati onal Bezier patch. 

The block diagram (fi gure 6. 1) is d iv ided into two parls. Parl I shows the 

decomposition of a tex ture image and extracting LLn and HHn sub-bands (expl ained 

in detail in secti on 3.1.4). Referring to fi gure 6. 1 Part 11 , Let 8,,/lx . ."1 represent a gene ra l 

square block of the decomposed sample image located at position (x, y) relati ve to the 

sub-bands (p. /)' s o rigin . [Note that in our experi ments the s ize of the above block was 

set to be 25
.' x 25

. ', where / (= 0, 1,2).]. Initia lly we random ly pick a block, B I 
LUr- {,l .Y) 

from the lowest resol ution, (LL, f1 -I ) sub-band of the decomposed sample image. 

Subsequentl y by cOlllbining thi s block with the corresponding blocks of the other sub-
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bands and performing an n- IDWT the random ly selected block is obtained in the 

ori ginal pi xel domain, ( i .e. BI.J. 

B 1.1." .2 ID WT (B 1.1." . 1, B IlL,,· 1 , B W ,,· I , B 1/1/" I) (6. 1) 

BLL IDWT (BLLO ,BHLO ,BUlO,BHII O) (6.2) 

After randomly piCking up the block as described above and converting it into its 

pi xeJ domain, the next stage is to map the texture block onto a Bezier patch ( for 

Bezier palch refer to seclion 3.4.2). The Bezier patches of Ihe surface will be di vided 

into a quadrilateral mesh, where each mesh element is referred to as a surface 

division. The above mentioned process randomly picked texlUre block is embedded 10 

surface di vision (see fi gure 6.6) by fo llowing the texlUre embedding method detailed 

in secti on 6.4. This procedure is popularly known in the literature as leXflIre mappillg. 

Once the first, randomly selected block is mapped as above, an overl apping area of 

Ihis block (with the adjacenl, pOlelll ial bloc k to be mapped) is selecled to be used in 

locating the next bl ock from the sample texture to be mapped on to the patch. Note 

that in our experiment s thi s area was 8 pixe ls wide, and was selected from the left 

end, bOllom end or both above ends of the block (depending on Ihe locali on of the 

ori ginal texture block on the Bezier patch). 

The overlap area is subsequently /I -level decomposed (17=3 in our experiments) and 

used 10 find a suitable malch for Ihe adjacenl block from the decomposed sample 

texture using minimum sum of squared-differences (see secti on 3.3.1 figure 3.8). To 

speed up the bl ock matchi ng we only use all coefficients of the LLn and HHII sub

bands for matching. In our experiment where 11=3 and a sample texture size of 128 x 

128 or 256 x 256 is used, out of the 16384 or 65536 possible coeffi cients, we only use 

1/64 of total number coefficients in Ihe sample texture. Therefore, the malching speed 

is significantly enhanced. Although adjacent blocks on a Bezier patch are matched 

using an overlapping area, block seam mismatches are likely to ex ist. However due to 

the effic iency of matching in the DWT domain [39] these seam mismatches are 

minimal as compared to lIsing an alternative patch based texture synthesis technique 

and are therefore easily eliminated lIsing an edge-blending approach or Illax

now/min-clll approach [ I 16, chapter 5]. The above process of block malching. 
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selecti on and placement IS continued until the texture 01' the entire patch is 

synthes ised. 

6.3 TEXTURE SYNTH ES IS ON A G EOMETRIC SU RFACE 

A high level block diagram of the proposed tex ture synthesis algorithm on a 

geometri c surface is illustra ted as in fi gure 6.2. 

I 
Geometric 1f4-· ___ 1 Si-quadratics 
Surface I Rational Parametrisation 

Bezier 
Patches , 

" ' , , 

I Texture Synthesis 
I on Si.nde Bezier Patch 

Graph Cut on 
Patches Edge 

Synthesized 
Geometric Surface 

Figure 6.2: Proposed block diagram for tex ture synthes is on geometric surface. 

The geomet ri c surface (a Ring Dup in Cyc lide in our experiments) to be tex tured, is 

f irst parametrised into a collecti on of Bez ier patches (i.e. set of slllall rectangular 

mesh) (see figure 3.2.2). Subsequentl y, texture is independentl y synthesised into 

indi vidual Bezier patches (see secti on 6.1). The tex ture synthes is techniques adopted 

result in a seam less texturing within patches . Dependi ng on whether or not seamlessly 

progress ive texture synthesis is required, the use of the EZW algorithm (see secti on 

6.5) is considered for coefficient prior it isati on/selecti on in forming the tex ture blocks 

(see fi gure 6.1 ) of a Bezier patch. The Bezier patches are subsequent ly embedded into 

the surface mesh representation obta ined using the rational parametrisation approach 

which was presented in secti on 3.4.4. The vis ibility of seams between Bezier patches 

is then reduced using a minimum boundary cut technique, i .e. graph-cut (see secti on 

6. 3. 1). Figure 6.1 ill ustrates the bloc k diagram of the fundame ntal unit of the proposed 

overall texture synthesis algorithm of f igure 6.2, i .e. the bl ock diagram depi cling the 
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detailed procedure adopted ill texture synthesis on a single bi~quadralic rational Bezier 

patch. 

As ind ividual Bezier patches are tex tured independen tl y, it is like ly that visible seam 

boundari es ex ist between patches (see Fi gure 6.3). In the following secti on we 

describe the use of a minimum boundary c ut technique to minirni se these anefacts. 

(a) (b) 

Figure 6.3: Artefacts at Bezief patc h edges. 

6.3.1 Using a Modified G raphcut Technique to I mprove Bezier Patch Seams 

To remove the edge artefacts between Bezief patches (see ti gure 6.3) we lIse a 

modifi ed version of the popular Graphcut technique proposed in [36]. Its operati ons 

can be expla ined as follows: 

Patch selection and matching: The idea of thi s stage is to replace Bezier patch seam 

regions, wit h visible straight-line artefacts, with matching regions from the sample 

tex ture, which can be better blended with the non-seam region texture. To accompl ish 

thi s task a block of size 2 '" x 2'-' (/=3 in our ex pe riments), which will be called an 

edge block is first selected from the patch boundary (see fi gure 6.4(a)) . It is noted that 

seams are included withi n thi s edge block. Subsequently we apply an II -Ievel (11=3) 

DWT on the selected edge block to create a DWT decomposed edge block. The LLn 

and the HHII sub-bands of the decomposed block is then used to search the 

decomposed sample texture for the best matching block, which is found using block 

matching criteri a (see fi gure 6.4(b)). Once the best matching block is found (see 
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Figure 6.4(b» it ca n then be combined with the edge block us ing the graphcllt 

approach in the transform domain (see section 4.4.2) in order to minimi se seam 

artefacts. After this anll-leve llDWT is pe rformed to obtain a pixel block. 

Graphcut Approach: Once the best malch to the edge bl ock is fo und as above, we 

apply the graphcuttec hnique of [36] whic h is capab le of opti mally replac ing the sea m 

region of the edge bloc k w ith regions from the best match ing block (see secti on 4.4.1) 

in order to provide an opt imal m inimi sation of boundary artefacts (see Fi gure 6.4(c)), 

We appl y the Graphcut technique (see fi gure 6.5) in the transfo rm doma in 10 reduce 

the algorithm com plex ity and to gCllhe best poss ible seamS. The above modified edge 

block is finally embedded back in its original position in the Bczier patch seam area. 

Thi s process is con ti nued for all edge blocks along the Bez ier patch seams. The results 

illustrated in fi gure 6.6 when compared to the results illustrated in figure 6.3 prove the 

improved qual ity at Bezier patch seams. 

(a)Artefact block (b) Best Block (c) Embedded block 

Figure 6.4: Seam selecti on 

-
Figure 6.5 : The Graphcut approach 
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(a) (b) 

Fi gure 6.6: Refined Bh ier patch edges 

Feathering: Although the graphcut approac h produces an optimum seam, the 

optimality is restricted by the qualit y of the original edge bl ocks. Therefore, it is likely 

that some artefacts still remain aftcr the appli cation of the graphclIL approach. To 

address thi s problem we use the popular feathering 1871 approach that uses suitable 

weighting factors to combine those pi xels at the seams. Feathering results in furt her 

improvemen ts of the seam quality. 

6.4 EMBEDDING TEXTURE ON RA TlONAL BEZIER PATCHES 

T o embed texture on Bezier patches, we use a modified version of the approach 

proposed by Soucy et al. [ 11 9'1. The modification required is due to the use of a 

quadrilateral mesh in the proposed approach as aga inst a triangular mesh in the 

ori ginal approach of l l1 9l The texture of each quadrilateral in the origina l mesh is 

obtained via direct mapping [1 191 from the corresponding quadrilatera l in a tex ture 

space. The texture space referred to above is created as a result of the block placement 

and matching procedure on Bezier surfaces, described in detail in section 6.1. The 

quadrilaterals in texture space that we use are rectangular in nature and are uniform in 

size. It is further noted that the above tex ture embedding can be performed at 

interacti ve (rea l-time) ra tes. In our experiments all surfaces are rendered at interacti ve 

rates using 1024 x 1024 sample tex tures. The surface models are composed of 

between 1,000 and 50,000 quadrilaterals. 
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Ca) Texture 
Block 

(b) Parrunetrisized 
M esh 

Cc) Embedded 
Texture onMesh 

Figure 6.7: Texture Embedding 

6.5 PROGRESSIVE TEXTURE SYNTHESIS ON A 3D SURFACE 

In order 10 eXlend our idea funhe r and improve ils applicabilily, Ihe concepl of 

zerotrees of wavelet coefficients is used for progressive encoding of images (see 

section 3.2). Thi s llses the EZW algorith m, where the initial coefficient pr iorit iza tion 

procedure is lI sed to pri oriti se their lIse within the proposed texture synthesis 

al gorilhm , whe re we have replaced Ihe IDWT wilh Ihe EZWIDWT module (see fi gurc 

6. 1). The Ihresho ld can be calculaled us ing Ihe magnilUde of wavelel coeffi c ienl s of 

Ihe decomposed sampl e image (see eq 3.6). The visuall y pri orilized ava ilabilily of 

coefficients and the subsequent embedded coding of the coefficients enable seamless 

progressive tex ture synthes is capability 0 11 b i-quadrati c rati ona l patches. 

6.6 EXPER IME 'TAL RESULTS AND A ALYSIS 

In o rder to analyse the performance of the proposed progressive texture synthesis 

approach we lIse three diffe rent geometric surfaces namely, a Dupin Cyclide, a Sphere 

and a Torus. We carr ied ou t effi cient imple menta tions of the proposed algorithms in 

OpenGL and C++, fo llowing a number of ilera li ve slages of program design ancl 

implementatio n. A range of sample textures with different characte ristics were used in 

Ihe experimenls [41. Figure 6.8 and fi gure 6.9 illuSLrale Ihe resulls. Figure 6.8 

compares our new palch based approac h 10 Ihe pixel based approac h proposed by 

Turk 's [62]. II is observed Iha! Ihe proposed approach resulls in a marg ina lly 

improved texture qua lity wi th no visible seamS. However the new algorith m is 

s ignifi canlly fasler Lhan Ihe previous pixel based approach. Our ex perimenls revea led 

that the previous approach takes approximately an average of 15 to 20 minutes for 
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progress ive tex ture synthesis, whereas our prese nt approach takes only an average of 

the order of five seconds for synthesizing identical 3D o bjects. 

Figure 6.10 shows the effec ti veness of the proposed algorithm in the progressive 

tex ture synthesis domain . 11 is noted that the average lime requ ired la synthesise the 

tex tures on the geometri c surfaces was in the order of fi ve seconds. 

A closer analysis of the results illustrated in figure 6. 10 reveals the following 

important facts: 

• By varying the threshold selected for DWT coefficient selecti on, within the 

EZW scheme, discrete seamless levels of output quality can be obta ined. See 

figure 6 .1 0 (a I 10 a4, b I to b4, c I to c4) . 

• It is observed Ihal for mOSI Iypes of tex tures, 15% of the DWT coeffic ients 

from the sample texture are suffic ient for creating Olltput tex tures of suff icient 

visual qual il y. See figure 6.10 (a4, b4, and c4). For regular le xtures Ih is 

percentage can be sign ificantly lower (5% in our experiments) figure 6. 10 

(a2). 

• lt is observed that the seams are rarely visible. 

Given the above observations, the proposed technique can be proved to be beneficial 

in appl icati ons that require fast and accurate progressive texturing capabiliti es such as 

distributive and collaborative gaming or low bandwidth transmission appli cati ons. 

Allhough due to space limitat ions we have restric ted the number of progress ive 

texture synthesis results illustraled in figure 6. 10 to fo ur distinct quality levels, the 

proposed method is capable of progressive texture synthesis at seallll ess ly differenl 

numbers of quality levels, and a large number of sample textures coveri ng broad 

sta tisti ealtexture properti es. Due 10 the f1exibilily of the extens ion of the Bezier patch 

based rati onal paramelri sation scheme, the proposed approach can be further ex tended 

to effi cient progressive tex ture synthesis on any arb itrarily shaped 3D object (see 

cha pler 7). 
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Fi gure 6.8: (a): Be nchmark algorithm (Turk's, sce chapter 4), (b) Our present patch 
based algorithm. 

6,7 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION 

In the proposed algori thm a rational paramet ri sation stage is inilia\1y used to represent 

the surface as a collection of hi-quadratic Bezier patches, onto which the tex ture is 

syn thesised lIsing a mult iresolution DWT approach. We have used the popular EZW 

idea of prioriti zing the DWT coefficients and subsequentl y embedding the coding in 

order to introduce progressive texture synthesis. To minimise seam artefacts at the 

block boundaries within patches, we have slIccessfully used an alpha-blending 

algorithm, whereas to minimise artefacts at seams between patches we have 

successfull y proposed and used a transform domain ex tension to the popular random 

patch cUlling algori th m, the "graph-c ut approach' , followed by a further feathering 

algorith m at the exact seam locati ons. We have prov ided results to show the 

effecti veness of the overall surface paramelri sation and texture synthesis algorithms. 

Fu rther experimental results have been provided to show the effecti veness of the 

measures taken to minimise seam artefacts, and the flex ibil ity and efficiency of the 

progressive texturing capability of the proposed a lgorithm. 

We have used a Dupin Cyclide [6, 15], a Sphere and a Torus as examples tQ 

demonstrate texture synthesis as these surfaces are widely used in computer graphics 

and in the development of a number of CAD tools. It is furthe r noted that the 

presented algorithm is the fi rst attempt of progressive and non-progressive tex ture 

synthesis on geometric surfaces generated using bi-quadratic rational Bezier 

equations. 
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(a) Regular (b) Regular (c) Stochastic 

(d) Near regular (e) Regular (I) Irregular 
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(g) Near regular (h) Irregular (i) Irregular 

(j) Stochastic (k) Irregular (I) Irregular 

Figure 6.9 : Texture synthesis on a Sphere, Torus and Cycli de 
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(al)-3% coefficients (b 1 )-3% coefficients 

(a2)-5% coeffi cients (b2)-5% coefficients (c2)-5% coeffi cients 

(aJ)-15% coeffi cients (b3)-1 5% coefficients (c3)- 15% coefficients 

(a4)-all% coefficients (b4)-all% coefficients (c4)-a ll% coefficients 

Figure 6. 10: Progressive texture synthesis on a Cycl ide 
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Chapter 7 

Control Polygon Based Texture Synthesis on 3D 

Surfaces 

7.0 INTRODUCTIO N 

In thi s chapter, we extend and general ise the algorithm proposed in chapter 6 IQ 

enable tex ture synthesis on a rbitra ry shaped 3 D geo metric surfaces . 1n additio n the 

generali sed approach presented in thi s cbapler is supported by an interacti ve lIser 

interface, which increases the speed and qual ity of texture synthesis due to the 

in troduction of number of additi ona l features sllch as the ab ility to define user defined 

vector fie lds ind icating the direc tion of tex tu re synthesis in a g iven local ity, lIse of 

control polygons and effecti ve projection techniques. Further experimental results are 

provided to illustrate the prac tical use o f the proposed texture synthes is a lgorithm in 

reso urce constra ined app lica ti on domains. 

It is observed tha t the algorithm proposed in chapter 6 suffers from two li mi ta tions. 

First ly, no control is provided o n the size of the texture pa ttern in re lation to the 

geometry of a surface; secondl y, no control is provided over the d irecti on of the 

texture patlem to be synthesised on a surface as it is de termined by the algorithm and 

therefore out of the contro l of the user. To overcome these shortcomings, in thi s 

chapter we propose a control polygon based texture synthes is a lgorith m on 3 D 

surface s. In overcoming the fi rst limitation above the algorithm has been develo ped 

based on tex lU re synthesis on contro l po lygon (see section 7. 1). ini ti a ll y, we 

demonstrate the use of the proposed algori th m fo r texturi ng a sing le Bezier patch and 

two smoothly j oined Bezier patches. T his algorithm is later extended to overcome the 

second limitation by enabl ing the definition of the tex ture d irection on a 3D surface 

(see section 7.2). We show that the proposed texlU re synthesis approach that uses 
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Bezier patches as the bas ic unit of texture synthesis al lows the algorithm's general use 

in tex ture synthesis on man y arb itra ry shaped surfaces. Section 7.3 bri en y di scusses 

the tex ture mapping approach used. Section 7.4 provides the experimental results and 

ana lysis o f proposed work and fi na ll y secti on 7.5 sUlll mari ses and concludes the 

cha pter. 

7.1 A CONTROL POLYGON BASED T EXTURE SYNTHESIS ON BItZIER 

PATCH ES 

Thi s algorithm is designed to address the Fi rst problem i .e. 10 ga in conlrol over the 

size of a texture pa ttern in re lati on to th e shape of the geometry of a surface. The 

algorithm is similar 10 the previolls algorithm (chapter 6), but w ith two major 

changes; First, tex ture is syn thesised on control polygon faces, Second, a random 

block size is used , wh ich is of be ller fit to the s ize of the contro l po lygon face (see 

fig ure 7.2). T he deta il of this a lgorithm is di sc llssed be low. 

7. I.I Projecting a 3D Face on to a 20 Plane 

To syl1lhesise a tex tu re on a face of the Bezier conLro l polygon and to obta in a better 

fit of texture, onc needs to appropriately ali gn and project the face onto the texture 

space. The mapping between conlrol polygon faces and planer polygons on the tex tu re 

space should be isometric, i.e. preservi ng both ang le and di stance. 

The a lign ment and projec tio n procedure is illustra ted in figure 7. 1. A g iven arb it rary 

surface F, (P" P" P3, P4) can be assumed to be compri sed of two tri angles i.e. 1, = d 

(P " P3, P4) and I,=d (p" P" P,) (see fi gure 7. I (a)) , with the surface no rmals de noted 

by NI , N2. The angle be tween the normal of each triangle and the no rmal of the 20 

pla ne to which it is to be projected is measured initia ll y. Subsequen tl y the verti ces of 

each tr iangle are rotated such that the ir nonna ls are al igned with the no rma l of the 20 

tex ture space. Finally the adjusted vertices are projected o n to the 2D texture space 

(see figure 7. 1 Cb)) and the two triangles are the n COlllbined together carefull y such 

that no overlap occurs (note : add iti onal disp laceme nt of vertices of the shared edges 

of the two triangles may be required). In f igure 7. 1, the arbitrary Bezier surface, F, is 
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rotated/ali gned and projec ted as F' , (P'" P'" P'", P', ) (see figure 7. 1 (b)) on the 20 

tex ture spHce. 

These faces are then moved to the texture space and arranged nex t to each other as 

illustrated in figure 7. 1 (b). Subsequen tly we assign the lexture space coordinates IQ 

the corresponding control polygon faces. We begin with an actual texture synthesis 

process which is described in the following secti on. 

,

P" 

P', 

P', 

P', 

, 
Ca) (b) 

Figure 7. 1: 3D faces 10 20 faces 

7.1.2 Texture Synthesis on a Control Polygon Mesh 

Figure 7.2 illustra tes the texture synthes is algorithm which is an extension of our 

previously proposed work. The lexture synlhesis process starts similarly by applying 

2D DWT (e.g. Haar Transform) on a sample leXlUre image. denoted as (.wUll1'I •.. 

The basic idea of Ihe proposed algorilhm is to synlhesise texlure on control polygons 

of a given Bezier patch. Let Ba,lI(x . .I'J represent a general polygonal block of a 

decomposed sample image localed al posili on (x, y) relati ve to the sub-bands (p. f)'s 

origin . Initiall y we randomly pick block B /.J..J,(.l,)'J from the sample texture image with 

identical size and shape to that of the control polygon face. Thi s randomly created 

texlure block is mapped 10 the control polygon surface shown in figure 7.2. [Nole: the 

details of Ihe mapping process are described in Ihe following section.l 
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In locating the next block to be synthes ised. we cut an 8 pixel wide template of pi xe ls 

along the edge of already synthesised. neighbouring blocks. we then appl y a 3 level 

OWT decomposition on the template block and extract low-resolmion and diagonal 

deta il bands, which are used fo r searching in sample LL3 and HH 3 bands. The best 

overlap arefl is subsequently n-lel'eJ decomposed (11=] in our experiments), and used 

to f ind a suitable malch for the adj acent block from the decomposed sample tex ture, 

by minimizing the L2 norm (see secti on 3.3. 1.2 f igure 3.8). The EZW algorithm can 

be used if coefficieI1l prioriti sati on is used to further reduce complex ity and enhance 

quality (see secti on 3.2). 

Sample Texture 
J. 

3rt1 Levelled DWT 

Pilste block of shape and size 
of face on control polygon ! 

- "w," \ 

•• Best Match 
LL3 and H H3 ba'n"d"s---- Locati on 

I ! 
LL3 and H 1-1 3 band 

i I ] 
Figure 7 .2: Proposed block diagram for texture synthesis on a Bezier conlrol polygon. 
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Finally the overlap area of the best matching edge is blended with the overl ap area on 

the ori ginal bl ock using weighted edge blending. The non-overlapping area of the 

bl ock is picked from the sample tex lUre and subsequentl y appended to the synthesised 

texture. Thi s process will continue till all the faces of the control polygon are mapped. 

In some cases we have considered two or more overl app ing areas fo r fi nding the best 

match. Once texture is synthesised we project it on to a smooth surface, as di sclIssed 

in the fo llowing section. 

7.1.3 Texture Projection on to a Smooth Surface 

]n order to project texture fro m the control polygon to the Sl11 00th surrace, initi ally we 

calculate a length/distance between each of the control points of the control polygon , 

lI sing the standard di stance formula between two control points in 3D space. 

Subsequentl y depending on these di stances and using the correspondence between 

point s, we calc ulate the relati ve locati on of projections of these points on the s11100th 

surface, parameteri sed by 0:5 S. I :5 I . We then decide on the area of projecti on fr0111 the 

cont rol polygonal mesh to the smooth surface. 

For clar ity of presentation the projecti on of texture on a single dimension (i.e. a 

Bezier curve) can be presented as fo llows. Assume that curve c' (figure 7.3) IS 

generated usin g fo ur control points PI. P2. Pj , P4y ia the use of the Bez ief curve 

equation 7.3. Further the lines, PI to P2, P2 to PJ and PJ 10 P4 iJ re assumed already 

textured (see figure 7.3). We calculate the length between these control points, 11S say 

I f, 12 and h The lotal length IT .k between the control points is calculated as the sum, 

(7 .1 ) 
i = l 

Where I; is the distance between two adjacent control points, and k is the total number 

of adjacent pai rs of control points. We normalize all the control po int length s to a unit 

length t; which is calculated as. 

(7.2) 
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Once the parameterization of the curve has been completed as described above, 

projecting the texture on to the curve becomes fairly straightforward . It was menti oned 

that the texture on line segment PI to P2 gets projected on to the smooth curve P I to 

C·2. where C '2 can be calculated using the Bez ier curve eq uat ion 7.3 as; 

, 
Ir.k 5: I , (7.3) 

where W
j 

are the weights defining the spec ific shape of the smooth surface, V
j 

are 

the Bernstein vectors and bm.j { s) is a Bern stein polynomial. The texture projecti on in 

general is represented as fo llows: 

Tex ture (c '(s)) = Texture (p(s)) 0 $ s $ I (7 .4) 

Therefore in general a patch can be textured using the following equation, 

Tex ture (slIIoolh palch (I, 5) = Tex ture (col1lrol polygon (1.5)) 05 . ..., 5 I (7.5) 

~ (x,y,zr~_--:"'! ",' ,---_ , Pl''',y,z) 

p (x,y,z) 
1 0 

! , 

~(x,y, z) 
I 

Figure 7.3: Basic projection approach 

We used the above projecti on approach to project tex ture from the control polygon to 

a given smooth sw·face. (see figure 7.4(8) and 7.4(b) illustrates the mapping of tex ture 

from the control polygons onto the smooth rat ional surface). 

Note that the c loser the control polygon is to the smooth surface representat ion, the 

lesser will be the distortion in projection and vice - versa. 
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(a) (b) 

Figure 7.4: (a) Synthesised tex ture on the control pol ygon (b) Projection fro m control 

Polygon to smooth sUlt'ace. 

7.1.4 Experimental Results and Analysis 

in order to analyse the performance of the proposed algorithm, and to show that 

arbitrarily shaped 3D surfaces can be rendered effecti vely. we have im plemented the 

proposed algorithm in OpenG L, C++. The operat ing sys tem used was Windows XP 

(Professional). A Pe ntillm 4 C PU, 2.80 GHz was used with 2.00 GB RAM. 

Experime nts were performed on a di verse range of texture samples thm include 

regular, near-regular, irregular and srochastic (Lin el ai., 2004) textures. Results 

illustrated in figure 7.5 indicate the ability of the proposed technique !O efficiently 

map and synthes ise tex tu re. on surfaces, wi th minimal artefact s. Furthermore, as 

matching and searChing is performed in the wavelet domain, the tex ture synthesis is 

fast. Further experime ntation revea led that the tjme required to synthesise these 

textures is in the range of a few milli seconds. 

To furthe r extend tile functionality of the proposed method, we have extended our 

work to progress ive texture synthesis on surfaces. We have preformed a wide range of 

experiments (see fi gure 7.6 & 7.7) to show that tex ture can be synthesised at 

seamless \y different levels of qllality on surfaces, without consuming noti ceable 

processing time, Figure 7.6 (c) illustrates the synthesis of a stochastic tex ture of a 

flower. H is evident from the results tllat onl y 10% of the information from the sample 

tex ture is sufficient to create a texture wi th suffic iently rough quality. By increasing 

the percentage of coefficients further, the quality of the synthes ised tex ture ca n be 

seamlessly improved. Further experiments revea led that for thi s tex ture, 20% of the 
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coefficients were sufficient to synthesise a texture visuall y equal to the tex ture that 

can be synthesised when all coeffi cie nts are utili zed. Progressive texture synthesis 

gives the added advantage of being able to truncate a bit stream representing the 

sample texture at any intermediate stage, still being able to synthesise texture at some 

inte rmediale qua lity level. 

To further illustrate the application of the proposed idea, we have ex tended our 

approach IQ synthes izing tex ture on two smoothly j oined rati onal Bezier surfaces, 

shown in fi gure 7.7. Fi gures 7.7(a l , bl , c l ) to 7. 7(a4, b4, c4) illustrate progressive 

texture synthesis on th is surface using three different types of texture. Thi s proves that 

(he proposed technique can be ex tended IQ cover tex ture synthesis on many differeI1l 

geometric topologies. The results in figure 7.7 further iIIustra(e (ha( when using 

regular and near-regular tex ture samples, texture variations across palch boundaries 

are smooth . 
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near-regular Ilea,. regular slochaSlic 

(a) 

(c) 

(e) 

Control Polygon Based Tex ture Synthesis on 3D Surfaces 

Ilt IU'f(O(Qd hu~ to hI, 
:wr.;In"cIf, . \"Uu!<IIU, 
..q;.oocm: .,HIltlSCDc 
",rlb<4ltmtf.U N,h, 
'lbt ldtl.q""quaUc 
oU(Y""' of MoN"LfWi 
Ifw!>frwrTh>\ ....... ..., 
~hti<J,I(Otl'Ot<! .... AIF ... 
"'t lll'l>l< or u.. . IDJy..nl 

regular regular irregular 

(b) 

(d) 

(I) 

Figure 7 .5 :Texture synthesis on a biquadratic surface 
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c·stochastic 

(a l) 3% coefficients (b I) 3% coefficients (cl) 3% coefficients 

(a2) S% coefficients (b2) 5% coefficients (c2) S% coefficients 

(a3) 10% coefficients (b3) 10% coefficients (c3) 10% coefficients 

(a4) 20% coefficients (b4) 20% coeffici ent s (c4) 20% coefficients 

Figure7.6: Progressive texture synthes is 0 11 a biquadratic surface. 
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(a) regul ar (b) near-regular (c) regular 
(d) Two smooth ly 

jo ined patches 
(e) Smoot h Mesh 

(a I) I % coefficient s (a2) 2% coeffic ients (a3) 6% coeffi c ients (a4) ALL coefficients 

(b I) 2% coeffi cients (b2) 4% coeffi c ients (b3) 6% coeffi cients (b4) ALL coeffi cients 

(c I) 2% coeffic ients (c2) 4% coeffi c ients (c3) 6% coeffi cients (c4) ALL coeffic ients 

Figure 7.7: Progressive texture on two, connected biquadrat ic surfaces 
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7.2 A CONTROL POLYGON BASED TEXTUR E SYNTHESIS ON BEZIER 

3D MODELS 

Thi s algorithm is des igned to address the second limit ati on i.c. to gain control over the 

directi on of a texture pattern over a surface and to prov ide the complete GU I for a 

user in order to mark the veCLOr direction on a given surface. The algorithm is an 

ex tension of the previous algorithm (chapter 7.1 ) which includes all previous Feat ures. 

The algorithm is further generali sed to cover many surface topologies. The detail s of 

the algorithm can be discussed as fo llows: 

7.2.1 An overview 

The basic logical flo w of the proposed algor ithm is illu strated in figure 7.S. The 

process begins w ith the read ing of the Bezier control polygonal information from the 

Bezier Patch Format file (see section 7.2.2) of the 3D surface . Subseque nt ly the user 

interac ti vely marks the required tex ture directions on the control polygon s in the form 

of vectors (see sec ti on 7.2.3). All faces of the contro l polygons are then projected o n 

to a 2D plane (see sec ti on 7. 1.1 ). The user defined vector fi elds representing the 

expected texture direct ions along with the polygona l faces gels projected on 10 the 20 

plane (7.2.3). The first marked uscr defined vec tor is considered the anchor vector and 

is llsed to initiate vector propagati on (see section 7.2.4). I1 is noted that the time taken 

for vector propagation depends 011 the lime spent by the user in manually marki ng the 

vector fields. 

Once the above process has been completed, the tex ture synthesis commences, where 

each of the Bezier contro l polygonal faces arc synthes ised (according to sections 7.1) . 

Finally, the synthesised textures on control polygons are projected back onto the 

actual Bezier patches representing the 3D surface (section 7. 1.3), thus comple ting the 

tex ture syn thesis process . 
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Read Bez ier data and generate the object 

/ \ 
M ark user defined vectors 

Projec t the 
polygonal faces 
to the 20 plane. 

~ 
Projec t vectors to the 
20 plane 

\ / 
Propagate the user de fi ned 
vector on remai ning 2D Faces 

.j. 
Rotate all polygonal faces as per propagated vector 

.j. 
Synthesise tex ture on control po lygon 

.j. 
Proj ect tex ture on to the Bezier surface 

Figure 7.8: Logica l flow of the proposed algorithm 

The following sections provide further design and implementation details of each sub 

process of the proposed texture sYlllhesis approach. 

7.2.2 Bezier Patch File Format[l20] 

The BPT file format is a very simple text fi le fo rmal. The first line contain s the 

informati on of the number of patches in the fil e. Each patch record is fo llowed 

immedi ately by the next, and consists of the following items: Two integers, u and v 

representing the dimensions of the patch (e.g. 2, 2 fo r biquaciratic and 3, 3 for a 

bicubic patch); one control point per li ne, for u " v lines (e.g. 16 control points for the 

bicubic and 9 for the biquadratic). The control points are four doubl e va lues, se parated 

by spaces. The first three double values are x, y, z and fourth double va lue is the 

weight. Control points move along the first dimension are spec ified first, then the 

second. There fore, fo r a " I, 2" patch, the first two would be the first edge, the next 

two would be the cent re, and the linal two would be the far edge of the partic ular 
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Bezier patch. For ease of understanding, the format of the fil e ca ll be summarised as 

follows: 

Example of file format: 

<11 - number of patches> 

<UI> <v I> 

<xo 0> <yo 0> <zo 0> < Wo 0> 

<X l 0> <Y I 0> <Z I 0>< W I 0> 

<Xu- l 0> <Yu- I 0> <Zu- l 0>< WU_ l 0> 

<xo I> <Yo I> <Zo 1>< Wo 1> 

The foll owing (see f igure 7.9) is an illustration of a rende red patch. For the given nine 

control po ints, the biquadratic surface patch defined by them has been comput ed and 

drawn. 

(a) (b) 

Figure7.9: (a) Green Co lour: Biquadratic control polygonal points, Red Colour: The 

smooth surface mesh generated using cOnlrol polygons (b) Control polygonal mesh 

(note: for 9 control points, 4 faces are generated.). 
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7.2.3 User Defined Tangential Vectors and their Propagation 

Thi s is the most frequentl y lIsed approach in maintaining reali sm in 3D textu re 

syn thesis . It allows the user to interacti vely specify tex tu re direc ti ons (user defined 

tangent vectors) on selected patches, which are ( i .e. the directi ons) subsequent ly 

propagated to provide the texture di recti ons of a ll other patches defining the surface. 

In our approach the user initi ally marks texture direc ti ons on a selected number of 

faces (note: minimulll of one face is required). The algorithm then considers one of 

the marked faces (usually the one selected first) to be a 'seed face · and will se lec t a 

ne ighbouring non-marked face to commence vector propagati on. 

The vector Ti .,. of Cl non marked face, c, is caJculaled as follows: 

I , 
T =(-)L T . 

f ·r k ;= 1 J.r 
(7 .6) 

where Tt,r is the vector of the non-marked face (i .e. the f ield being calculated) and 

'Ii~ , 7/
J
+/ , .0 TIJI represent the vector tie lds of the marked faces, from the k-connected 

neighbourhood. (note: in our experiments, k ::: 8). Starling from a neighbouring bl ock 

of the seed face we use the above equati on to propagate the tex ture fie ld to cover al l 

non-marked face s of the 3D objec t. 

Once Tf~ is obtained using equation 7 .6, it may no t be parallel to the face. Therefore 

we project the vector fie ld into the pl ane of the face, Ji,' , as fo llows: 

(7.7) 

where, 

(7.8) 

and b
l
, b2are the face basis VecLOrs i.e., they tie in the plane of the face. The veclor 

fi elds thus obtained are used fo r the appropriate rota ti on of the face after being 
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projected ont o the 20 plane, which is discussed in the nex t section . This results in 

minimizing di storti on at the patch boundaries. 

7,2.4 Project 3D Face on to 20 Plane 

To sYlHhes ise a texture on a Bezier surface. onc needs to appropriately al ign and 

project all faces onlo the tex ture space. which is discussed in secti on 7. 1.1. 

The al ignment and projecti on procedure is illustrated in figure 7.10. In fi gure 7.10, the 

arbitrary Bezier surface, FJ is rota ted/a ligned and projected as F' l (P']. P'2, P'3. P'~) (see 

fi gure 7. 10 (b» on the 20 texture space. In carrying out the above explained 

projecti ons. if a given Bezier polygon has been assigned a user defined vector fi e ld, it 

is appropriately transferred IQ its projec ti on in the texture space fi gure 7. 10 (b» . 

Subsequentl y foll owing the vector field propagation procedure ex plai ned in section 

7.2.3, the user defined, projected vector fields are propagated to obtain the vector 

fi elds of all projected polygons. All projected faces are finally ro tated so that their 

vector fi elds (i.e. vectors that define their intended texture d irecti on) are ali gned with 

the y-direction of the tex ture space (see figure 7. 10 (c) and (d), i.e., P , is rotated to 

F" 1 (P" 1, P"2, p"), P",,) in order to obtain a desired, rea li stic texture pattern on to the 

surface. 

These faces are then moved to the tex ture space and arranged nex t to each ot her as 

illustrated in figure 7. 10 (d). Subseque nt ly we assign the texture space to the 

corresponding control polygon faces. We begin with the ac tual texture synthesis 

process which is described in the secti on 7. 1.2. 
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(d) (b) 

(d) 

(c) 

Figure 7.10: 3D faces la 20 faces 

Use r defined vector direction and propagati on g ives smooth fl ow of texture pattern s 

011 a surface. However in general mismatches of tex tu re direction on indi vidual 

patches may resuh in the fo rmati on of a seam in the patch overlapping area. To 

overcome thi s problem, we have proposed a weighted blend ing function which 

changes the blending parameter as the direc ti on is changed . Thi s is described in the 

fo ll owin g seclion 7.2.5. 

7.2.5 Weighted Edge Blending based on Direction 

Blending in 20 texture synthesis is straightforward as compared to the 3D equ iva lent 

When blending tex ture in 3D, the directi on of tex ture blending should be changed as 

the direction of the syn thesis process is changed. Thi s is considered as a key 

challenge. 
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Tex ture synthesis over 3D faces mostly depends on the user defined vector f ield and 

propagat ion of vectors. For any quadri lateral face there are four directi ons of blending 

(see f igure 7. I I ). 

Figure 7. 1 I : Four direction of blending 

Experiments have shown that obtaining a 100% accurate match as a neighbouring 

face at all times is rare. Therefore some seams will appear along the patch edges if left 

un processed. To improve blend ing and to avoid any artefacts, we have des igned the 

following weighted edge blending functi on. 

The general idea of weighted edge blending is based on graduall y reducing the 

luminance contributi on made by a neighbouring face to its seams, whi lst moving 

away to an adjoining face across seams. In our proposed algorithm we ighted edge 

blending is carried out in the pixel domain. 

Let W represent an empirically defined matri x capable of pelforming weighted edge 

blending in the pixeJ domain, via a matrix multipli cation with the overlap area. lNote: 

the top left hand corner coe fficient of W is a calculated val ue and is an approximation 

to 0]. The size of W depends on the width of the overlap. [n our experiment we have 

assumed that the width of overlap is eight pixels and have therefore defined W to be 

of size, IV x IV (1V=lVidlh). 

0.0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

0 I/w 0 0 0 0 0 0 

0 0 2/11' 0 0 0 0 0 
(7.9) 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 w= 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 0 • 0 0 

0 0 0 0 0 0 (11'-2)/111 0 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 (IV- I)/II' 
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Let the overlapping areas of two adjoining faces, i.e., the edge of the first face be 

denoted by Edge,o'"" and matched edge of the second face be denoted by Edge,,,,",, . The 

resulting blended overlap area, O bleIIlJolll/} can be represented by, 

0 b/elll/o/a{J = Edge'u'a{l x W + EdgeZ()'1I11 X (/ idem - W) (7 10) 

Where 1"/",, is an identity mat rix. Edge,,,,,,,., Edge1n'nl' are of size IV x heigh t. 

Fi gure 7. 12: Swap di rec tion of blending 

Figure 7 . 12 illustrates the blending of three matching patches . Le t's assume that all 

faces ha ve already been textured. When considering the blending of texture of patch 

F, to that of patch F, we use Eq (7. 10) as the ble nding fun cti on, where the area d. of 

patch F3 overlaps the area d) of patch F t. However when patching F2 to Ft, the area 

depicted d3 overl aps the area de picted d. of patch Fl. ln thi s situation it is important to 

decide whether \11 should multiply Edge/",,,,. or Edge}o/"I' in eC] . 7.1 0. Thi s decision 

depends on the face whi ch is to be overlapped, which is dec ided on the basis of 

whether the pi xel value of the inside edge of an already synthesised texture is to be 

changed or to be maintained the same. I f it is to be changed then we swap the 

blending direction arollnd and the equati on changes to. 

O b/ellr!OIIlI' = Edge'o'aj! X (l it/em - W) + Edge 10/{lI' x W (7 .11 ) 

Thi s switch over helps in maintaining a smooth texture pattern on the surface. Further 

the blending functi on gets swapped around as the blending directi on changes, while 

the surface is being synthesised. Figure 7. 13(a) shows the texture synthesised o n a 
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surface without the use of bl ending and fi gure 7. 13(b) shows the texture synthesised 

3D object when weighted edge blending as described above, has been used. 

Figure 7. 13 (a): Texture with out blending 

Figure 7.13 (b): Texture with swap blending 

7.3 Texture Mapping on Control Polygons 

In our implementation we have adopted a stra tegy in which we ini ti ally create 

propagating seed vector directions, which are subsequently used to smooth the surface 

vector field. However alternatively a number of other surface vector field generati on 

techniques (Wei-Levoy [60]; Turk [62]; Ying e t a I. , [63]) can be used to replace the 

approach wc have selected above. Once vector fie lds arc assigned la all control 

polygonal faces, we rotate all the faces according 10 their tangential vector field and 

surface normal, thus placing all faces in the same 20 plane. Us ing a mod ified version 

of Saucy et al: s, 1996 [ 119] approac h, (note: modified from using tri angles to using 

polygons) a texture map T is c reated. For each face of the control polygon , we 

calcul ate the bounding box of the face and then map it to a corresponding face in Tin 

a compact form, i.e. wi th no space being wasted. The faces in T are textured using the 

corresponding best matching bloc k. The faces in T that we use are of non-uni form 

size, which are a better fit to the shape and size. It is noted that the resulting texture 
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can be rendered on the corllroJ polygon surfaces at interaCli ve r<Hes. The images 

illustrated in secti on-4 (See figure 7. 14, 7. 15 and 7.16) were rendered in thi s manner 

using 256 x 256 textures . The models used in our ex periments are composed of 

smooth S Ul·t~{Ces having between 1000 (0 20000 faces, whereas the control polygons 

used consisted of 100 faces to 400 faces (I t can be furthe r inc reased 10 an arbitrary 

number of faces.) We have observed (hat these surfaces render at real-t ime rates. 

7.4 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND ANALYSIS 

In order to analyse the performance of the proposed algorithm, and to show that 

surfaces can be rendered effecti vely, we have implemented the proposed algorithms 

using OpenGL, C, and C++. The operating syste m used was Windows 

XP(Professional ). A Pentium 4 CPU, 2.80 GHz was used with 2.00 GB RAM. 

Experiments were performed on a diverse range of tex ture samples that include 

regular, near-regular, irregular and s(Qchas(ic [Lin -I tex lU res. Resu/(s illllstrHted in 

figures 7. 14, 7. 15, 7.16 and 7. 17 clearly indicate the ability of the proposed techni que 

to effic ientl y map texture with minimal visual artefacts on arbit rary shaped 3D 

surfaces that include the Utah Teapol, Cup and a number of 3D geometric s l'rt~1ces 

such as a Cyclide, Torus and a Sphere . 

In particular, figure 7. 14 illustrates two exarnpJes e,lch of lex Wre synthesis 011 a 3D 

surface (i.e. the Cup) for two regul ar textures. Note that each synthesis on the Cup 

using a given texture relates to a different vector directi on. The results illustntted 

cie""ly demonstrate that visually "ppealing tex tures can be nex ibly synthes ised via the 

use of a vector fi eld, when us ing the proposed approach. 

Figure 7.15 illustrates the comple te cycle of the proposed tex lllre synthesis process on 

a Bezier surface. The assoc iated stages are labelled in figure 7. 15 (a)-(d). 

Figures 7. I 6 and 7. 17 respectively illustrate synthes is results of a wide variety of 

tex ture samples on arbitraril y shaped and geometric, 3D surfaces, respecti ve ly [the 

zoomed result is presented in Appendix B]. Tables 7.1 and 7.2 tabulate the number of 

decomposition levels of the DWT that was used to generate the tex ture syn thesis 
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results for each 3D objec t. Note that it is efficient to llse the appropriate number of 

decompositi on levels of DWT fo r di ffe re nt textures as the amount of de tail required 

For good quality texture synthesis di Ffe rs from tex ture pattern type to ty pe . For 

exampl e our experiments revealed that stochastic textures can be effecti vely 

synthesised using the sub-bands of the 3rd level of DWT whereas irregular textures 

require the sub-bands of the 2 nd level of transform and near-regul ar, regular textures 

require sub-bands of the I " level of transForm (see tables, 7.1 and 7.2). However 

further analysis of the results tabulared in T able 7 .1 and 7.2 reveal ed that there is no 

conclusive ev idence between the regularity of tex ture and how many decomposition 

levels shou ld be used. 

I rregular 

Irregular 

Cb) 

Figure 7. 14 Ca, b): Texture patterns synthesised over the 3D surface, Cup, which 

depends on the directi on of the mm"ked tangential vector. 
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The synthes is speed varies n ot onl y based on the number of patches that cover the 3D 

f the texture sample. shape but also on the natu re 0 

Model Texture Pat! ern No of Patches Level 11 

Tea pot Regul ar (figu re 7.16 (a» 32 2 

Teapot Near-Stochast ie (fi gure 7. 16 (b» 32 3 

Tea pot Ir regular (figu re7. 16 (c» 32 2 

Teapot Near Regular (figure 7. 16 (d» 32 

Cup Lrregular (figu re 7 .1 6 (e» 26 2 

Cup Stoehastie (fi gure 7. 16 (f) 26 3 

Cup Near-Stochast ie (figure 7. 16 (g» 26 3 

Cup e7. 16 (h» Regular (figur 26 2 

Table 7. 1: Arbitrary surface 

Model Texture Pa Itern No 01" Level 11 

patches 

Torus Near-Stoeh astic (fi gure 7.1 7 (a» 16 3 

Torus lrregul ar(fi gure 7. 17 (b» 16 2 

Torus Lrregul ar Cfi gure 7. 17 (c» 16 2 

Torus Near-SlOeh astie (figure 7. 17 (d» 16 3 

Cye lide Stoehasti e ( fi gure 7. 17 (e)) 16 3 

Cyel ide [rregul ar (fi gure 7.1 7 (f) 16 2 

Sphere SlOehastic ( figure 7. 17 (g» 8 3 

Sphere Regul ar (fi gure 7. 17 (h» 8 2 

Tabl e 7.2: Geometric slllfaee 

To further extend the prac 

ex tended our work to pro 

perFormed a wide range of e 

tica l applicab ility of the proposed me thod, we have 

gressive leX LUre synthesis on 3D surfaces. We have 

xperiments. Figure 7. 18 and 7 .1 9 illustrate that us ing the 

proposed approach, texture ca 

on 3D surfaces. Figure 7. 18 ; 

n be synthesised at seamlessly different levels of qua lity 

lIld 7.19 illustrate the synthesis of an irregular texlUre of 
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an animal skill pattern on the Utah Teapot. It is evident from the results that only 20% 

of informati on (i.e. DWT coeffic ients) from the sample texture is required to create 

texture with sufficiently good quali ty, i.e. equi valent to whic h could be achieved when 

lIsing all of the tex ture informati on. It is observed that by increas ing the percentage of 

the coefficients used in tex ture synthesis. the quality of the texture can be seamlessJy 

improved. Due to space limitati ons we have reslricted the number of discrete tex tu re 

results IO eight , whereas the proposed method is capable of progress ively synthes ising 

texture a t seamlessly diffe rent number of leve ls. It should be noted that progressive 

lex lUre synthesis gives the added advantage of being able (Q truncate a bit strea m 

representing the sample texture at any intermediate stage still being able to synthesise 

texture at some intermediate quality leve l. Further, the texture synthesis results on 

arb itrarily shaped 3D objects prove that our technique can be extended to many 

sll1·face topologies. 

7.5 SUMMARY AND CONCLUS ION 

Th is chapter presented a nove l DWT based approach for synthesizing texlUre on a 3D 

surface. which is made of an arbitrary surface defined using Bezier patches . The idea 

is to achieve good quality progress ive tex tu re synthesis on 3D surfaces, without being 

li mited by its geometrical shape. None of the previollsly proposed algori th ms have 

investigated the use of Bezier surfaces for texture synthesis. In other words Bez ier 

surfaces have been wide ly overlooked by the texlUre synthes is community. However 

Bezier surfaces have various pos itive properties such as, animation flex ibility and 

compact representation of vertices, which requi red less storage and transmi ssion 

space. T hi s is the first allempt taken to prove the feas ibility of texture sylllhesis on 

Bezier surface using conlrol polygonal informati on. The proposed method has the 

capability of synthesizing tex ture at seamlessly different quality settings. Th is 

functionality is not possibl e via ex isting state-oF-the art techniques. The tex ture 

synthesis process is re liant on the user interac tion, where the user sets few vector 

fie lds on the control polygon of the Bezier patches. These set vectors are then used ID 

propagate texture all over the surface. The initial tex ture is synthesised on a control 

polygon. The synt hesised Tex ture is then proj ecTed on a smooth surface. Thi s approach 

gives Further gain in the processing texture on the surFace. 
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The use of visual prioritisalioll of informati on in the sample image during texture 

synthesis allows the task to be carried out at a higher speed but at an equi valent visual 

qualilY level. We show Ihal Ihe proposed approach is compulalionall y effi cienl and 

resulls in good qualilY leX lure synthesis. Furlher due Ihe abililY to pri oritise visually 

significant coefficients, we ha ve disclIssed the proposed method's possible use in 

band width-adaptive/compressed-dornain applications such as remote visuali zalion. 

We have shown that the control polygon strategy used can be ex tended to cover 

synthesizing tex ture 0 11 many 3D objects with arbitrary surface topologies. 

We have used a Dupin eyel ide [6, 15], a Sphere and a Torus surface as examples 10 

demonstrate texture synthesis on geometric surfaces. These surfaces are widely used 

in computer graphics and in the development of a number of CAD lools. 
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w ~ ~) ~) 
Figure 7. 15: Complete cycle of the proposed textme synt hesis process, (a) The sample 
tex ture (b) User defined, marked vectors (c) Texture syn thesis on the control 
polygons of the 3D model (d) Smoothl texture on the aclual surface 

Regular 

Figure 7.16: Tex ture !lynlhesis on Teapol and Cup 
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(c) Irregular 

figure 7. 17: Texture synthesis on a Torus, Cyclide and a Sphere 
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(e) 14%Coeffi cients (t) 16%Coefficients 

(g) 18%Coefficients (h) All Coeffi cients 
Figure 7. 18: Progressive texture synthesis on the Teapot 
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(a) 2% Coefficients (b) 4% Coefficients 

(c) 7% Coefficients (d) 10% Coefficients 

(e) 15% Coefficients (t) ALL% Coefficients 

Figure 7.19: Progressive texture synthesis on the Teapot 
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Chapter 8 

Conclusion and Future Research 

This chapter summarizes the key ideas presented in chapters 4, 5, 6 an d 7, draws 

conclusions and emphasizes the important contr ibuti ons made by the research 

presented in thi s thesis. It also gives an insight into possible fu ture directi ons of 

research. particularly with the intention of further extending the functi onal ity and 

efficiency of the proposed algorithms. 

111 sum mary, the thesis presents f i ve orig inal contributi ons to the sta te-of- the-art in 

tex ture synthesis. The fi rst contributi on was an ex tension to the pixe l doma in 2D 

tex ture syntllcs is algorithms of Tllrk 1.62 /. so Ihat it ca ll be used for progressive texture 

synthesis. The second contribution was an extension 10 Wickramanayake et al. ·s patch 

based, transform domain texture synthes is approach [5, 391. In thi s efFort the non

optimal patch qu ilting approach adopted by Wickramanayake et al. was replaced by a 

optimal, transform domain extension of the popu lar max-flow, mill-cut gnlph-cu{ 

algorithrn [36] effec ti vely ex pl oited in pixel domain in Kwatra et al. 's tex ture 

synthes is algorith ms on pl anar (2D) surfaces [36 1. It is noted th at Turk 's, 

Wickramanayake et al. 's and Kwatra's texture synthesis algorithms have been used as 

benchmarks to evaluate the perfo rmance of the proposed improvements and 

extensions to the original algorithms. Further, the thesis reports a th ird ori ginal 

contributi on in the design and implemenlation of a modified and improved version of 

Wickramanayake et al. 's transform domain texture synthesis idea in texture synthes is 

on Bezier surfaces. Lt was noted that the texture synthesis on Bezier sUlfaces enables 

the idea to be extended to texture synthesis on any geometri c surface giving a 

compact represe ntati on of surface texture and the fl exibility of random surface shape 

changes. With the fo urth original contributi on thi s work was further extended to 

tex ture synthesis on meshes representing 3D geometr ic or arbitraril y shaped objects. 

The final contribu tion concent ra ted On texture synthesis on control polygons that were 
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subsequently malted into the smooth surfaces of the corresponding 3D objccts. Thi s 

further implemented the means of specify i ng the direction of tex ture fl ow by a user. 

Chapter 4 presents the first contribution in which G. Turk· s popular, pi xe l domain 

texture synlhesis algorithm was convened in to a transform domain tex ture syn thesis 

algorithm that enables progressive texture synthesis. 1I was shown that the lllul li

resolution DWT domain represen tation of the sample lex fUre and the use of the $0-

called EZW ideas in prioriti sa tion of DWT coefficients enable effecti ve progressive 

texture synthesis. The novel algorithrn was shown 10 be capable of synthesizing 

textures of any progress ive tex ture quality using a embedded bit stream that represents 

the sample texture, as compared to the fixed number of pre-selected quality levels to 

which the original Turk 's algorithm was limited. Further it was shown that a 

perceptually equi va lent level of outpul tex ture quali ty can be achi eved using a lesser 

amounl of tex ilIal in forma lion (i.e. a subset of perceptually imporlanl DWT 

coefficients) resuhing in a faster tex ture synthesis as compared to the original 

algorithm. It was discllssed thallhe progress ive tex ture synthesis capability improves 

the algorithm 's potential usability in remote visualization appl ications, due to the 

flex ible and effecti ve use of bandwidth and req ui red computational power. 

ChapIcr 5 presents the second novel algorithm which was developed based 0 11 a 

thorough analysis of advantages and disadvan tages of Wickramanayake et aL 's l5 , 39] 

and KwatJ3 el a\" s [36] texture synthesis al gorithms. The novel algorith m combined 

the most effi cient features of both algorithms; i.e. the fast, transform domain patch 

matching process of Wickramanayake et al. ~s algorithm and the optimal , graph cut 

based palch quilting approach adopted by Kwatra el a J. To e nable Ihe sea mless use of 

bOlh algorithms within a Single lexture synthesis algorithm, the pixeJ domain graph

cUi approach originally adopted by Kwa!ra in patc h quilting, was mod ified 10 be 

effecti vely used within a multi-resolution DWT domain represenlatioll of texture. 

Furlher the computati onal complex ity of the graph-cut approach was kepi to a 

minimum by using sub-ord inate and refinement stages in the synthesizing process. 

The sub-ordinate stage introd uces an initial cutting path which was SUbsequently 

refined, by using neighbouring wavelel coefficients progressively. thereby reducing 

algorithmic complexity. Experimental res ults and an in-deplh ana lysis was provided 

10 justi fy Ihal the proposed method produces beller synlhesised texture quality as 
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co mpared to the method proposed in [5, 39 1 and pro vides s imilar or better qual ity 

results compared to KwatJa et al. 's [36]. 

Chapter 6 present s the third novel algorithm which is essentially an ex tension of the 

planar transform domain tex ture synthesis algorithm of chapter 5 into texture 

synthesis on parameterised ra tional biquadrati c patches. IL was shown that thi s 

algori thm was able to perform good quality leXHlre synthes is al rea l-lime rales. 

EXperimental results were provided to prove that the method was capable of fas t 

texture synthesis on geometric surfaces that Can be represe11lcd by paralllclerised 

rational biquadrar ic parches, e.g., DlIpin eyelides, Spheres and T01"USes. 

Finall y chapter 7 presents the fourth and fifth novel contribut ions of the thesis. The 

fourth conlr ibLHioll focllsed on a novel approach 10 lex ture synthesis on Bezier 

patches. This algorithm overcame the limitations of the algorithm that was presented 

in chapter 6, i.e. not having conlrol over the size of texture pattern to be used in 

synthesis thus ex tend ing its appl icability 10 mOre practi cal domains. The underly ing 

texture synthes is process though somewhat similar to the algorithm of chapter 6 had 

two major differences; I ) in the previous approach the texture block size is the same 

in both the synlllesis and embedding processes, where as in th is case the block size is 

picked randoml y, 2) instead of synthesizing texture direc tl y 011 to a surface. it is 

synthesised on a control polygon. A random size block prov ides a better fit of a shape 

as well as size of a conlrol polygon face. which provides nex ible control over a 

texture pattern while being synthesised onto a surface. Further it was shown that 

synthesizing onto a control pol ygon mesh optimi ses the synthesizing process. Thi s 

basic approach showed that texture can be e ffi ciently synthesised onto a control 

pol ygon, which can then be projected onto a smooth Bezier patch. The algorithm was 

shown to provide a compact representation for texture as well as patches. [t was 

shown that the algorithm can be applied to a wide variety of texture patterns and 

surfaces. Further the EZW algorithm was utili zed to enable progressive texture 

synthesis capabilities. 

The fifth contributi on of the thesis presen ted in Chapter 7 , provided an interacti ve 

GU I for tex1l1 re synthesis on arbitrarily shaped surface s. The under lying tex tu re 

synthesis approach adopted inherited all positi ve properties and functionalities of the 
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novel algorithms presented prev iollsly in the thes is. Further it provided added 

functionality in providing the user with the ability l a define tangential vectors 

indicating required directions of tex ture synthesis on a gj ven surface. Experimental 

results were prescl1Icd on both arbitrary and geometric 3D surfaces, whi ch showed the 

fi ex ibility and effic iency of the novel approach. 

Therefo re all objecti ve sta ted in c hapter ! have been achieved. However there a f C 

poss ibilities 10 further improve the contri buti ons of thi s thesis. 

In the impleme ntati on of the proposed algorithms we have not focused on so ft ware 

optimi zation. Thi s has made it di fficult to quantify the speeds of the proposed 

algorithm s. Further Q UI' implementations of the state-of-the-an algorithms, which 

have bee n used as benchmarks, have nOt been optimi sed . Therefore furthe r work wiIJ 

be required in soft ware optimizati on, a ll owing a fair quantitati ve compari son of the 

speed of alJ algorithms. 

Work is now in progress on the use of hardware acceleration to further speed lip the 

proposed tex ture synthesis processes. The effecti ve use of a GPU (Graphics 

Processing Unit) will give further gain s in the synthes izing process. In addition, we 

arc currently looking at extending the idea related to {rallsfo rfl/ domain texture 

syl/thesis to more complex NU RH S surfaces. 

The transform domain edge cutting techniques proposed in thi s thesis can be used fo r 

many alternative applications such as, view morphing, image stitc hing, image 

restoration etc. Furthermore, the texture synthesis methods di sclIssed in this thes is, 

and the results of the extensive ex periments are useful in video tex ture synthesis 

applications. 

The use of the Bezier surfaces in texture synthesis provides additional functionality. 

In pal1icul ar, the use of the proposed texture synthes is approaches on animated 

surfaces needs to be flllthc r stlldied. Such a s!Udy should address the re lati onship 

between the amount of movement in control points and the synthesised texture pattern 

over a surface, in order to reali stically animate lhe change of the texture pattern on an 

animated surface. Further incorporating various motions on a control polygon will 
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reflec t the movement of the texture pattern on the surface. Further studies all 

convening any given 3D modeJ to a Bezier modeJ requires 10 be done. Such a model 

will enable s imultaneous compression of the mesh and synthes ised texture. 

Further the proposed texture synthesis algorithms can be implemented w ithin many 

software tools such as 3D Max, Maya, CA D and even advanced mode lling syste ms in 

order to further ex tend thei r capabi lit ies. 
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Appendi x A 

Appendix A 
The weighted computed for the patches are given below (re fer chapter 3, section 

3.4.4) 
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. The Bezier ven ices of the four patches 
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PROGRESSIVE TEXTURE SYNTHESIS ON 3D SURFACES 

Rupesh N.SheL Eran A.Ediri s inghe. Hellllu( E.Bez 
Departme nt of Computer Sc ie nce 

Loughborollgh UniversilY, LE 11 3T U 
United Ki llgdolll 

R.Sht't(n Ihorn.ill'. U/... 

ABSTRACT 
In thi s paper we propose a novel approac h 10 progress ive 
texture synthesis o n 3D surfaces. The method is based o n a 
11luliiresolut ion DWT decomposition of a sample texture , 
which is subseque ntl y progressive ly tra nsmitted and 
utili sed within a 3D tex ture synthesis process. We use the 
Embedded Zerolree Wavelet (EZW) concept originally 
proposed by Shapiro. in prioriti s ing the DWT coefficie nts 
in progressive tex ture transmiss ion and synthes is. We 
show that the proposed algori thm has applications in 
bandwidth and processing power constrained ap pl icati on 
domains. sllc h as re mote visual isati on. s treami ng and in 
computer games/an illlations. 

KEYWORDS 
Tex ture synthes is, progress ive tex ture. di sc rete wave let 
transfonn. EZW, rende ring 

l. lNTRODUCTlON 

Tex ture synthesis on 20/3 0 surfaces. enhances the real is m 
of virtual scenes. At present s ignificant amount of research 
is foc ll ssed on eSUlbl isbi ng virtual reali sm of arbitrary 
shaped 3D surfaces. As a result a number of 'i mage based' 
tex ture synthesis algorithms have been proposed in the 
past. A typ ical texture synthes is algo rithm start s fro l11 a 
sample image and attempts to produce a larger tex ture 
wit h visual appearance s imilar to the sample by repeated 
p lacement of micro patte rns of tex ture e lements on a 
surface. It does this in a way that when perceived by an 
o bserver, the synthesized tex ture appears to be generated 
by the same underlying stochasti c process. However all 
tex tu re synthesis algorithms are challe nged by the hi gh 
stali sti cal vari;:lbil it y of texllIres involved in synt hes is. 

Thus a uni versal solution 10 texture synthes is yet remains 
an open problem. Tex turing arbitrary shaped 3 D surfaces 
wh ic h provide further challenges have auractcd muc h 
research int erest in the recent pass due app li cati ons in 
animated movie prod uc tion , computer games and virt ual 
productio ns. 
A major pro portion of research in (he area o f texture 
synthes is has foc used on sYlllhesizing tex tu re on plan ner 
surfaces. Recentl y 11 number of approaches have been 
proposed fo r tex ture synthes is on 3D surfaces r 1·81. These 

approaches can be broadl y class ified into two groups. 
namely, patc h based tex ture synthesis r 1 ,2 .3} i.l nd pixe l 
based texlllre synthesis t4·81. The prog ressive tex tur~ 

synthesis algorithm proposed in thi s paper be longs to the 
I(ltter ca tegory, i.e. pixel based tex ture synt hes is. As the 
name suggests the texture synthesis is performed 
considering a pixe l as the basic unit rather than a complete 
patch. In {41 We i & Levoy proposed a 2 0 tex ture 
synthes is method based on tree structured vecto r 
quant iza ti on and later ex tended it [51 to arb it rary surfaces 
using Turk' s retil ing algorithm for generating mesh 

pyramids. Correspondingly Turk used a sl ight ly differe nt 
approach to 3D tex ture synthesis [6[ based on We i & 
Levoy' s 20 algo rithm. Yi ng [7} proposed two 3D tex ture 
synthes is methods based on We i & Levoy's 20 algorith m 
and Ashikhmin ' s [8] algorithm. Her implementation 
hand led mult i-reso lu ti on sub-di vision of sur f;lces and 
performed we ll for highly structure pall erns. 

The mOlivalion to our work comes from the 
prese nt requirements for progress ive tex ture synthesis on 
3D surfaces, which is a result of the ex te ns ive lI se of 
band width li mi ted tra nsmiss ion med ia in modern 
appl ication domains suc h as re mote visual isa ti on, 
dis rri bu tcd/co ll aborat ive gaming e tc. To th is ex te nt. the 
use of Greg T urk 's popular work on tex ture synthesis 0 11 

3D sm faces (see sect ion 2. 1 fo r detail s) is limited, due to 
its ability to only synthesize te xtures at ce rwi n fi xed 
resolution levels determined by the pYl'<1I11idal 
decompos ition of the sample tex lllre. To overcome thi s 
limitation and 10 furt her improve its appl icabil it y. in thi s 
paper we propose a p rogressive tex ture synthes is me thod 
that replaces the pyramidal decomposition of sample 
teXllIre adopted by Turk, by an EZ W (embedded zero-tree 
wavelet) decompositio n, capable of prioriti sing the DWT 
coeffi c ie nts accord ing 10 the ir visual s igni ficance. We 
illustrate that the proposed novel algorithm is capab lc of 
creating seamless ly va rying qualit y levels of sylllhes ized 
tex tu re o n 3D surfaces. 

For clarity of presentati on the paper is organised 
as fo llows: Secti on-2 introduces the reader to the basics o f 
Turk's a lgorithm, i.e., fexture synthesis 011 SlIIftlces [6 ], 
ll1ult ireso llltio ll DWT represe nt ati on of tex tu re and 
Shapiro' s EZW a lgo ri thm [ IO[ fo r DWT coeffic ient 
prioritisation. Sectio ll -3 presents o Llr proposed progress ive 



texture synt hesis algorithm. Sectio ll- 4 provides 
experimental resuhs. their analys is and possible 
appl ication domains of the proposed algori thm. Finall y. 
Section-5 conc ludes, with <In insight to possible 
improvements and futu re vari ations. 

2, THEORETICA L IlAC KGROUN D 

For the purpose of clarity and ease of reference we 
SUlllmarise the methods/contents of ]61, ] 10] and ] 11] in 
this section. Hence readers who are fam iliar with these 
concepts can fo rego readi ng th is sect ion. 

2. 1 Texture synthesis on s urfaces 

This <llgori thm is based on the principle of texture 
synthes is on surfaces. independen t of paramete ri z.ation and 
use of neighbourhood search 1.6]. The method draws upon 
tex ture :-.ynt hcsis methods that uses image pyramids ]9] for 
tex ture decomposition/representation, but uses a mesh 
hierarchy to serve in place of a pyramidal structure . Firstly 
i1 hierarchy of user defined number of sample points fro lll 
a low to high density are created in a random order, over 
the given surface (Figure I (a)). Using a point repu lsion 
method, the points are subsequently repul sed and 
separa ted from each other to uni formly d istribute over the 
surface. By connec ting these poi nt.s. a mesh is fonned on 
the surface. Likewise a hierarchy of meshes are created on 
the surf;Jce. resembl ing an image pyramid representation. 
Subsequently a tl ser spec ified vector field that ind icates 
the orientat io n of texture patterns is c reated over the 
surface. Mesh vertices are SOiled in such a manner that the 
vector field will be followed when visiting the points (sce 
Figure I (b». T hcn fo r each mesh vertex. a local 
parameleri z.:.uion of the surrounding ve rtices is establi shed. 
Using th is pararncterization a small rectangu lar 
neighbourhood with the vertex as. the centre is. created. 
Each point is then scanned to determine the colour. The 
colour of particular point is establ ished by examining the 
colour of neighbouring points, and finding the best ma tch 
to a similar pi xel ne ighbourhood in the given sam ple 
tex ture image. A multi -level representat ion of the 
synthesised tex ture on the arbitrary surface is fi na lly 
generaled as shown in Figures, 1 (c), (d), (e), ( t), 

NOle Ihat in fi gure I, (c), (d), (e) and (t), Ihe 
number of poi nts on the surface are. 4K , 16 K, 64K and 
256K respec ti vely. The limitation of Turk' s algori thm is 
that at the above fixed reso lutions of the surface shape. the 
synthesized textures are al so fixed in resolutioll . In other 
words the surface texture on the ·B unny' illustrated in 
figure I (t) is fi xed, i.e . the one illustrated. However in a 
b.mdwidth constrainl environment one would have been 
forced 10 synthesize a lower qua li ty tex ture as comp,lred to 
that o r fig I (0. In the proposed algori thm we provide an 
effecti ve means for provid ing this flexibility. 

(a) (b) 

(c) Level- I (d) Level-2 

(e) Level-3 (I) Level-4 

Figure I : Turk 's Method (a): Dt;!Jl se points on surf;lcc (b): Vector 
field cre.uion on the surface (c) (d) (e) (f): Multi-level !cx tllre 
synthesis 

2.2 D\VT representation oftcxt ure 

Textured images contain a large ~Imount o f perceptual 
dal<! . T herefore the number of bits required to 

represent/encode a texture image is high. However typical 
images consist of a wide range of freque ncy components 
spread throughout the human visual frequency band . Some 
of theses frequency components have a significant effect 
in human perccption whi le some others have very low 
significance. Fortunate ly tex ture images are often of thi s 
Iype, 

The Discrete Wavelet Transforms provide <l 

compact multi reso lution representation of an image. h 
gives a signal representation in con·espondence to a 
narrow band. Iow frequency range and some of the 
coeffic ients represent short data lags corresponding to a 
wide band, high frequency range. Using the concept of 
scale, data representing a conti nuo us trade ofI' between 
space and frequency can be made avai lable for further 
processing. 

In our a lgorithm we use (wo-dimensional DWT. 
To begin with , the tex ture image is subdiv ided in 10 four 
sub·bands using horizontal and vertical OWT filte rs over 
the image pixels. The resulting sub bands labe led LH h 



HLI and HH I represent the finest sc.de wavelet coefficient 
where as the sub~band labeled LLI represents low 
reso lution coeffic ient s. In o rder to oblain the next level of 
wavelet sub~band s, the sub band labeled LLI is rurther 
decomposed and salllpled us ing the verti cal and horizon tal 
DWT fil ters. This process is repea ted until the required 
fi nal decomposi ti on is reached (see ti gure 2). The 
coeffic ients of the s lLb~bands are then priorit ized using the 
EZW algori thm presented nex t. 

* LH !Ill , 
HL, 

HL, 
LH 2 HH2 

LH , HH , 

Figure 2: Application of three level d iscrete wavelet 
decomposition 

2.3 Embedded ZcrotJ"Ce V\'ave let (EZ\·\,) ~l l gori thll1 

The ZerOlrees of wavelet coefficient concept was 
originally introduced by Shapiro I ' 0] in progressive 
encoding of images. I1 is based on two important 
observat ions: 

I . Natural images in general have a low pass 
spectrum. Therefore when an image is wavelet 
transformed the energy in the sllbbands decreases 
as the scale decreases (Iow scale means high 
resolution). so the wavelet coefficients will, on 
average be smaller in the higher subbands than in 
the lower subands. 

2. Large wavelet coefficients are visually more 
important than smaller wavelet coeffic ien ts. 

EZW provides a compact representation of perceptually 
signi ficant coefficients and Illuhi resolution construction 
capability of an image. The idea is to organize DWT 
coefficients of an image (see Figure 2) in a prioriti sed 
order of visual significa nce. depending on their position 
and magni tude in the DWT decomposi tion and to 
subsequent ly encode the ordered li st of coeffi cients 
following an embedded coding algorithm. In an embedded 
coding algorithm the encoder can terminate the encoding 
at any point there by allowing a target bit rate or target 
diswrrion metric 10 be met exactly. On the olher hand, 
given a bit stream, a decoder Cil n cease decod ing at any 
point in the bit stream. Thus it is capab le of producing 
exac tl y the Silllle image tha t would have been encoded at 
the bit rate correspondi ng to the truncated bit stream. 

In thi s paper we use the EZW algorithm's initial 
coeffic ient prioriti sation procedure to prioriti se their lI se 

wi th in Turk's algo rithm. Due to space limitation we refer 
readers interested in the detail of the EZW coeffic ient 
priori ti zati on algorithm to 1I O"J, We show that the visually 
prioriti zed availab ility of coeffi cients enab les seamless 
progress ive texture synthesis capability in Turk 's 
ccchnique, as .againsc its orig inal c':lpabililY of synl hesizing 
textures at only given disc rete quality levels. T his is the 
main contributi on of Ollr present work. 

3. I'ROGRESSIVE TEXTURE SYNTHESIS 

Figure 3 ill ustrates the block diag ram of the proposed 
progress ive tex ture synthes is algorithm on surfaces. [Note: 
the complete, progressive tex ture codi ng, transmi ss ion and 
sYnlhesis process is illustrated!. 

Sample Texture Image \ r 3Dsurf:lce l 
j. • DWT Priori ty Turk' s a lgori thm 

Using TI'.HIII'(' SYlUiJ('sis 011 
EZW SlIli ac('s .. .. J. 

Encode 1+ Texture 
wi lh l2W Encode Image Synthesis 

Locnlions 011 a 3D 

1 1 obicct 

Bandwidth constra ined transm ission medi:l 

.. .. .. 
Decode I I 

Decode image 

I I 
3D 

texture image Location surface 

• + ~ 
Progressive Texture 

io- Turk Textu re poim 
synlhesis on 3D surraces crealion algorith m 

I 

I 

E 

" c 

d 

" g 

Figure 3: proposed progressive texture Lr[tnsmission algorithm 

Note fhat figure 3 resembles Ihe block diagram of Turk 's 
algorithm 161. though with two important differences. 
Firstly in our design, the Gaussian pyramid based lex ture 
represenwt ion used by Turk is replaced by a DWT 
representat ion supported by an EZW based coeffic ient 
prioritl satiol1 scheme as illustrated by the modu les named, 
'DWT' and ' Priority Using EZW', in fi gure 3 and detailed 
in figure 4. This ensures seamless tex ture represen tation 
capability as agai nst di screte quality level texture 
representation of Turk 's orjgin aJ .;:dgori thm. In addi tion 
texture encoding via EZW enables embedded tex ture 
decoding capabi lity allowing almost any intermediate 
tex ture qual ity 10 be readily recoll stTuctedl made availab le 
at the rece iver depending on bandwidth constraints. 
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Fi,gure 4: DWT and EZW based prioritisation scheme 

Secondly in the proposed me thod . while synthesising 
texture using the modifi ed (with EZW) Turk 's method. we 
mainta in a record of sample image locations from where 
each 30 surface point is tex tured (see section 2. [). These 
arc denoted as 'poilll image /ocmiolls' (see figure 5). 
These records are ma in ta ined fo r each representation 3D 
surface shape. I n order 10 avo id any searching at the 
decoder end and enable di rec t tex ture mapping from Ihe 
received sample image. we propose the sui tab le cod ing of 
the 'point image locations' and the ir tr ansmission. We 
have adopted different ial pulse code modu \;:lI ion which 
provides an effective means of coding thi s high 
redundancy informat ion. However if one wishes a tex tu re 
synt hesis to be carried out :.It the decoder as we ll. th is ex tra 
in fo rmati on will be red undant and thus do not have to be 
tra nsmitted. We suggest that the dec ision on whether or 
not the 'point image loca tions' needs la be tr~lr1s ll1illed co 
be taken dependi ng on whe ther the bott le-neck is in the 
transmiss ion bandwid th or the receiver capabi lity. 

Figure 5: Single and mult iple mappi ngs of 'poin t image 
locations' between the sample and 3D surface 

At the rece iver, all texture sample information 
transmitted using EZW encoding is decoded to generate 
the tex ture sample at seamless quali ty settings. As more 
bi ts nre rece ived by the decoder belle r quali ty tex tures are 

produced . At any g iven instance of time and bit rate. usi ng 
the re-generated texture samp le image (i.e. via EZW 
decoding of tex ture), and separately rece ived (and 
decoded) point image locations and the recovered 3D 
surface shape, the tex ture pixe l va lue (colour) of each 3D 
point C;'1Il be obtained. When the pi xe l va lucs of all 3D 
points are obtained the 3D objec.: t will be completely 
tex turcd with the correspondi ng instantaneous teX (lJ re 
q uali ty at the given 3D surface representation level. i.e. 
numbcr o f vertex po ints accuracy 10 which the 3D surface 
is defined at the given moment. When more bits 
represcnti ng the tex tu re in for mat ion are rece ivcd . the 
ava il able tcx tu re qual ity at the decoder improves and 
hence the accuracy of tex ture represe ntat ion on the 3D 
surface can be improved. Thus the process ensures 
seamless qua lity tex ture synthesis capab ili ty on 3D 
surfaces. 

4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS & ANALYS IS 

In order to analyse the perfo rmance or proposed algori thm 
experi mcnts we re performed on a widely lIsed set of tes t 
tex ture samples and the 3 D object bun ny. T he results 
il lustrated ill fi gure 6 and 7 indicate thc abil ity of the 
proposcd techn ique to synt hes ize tex tu re at sealll lcssly 
diffe rent leve ls (compare wit h fi gure I ). A lthough for 
prac tica l reasons we have limited the number of tex tu re 
synthesis cxamples to eight the proposed method is 
capable of progressive tex tu re Inll1smiss ion aimed at 
seamless tex tu re mapping. No te that our dcmonstration 
here is for a set of 256,000 (256 K) poin ts o n the surface of 
the Bunny. In genera l. the proposed algori thm is c~lpab le 

of providing any illlermediale tex lllre level frolll tex tu re
less 10 the qual ity of tex ture dep icted in fi gure- t for 4K. 
16 K. 64 K. 256K poiTll accuracy of the surface 
representations. 



Figure 6: Progressive tex ture synthes ized on the bunny by 
proposed algorithm using tex ture S(Ullple- l . 

Figure 7: Progressive tex ture synthesized on the Bunny by 
proposed algorithm using texlUre s(lmple-2. 

The nature of the des ign and implementat ion of the 
proposed design enables it s use in app lication domains 
where exi sting tex ture synt hesis algori thms perform 
ineffecti ve ly due to functional constraints. T he followi ng 
is a summ .. lry of applicalions that could benefit from the 
spec ific progressivel multi -reso lution design of the 
proposed algorith m. 

Progressive 3D texture transmission : Wi thin a 
progress ive transmission scenari o. data is tra nsmitted 
according to visual andlor decoding signi licance. Special 
design of f/le proposed texture synthesis algori thm <lJJow~ 
DWT coert'icient significance based progressive creation. 
transmission and reconstruction of the synthesized tex ture. 

Texture llIapl)ing of progressively transmitted 30 
st ructures : MPEG4 AFX has standardised M ES HGRID 
for progress ive tr"Uls miss ion of 3D struc ture. Initiall y they 
tra nsmit data suffic ie nt for a coarse re prese ntat ion of the 
3D structure/objec t-shape. Our des ign can complement 
thi s effort by tex tu ring the progress ive reco nstruc ted 
surface wit h a match ing. mini mal trans mission of tex lllrl;! 
data. [Note: progressive synthesis of tex ture has not been 
standardi zed by MPEG-4 AFX as yetI . Thus. both th l;! 
structure as well as the tcx tu rt;: can be rdined 
progrt: ss ively with more data transmiss ion. 

Compressed d omain tex ture syn thesis : Synthesizing a 
compressed output texture wi th the use of a compressed 
original texture sample. This is useful in fast. on demand 
applications. 

5. CONCLUSION & FUTURE WORK 

We have int roduced a novel approach to tex ture synthesis 
based on the representation and analys is of texturt: in the 
DWT domain. We have providcd experime ntal results 
illustrating the methods functionali ty and advantages. The 
proposed method has the capabil ity of synthesizi ng tex ture 
at seamlessly different qual ity se tti ngs. a func tionali ty 
which was not possible via ex isti ng state-of-the-art 
techniqucs. The use of visual prioriti sat ion of in formation 
in Ihe s<Ullple image during lexwre synlhesis allow Ihe 
tasks to be carried out at a higher speed at eq ui valent 
visual qua lity levels, as compared to othe r techniques. 

We are currentl y in the process of ex tending our work 
towards MESHGRID coding ,md algorithmic 
optill1isat ions. In pal1 icular the use of the proposed 
algorithm as a means of providing progress ive quali ty 
tex ture to the already standardi zed progressive shape 
codi ng with MES HGR ID wi th in MPEG-4 AFX. is be ing 
considered. 
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Abstract 

In this paper we have proposed a Discrete Wavelet Transform 
(OWT) based multi- resolution l11ax-Oow/min-cut algorithm 
that is ab le 10 provide the best possib le minimulll clltti ng path 
in patch based texture synthesis . A coarse cUlli ng path is 
initia ll y generated lIsing the lowest resolution sub-band of the 
DWT decomposition and subsequently refined Llsing the 
coeffi cients of the higher resolution sub-bands. The 
Embedded Zero-tree Wavelet (EZW) concept has been lI sed 
to prioritise and use the OWl coefficients according to their 
impact 0 11 visual quality, thus optimisi ng the visual qua lity at 
patch boundaries. Throughout the algorithm design, special 
consideration has been given 10 minimi zing the computational 
cost. We have shown that the adaptation of max-flow/ll1in-cut 
in wave let domain results in an erficient texlLlre synt hesis 
algorith m that is capable of being used in conjunction with 
modern, band-width adaptive applications. A set of regu lar to 
stochastic test textures have been lI sed to prove the 
effectiveness of proposed algorithm and to compare them 
with existing state-of-art techn iques. 

1 Introduction 

Texlllre Synt hesis has attracted significant research interest 
due to its wide range of app licat ion areas, such as computer 
graphics, games, animations and digita l movies. As a resu lt 
many algorithms have been proposed up to date. These 
algorithms are broad ly classified in to two groups namely; 
pixel based and patch based algorithms. Recent ly a new trend 
of research in transform domain texture synt hesis has been 
commenced [12,13, I 4 J. These approaches have applications 
in the distributive and collaborative gaming and other 
applications that lI se li mited bandwidth channels, such as 3D 
mobi le graphics. where only a sma ll amount of informat ion is 
used. The recent key contributions in transform domain 
texture synthesis have been made by Wickramanayake et a!. 
r 12, 13, 14]. These algorithms perform well in a large variety 
of textures at high operational speeds. However in 
synthesizing some regular and near-regular textures which 
often possess sharp edges, due to the non-optimised weighted 
edge blending technique lIsed, patch boundaries show 
blurring artefac ts. As an effective solution to this 
shortcoming, in Ihis paper we have proposed a novel, 
optimized technique for edge blend ing, based on the popular 
max-flow/min-cllt idea in graph theory [1 , 101 . It is simi lar to 

the approach used by Kwatra et a!. in their work of [71 and 
improves the visual quality of edges obtainable by 
Wickramanayake et al. 's recent transform domain texture 
synthesis algorithms. This improvement enables the work of 
[12,13] to be used in a much wider range of textures. 

Ini tia l work on texture synthesis commenced a decade ago. 
However, Effro' s and Freeman' s popular algorithm of 13J is 
widely accepted as the semina l contribution to the current 
state-of-the-art , pixel domai n, texture synthesis algorithms. 
T he research in [3] introduced the use of block based texture 
synthesis and a minimulll bou ndary edge cll tt ing (MBEC) 
technique to optirni ze the quality at overlapping regions of 
texture blocks. Si nce tile publication of [3 [ many extensions 
and improvements to it has been proposed in pixel domai n 
texture synthesis. The mai n drawback of Em·o·s and 
Freeman's work that attracted attention of [ 12, 131 is the speed 
of texture synthesis. Wickramanayake et al. implemented 
block based texture synt hesis in transform domain as a 
so lution to increasi ng the textll re synthesis speed. In these 
techniques Shapiro 's embedded zero-tree wavelet s (EZW) 
concept [ 11] is used for limiti ng the number of coeffi cients 
used in the texture synthesis process, thereby reducing the 
computational cost of texture synthesis. In addition a si mple 
weighted edge blending technique is used for artefact 
reduction a! block boundaries. The use of vislIn lly significanl 
coeffi cients in selecti ng blocks for synthesis enables the 
matching blocks to be found wit h minimum computational 
cost. However our detailed experi ments revea led that the 
s imple, non-optimi sed, weighted edge blending technique 
lI sed to improve the quali ty at block edges needs 
improvement, for the overa ll texture synthesis algorithm's 
best effec ti veness in synthesising a wide variety of textures. 
In [7] , Kwmra et al. proposed the use of their popular 
graphcut technique of texture synthesis that uses max
flow/min-cllt algorithm [ I , I 0] to optimise the quality at patch 
edges. They demonstrated that the graph Cllt algori thm is 
capable of better quality texture synthesis as compared to 
most other patch/b lock based texture synthesis techn iques, 
such as [4,6,8]. To speed up the searching process, a FFT 
based acceleration technique was adopted. [t has been shown 
that transform domain texture synthesis has the abil ity to 
perform faster texlllre synthesis, as on ly a limited set of 
transform coefficients can be used in synthesis [ 12, I 3 [. 
Extend ing Kawtra's algorithm directly to transform do mai n is 
however very expensive due to repetitive iterations requi red 
to refine the texture qual ity. 



We have analyzed both Wickramanayake's [12, 131 and 
Kwatra' s [7] algorithms and propose a novel algorithm which 
combines Ihe merils of both. We use transform domain 
searching for best block selection in block patching (as in 
[ 12, 13]) and a novel transform domai n max-Oow/min-clIt 
technique for edge artefact reduction, which is a transform 
domain extension 10 the max-now/min-cut technique used in 
Kwat ra's work of [7\. 

For clarity of presentation the paper is organised as follows: 
Apart from this section which is an introduction to the 
problem domain to be addressed. section-2 present s the 
proposed novel algori thm in detail. Section-3 provides 
experimental results. thei r analysis and poss ib le app lications 
of the proposed algorithm. Fina ll y. Section-4 concludes. wi th 
an insight to poss ible improvements and future variations. 

2 Methodology 

Thi s section provides des ign and implementation detai ls of 
the proposed transform domain max-flow/min-cul technique 
which is capab le of enhancing the overall synthesized textu re 
qua lity of 112.1 3 1. 

In [12,1 3 ] a 1/ level DWT is initially applied on the sample 
texture (see Fi gurc- l ) which result s in a DWT decomposed 
image, (see Figure-2 where 11=3 decomposition is app lied on 
sample image) . I. -

~ . 

Figure I : Sample Texture 

Figure 2: 1/ level decomposed sample image 

Texture synthesis requires patching blocks with seamless 
boundaries. Once a block has been synthesized. searching for 
ir 's besl matching block (to be pmched <lS the subsequent 
b lock to be synthesized) is carried out by effecti ve ly lIsing the 
coeffi cients of the LLI/ and HH Il sub-bands 112, 13 1. The 
coeffi cients in the sub-bands can be prior it ised acco rding to 
their visua l impact, providing the abi li ty \0 synthesize 
texlllres faster than traditional approaches. 

Once a tnatching pair of adjacent blocks is se lec tcd their 
ovcrlappi ng boundary should be fun her refi ned to remove 
edge artefacts. In general. g iven the fact that a ce rt ai n amount 
of texllIre would have been already synthesized, synthesizing 
a new block wi ll require the considera tion of an L-shaped 
boundary region. For clarity of presentation we have 
ill ustrated a typica l overlapping region in Figure-3 and its 
transform domain representation in Figure-4 . 

The idea of max-flow/min-cllt algori thm is 10 make a cut in 
the overl appi ng region that result s in min imising any potent ia l 
seam arte fact. In the proposed transform domai n extension to 
the max-fl ow min-cut algorithm. the process begins with a 
sub-ord inate pass (see section 2.1) which g ives an 
approxi mate cutt ing path. This path is further refined lIsing a 
subsequent refi nement pass (see sec tion 2.2). 

Figure 3: Pixel image of overlapping region. 

Figure 4: Transform domain over lapping images 

2 .1 Sub-Ordinate Pass of Patch Fitting 

T he first step of the sub-ordinate pass is 10 generate the 
'difference block' , which is the difference between transform 
domai n overlapping blocks as illustrated in Figure-5(a). For 
c larity of prese ntation and explanation, figure-5(b) represents 
the 'difference block' in pixel domain. 
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(a) (b) 

Figure 5: Difference Image 

In our experiments. after ~l 3-leveJ decomposition, all ten sub
bands are init ially ext rac ted. The max-flow/min-cut algorithm 
is then applied on (he overlapping region using the lowest 
resolution sub-bands. i.c. LLJ bands to obta in the sub-ordinme 
cutt ing pmh. (sce Figurc-6), Readers who are interested in the 
detail s of the max-now/min-clIl approach are referred to 

\1.5.7.10\ . 

=> iI 
LLIl Cutting Path 

Figure6: Cut on Low Level Band (Note: LLII has been 
zoomed for clarity). 

The cUlling path Obtained using Ihe sub-ordinate pass is ca lled 
the ' primary cut". Considering the 'primary CUI' as the cUlling 

path. it is then lIsed 10 cut the sub-bands, HH~ . LH). HLJ 
Subsequentl y using inverse-DWT on sub-bands LL:h HH J• 

LH1. HLl the sub-band LL2 is obtained. (see Figure 7 ). For 
eils~ of ~~ference. the cut obtained in the LL2 sub-bund is 
named the 'incorpor,lI cd pnth·. 

=> 

HLII HHII 

Figure 7: LL:! with incorporated cut (Note: LLn, LLIl- 1 Iws 
been zoomed for clarity). 

2.2 Refinement Pass of Patch Fitt ing 

The primary CUI is fUrlher refi ned by considering only Ihe 
neighbouring coeffi c ients around it in the subsequent levels of 
inverse discrcle wavelel lransform i.e. IDWT. starting from 
the incorporated path o f LLt . In practice this refinemclH 
process is cOlllinued through all the IDWT levels. I1 is nOled 
here that the process of refine ment passes through all !I levels 
of decomposi tion. Therefore the number of refinemem steps 
is 11 , i.e. 11 ~3 in our ex. periments. 

Figure-8(a l ) illustrates that the incorporated cut in LLII • 1 is 
first refined by max-flow/min-cut using neighbourhood 

coeffi cients (see Figure-8 (a2». Thi s refi nl!d cuI is then 
incorporated in to the three detailed sub-bands of the same 
resolut ion level. The incorporated CUI at level LLn.2• i.e . LL, 
is obta ined via inverse DWT of the four sub-bands (see Fig. 
7). The incorporated cut at level LL, is illustrated in figure-
8(bl). This process is repeat ed throug h all the levels unti l the 
re fined p.:uh lit level LLo (full resolut ion) is obtai ned (see Fig-
8(c2)). 

iI 
Refined 

(c l ) lncorpo rated path 

Figure 8: Re finement of primary CUI using corresponding 
bands and neighbouring coeffi cients. 

The CUlling path produced by fo llowing Ihe above process 
resu lt s in a final blended qua lity similar to that ill ust rmed by 
fi gure 9. 

Figure 9: Final blended block 

2.3 Feathering 

Ahhough the max-tlow/min-cut upproach produces an 
optimum seam, the resulti ng quality is restric led by the 
qualilY of Ihe original edge blocks. Therefore il is like ly Ihal 
some O1rte facts sti ll remain after the app licat ion of lhe max
fl ow/mill -cut approach. To address this problem we used the 
I){)pular femhering [21 approach Ihal uses suitab le weighting 
factors to combine those pixels al the seams. Feathering 
result s in a fun her improvement of Ihe seam qua lity. 

3 Experimental Results and Analysis 

Experiments were carried Ollt on a large database of 
commonly used les\ text ure samples representing a ll textures 



on texture spectrum [9[ i.e. regular 10 stochastic, This sec tion 
discusses experimental results in details . 

The Figure 10 ill ustrates a comparison between edge blendi ng 
approach used in 11 2, 131 and 'he proposed approach. To 
clearl y illustrate the possible improvements, a block selected 
for demonst ration purposes above was one in which the edge
blending algorithm wou ld perform sub-opt imally (note the 
artefacts at the top and front rows o f fi gure 10(a). 

(a)Edge blendi ng 

Figure 10: Compari son between edge blending and proposed 
transform domain max-fl ow/m in-cllt algorit hm . 

For a more comprehens ive analysis we compare the resu lts o f 
the proposed algorithm against Kwatra et.a l" s [71 pixel 
domain lllax-flo w, min-cut algori thm and Wickramanayake et 
ai' s 11 2. 13] transform domain edge-ble nd ing algorithm. The 
result s clea rl y ill ustrate that the proposed algorithm provides 
better visual qua li ty at b lock edges as compared to using the 
non-op, imized edge-b lending algori,hll1 adop,ed by 
Wickramanayake et al. Though the algorithms of 11 2.1 3 ] 
provide faster texture synthesis as compared to K watra et a l. ' s 
PI algorithm. it W,l S stated previously that the s imple edge
blend ing approach adopted was non-optimum. However 
Kwatra et.nl" s algorithm of 17] used the max-flow. min-cut 
algorithm. which is capable of providing the opt imulll seam 
between twO mntching blocks in the pixel domai n. Our 
extension of this algorithm to the transform domai n has 
enab led its applicat ion in Wickramanayake et. ai's fast texture 
synthesis algorithm. The detai led experimenta l resu lts show 
that the proposed approach provides equi va lent visual quality 
at block boundaries, at a much lower co mputational coSt, 
when compared to the pi xe l domai n max-fl ow, min-cut 
algorith m adopted by Kwmra. 

Figure- I I illustrates the texture synthes is results obtained for 
9 tex ture s~lInp les of diffe rent nature, when usi ng the 
proposed. Wickramanayake et a I' s 112. 131 and Kwat ra et aI' s 
f7J algo ri ' hms. Figure- I I (a I. b I) are examples of regula r 
sample textures. Carefu ll y observing the result s of textu re 
synthesis obtained when using the proposed technique 
ill uSl ra,ed in Figure- I I (a3,b3)). we can conc lude 'ha! 'he 
proposed technique perForms better than Wickramanayake et 
aI' s (see Figure- l I (a2,b2» and similar to Kwatra ct.a l' s (see 
Figure- I I (a4,b4)) algori ,hms. Figure-ll(cl , dl , c l. f1 ) are 
near- regular sample texture where the proposed algorithm 
(see Figure- I I (c3,d3,e3,f3)) perform beller 'han 
Wickramanayake cl.al' s algorithm (see Figure-
11 (c2,d2,e2,f2» and si milar to Kwat ra et.a l' s algorit hm (see 

Figure- I 1 (c4 ,f4) and better than Kwatra cull ' s algo ri thm (see 
Figure- I I (d4,e4» in cenai n other cnses. ote that the rare 
possibi li ty of an improved quali ty texture as compared to 
Kawtra' s approach, when using the proposed IllU It i
reso lution, transform domain approach. exists due to the non
considerat ion of noise and unnecessary texture detail s in 
matching, when the proposed approach is used. Figure- I I (g I. 
h i ) are irregu lm sample textu res where the proposed 
a lgorithm (see Figure-I I (g3. h3» performs beller than 
Wickramanayake et a I' s (see Fi gure- I I (g2 ,h2» and similar to 
Kwatra eUll' s (see Figure- ll (g4.h4» algorit hms. Figure
I I (i I) are slochasti c sample tex ture where the proposed 
a lgorithm (see Figu re- l l (i3» perform similar to 
Wickramanayake et a l' s (see Figure- l l(i2» and to Kwatra et 
a i's (see Figure- I I (i4)) algori,hms. 
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Figure 11 : Comparison of proposed algorithms results with 
K watnl el.aJ' s and Wickramanayake et aI' s algorithms . 

The replacement of edge-blending algorithm adopted by 
Wickrumunayake et. al. in [1 2, 13] by the proposed transform 
domain max- flow. min-cut algorithm, provides a fast and 
efficient, fu lly transform domain tex ture synthesis algorithm 
with optimum quality at edges. Such a texlUre synthesis 



algorithm has applicmions in Illany practi ca l domai ns where 
ex isting algorithllls perfonn ineffectively due to functional 
constrai nts. Some examples of suc appl icat ions areas are: 

Compressed domain texture synthesis: Refers to the 
synt heses of a compressed output tex ture with use of a 
compressed o riginal tex ture sample. This is a useful feature in 
fast. on demand applicat ions. wit h resource/device constrai nts 
such as mobile and hand heJd devices. 

Computer Games: Transform domai n tex ture synthes is can 
be used in ge nerming rendered textures o r surround ings. such 
as wa lls. backgrou nd or foreground objects. in which the 
qua lity of the rendered textu re is kept minimum depending on 
its requ ired visual s ignificance at any given ti me. 

M PEG4: M PEG4 AFX uses Bezier surfaces to model and 
animate (describe smooth motion) three d imensional obj ec ts. 
Ttransfonn domai n texture synthesis approaches can be easily 
adopted to provide progressive, surface rendering to these 
objects. 

4 Conclusion 

In this paper we have proposed a transfo rm domai n exte nsion 
to the rnax-now/min-cut algorithm, popularly lI sed in edge 
e nhancement o f patch based tex tu re symhesis algorithms. Wc 
have prov ided ex perimental resu lts and deta iled analys is to 
prove that proposed teChnique is capable of bei ng used to 
replace the s imple non-optimised edge-blend ing st rategy 
adopted by Wickramanayake et a l. in their pioneeri ng work of 
transform domain tex lll re synthes is, thus further improving its 
efficiency and ex tendi ng it 's app lication. 

In designing the proposed multi -reso lution. transform domai n 
ex tension to the max-now/mi n-cut fra mework. we have given 
special attent ion toward reduci ng algorit hmic complexi ty by 
int roduci ng refi ne ment passes in progress ively improvi ng the 
visual quality at b lock edges. We are current ly looki ng at the 
applicat ion of Wickramanayake et a I' s transform domai n 
tex tu re synthesis algorithm, e nhanced by the proposed max
fl ow, min·cut algorithm. to the tex ture synt hesis o f full , 
arbit raril y shaped geometric s urfaces. 
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Abstract 

Progressive texture synthesis can provide all added functional 
adv<lmage to existing tex ture synthesis algorithms. which 
arc ti me consuming and fai l to deliver in some application 
areas. To provide practical so lutions to thi s challenge wc 
have previoll sly proposed a Discrete Wavelet Transform 
(DWT) based texture syn thesis algorithm for 20 surfaces. In 
this paper we propose the extension of this approach to 3D 
progrcss ive-lcx lllre synthesis. The proposed 3D progressive
texture synthesis algorithm makes use of the EZW (Embedded 
Zero-tree Wavelet) idea proposed by Shapiro. which is 
capable of priori lis ing the coeffici ent s of a DWT decomposed 
imagl! according to thei r visual significance. Wc demonstrate 
the use of the proposed algorithm on progressive texturi ng 
geometric surfaces such as Ring Dupin Cyc lides. Toruses. 
Spheres. parametri sed by rational Bezier patches. We provide 
experimenta l results to prove the effectiveness of the proposed 
approach. when synthesising textures of regular. irregu lar and 
stochastic nalure. Further experimental results are provided 
10 illustrate the practical use of the proposed progressive 
texture synthesis algorithm in resource constrai ned application 
domai ns. 

Introduction 

Tex turing surfaces is the key to enhancing the realism of 
scenes. particularly in artifi ciall y created surfaces. As <I 

result . a number of 'i mage based' texture synthesis and textu re 
mapping algori th ms have been proposed in the past decade. 
However all texture synthesis algorithms are challenged by the 
high statistical variabi li ty of textures involved in the synt hesis. 
Therefore texture synthesis cont inues to be an open problem 
in computer graphics and has att racted much research interest 
due to popular applications in animated movie production, 
computer games. education, archi tecture. anwork and vinua l 
productions. 

A major proportion of texture synthesis research has focused 
on texture synthesis on planar surfaces. However. recently a 
number of approaches have been proposed for texture synthesis 
on 3D geometric and arbitrarily shaped surfaces [27, 24, 29. 2. 
23, 13. 16, 20, 11 , 10, 8, 18. 9J. Existi ng tex ture synthes is 

approaches can be broad ly classified illlo twO groups, namely. 
pixel based tex ture synthes is [26, 27. 24. 29. 2. 23, 9, 181 
approaches and patch based texture synthesis [13, 16. 20. 11. 
10, 8 1 approaches. 

Pi xel based texture synthesis is performed considering a 
pixel as the basic unit rather than a complete patch. where 
as the focus of our current research is on patch based texture 
synthesis. Patch based texture synthesis approaches attempt to 
synthesis texture by copying selected regions of pi xels from 
a given sample texture and stitching them together. These 
approaches overcome some of the limi tations of pixcl based 
approaches as the techniques are relatively computationally 
inexpensive. The earl y work of Neyret-c:lni 11 3[ proposed 
a technique that is based on pre-compulcd triangular texture 
samples. However. good synthesis results were obtai ned on ly 
for isotropic textures. Praun [ 16 J introduced the lapped tex ture 
synthesis technique where oriented texture patches are placed 
in an overlapping fashion on a surface. However experiments 
were limi ted 10 a speci fi c class of texture. Soler [20.1 introduced 
hierarchical texturing 10 overcome drawbacks of the previous 
algorithms. The basic idea was to capture low-frequency 
patterns while preserving high frequency randomness in 
textu re. The generalised idea is to pick lip texture patches from 
the sample image and map them onto the surface so that they 
tit with their neighbours. The running (i me is closely rc/tiled 

to the number of resulti ng patches, which depends on both the 
mesh geometry and the texture sample. Sebasti an et al [11] 
proposed an algorithm that separated a texture pre-processi ng 
step from an actual texture synthesis swge. Pre-processed 
texture is stored and used when needed. Access of the stored 
textu re data is very slow and thus a look-up-table is lI sed 
to speed up memory access. In [ IO[ Wang et al proposed 
an algorithm based on g lobal confonna l parameterizmio ll of 
surfaces, where the textures are preserved on surfaces wi thout 
seams or cracks. Moreover. the parameterization can segment 
the surface into patches, where each patch is mapped to a 
planar rectangle. The algorithm adopts a complex procedure in 
parameterization. and in creati ng multi -scale samples. leading 
to an increased computational cost in the synthesis process. 
Chi-Wing Fu et al 1"8J proposed a texture til ing mechanism. 
where a low distortion conformal quad based nUlp is created 
for the input surface. It produces proper tile orientat iolls on 
all quad faces so thm texture can be laid out on quads and 
mapped back to the input surface accordingly. Thi s texture 
synthesis algori thm is based on the Image quillillg approach[ I J 



and therefore inherits a ll the drawbacks of image qui lt ing 
algorithms sllch as, random selection of patches, expensive 
cost of minimllll1 bound;uy cut. so mewhat limited applicability 
to isot ropic textu res and computation cost due to the need of 
generating pre-synthesis textures. 

All above texture synthes is techniques use a triangular mesh, 
which results in seams at edges.The size of triangles ll sed 
in meshes also va ries, which makes prominent the visua l 
a rtefacts on the surface. Further to this. the graph ical object 
wi ll use extensive bandwidth in transmiss ion since the surface 
mesh representation depicting the objects shape and texture 
information depicti ng its appearance are in uncompressed 
formal. There fore thei r appl icabi lity in constrained bandwidt h 
channels is limi ted. Further, animation and deformation 
o f triangUl ar meshes is relati vc ly difficult and cosIly. To 
overcome many o f the above problems and to be used 
effectively in bandwidth li mited transmission media, we 
propose an algori thm that enables fast. progressive-texture 
synthcsis on bi-quadrmic rational Belier patches, allowing any 
geomet ri c surface that can be paramet ri sed by such patches 
to be complete ly textu red . Wi lh in our present research. we 
have used a Dupin Cyclide /6. 15), a Sphere and a To rus as 
examples to demonstrate textu re synthesis: Ihese surfaces are 
widely used in compu lC r graphics <Jnd in the development of a 
number of CA J) tools. It is noted that the proposed are the lirst 
attcmpls o f progress ive or non-prog ress ive le,x!Ure synthesis 
on geomet ric surfaces gene rated using bi-quadrat ic rationa l 
Belier equations. 

The re n1ainder of the paper is organised as fo llows: sections-
2 and 3 summarise the fundamental theory of rational 
para l1lel ri satio n and introduce the reader to the parametri sation 
o f the surface of a Dupin cyclide(an example for study) by 
bi -quadratic rationa l Belier patches . Hence readers who 
are familiar with these concepts can forego readi ng these 
seclions. Seclion-4 presents the proposed novel progressive 
tex ture synthesis algorithm on surfaces along wi th detai led 
discussions on Ihe underlyi ng techniques used. such as 
ll1uitireso lution DWT represe ntation of textu re, texture 
synl hesis on a single Bczicr p:lIch, using <J modified graph-cut 
technique ["25 \ to improve quality of seams between Bezier 
palches and Ihe use of Shapiro's EZW algorilhlll ! I 7/ for DWT 
coc nicic l1l priori tisation in providing progrcss ivc synthes is 
of tex ture. Section-5 provides ex perimenral results and Iheir 
analysis. Finally, Secl ion-6 concludes , wi th an insight to 
possible improvements and future variations. 

2 Rational parametrisation 

Rational paramcl risat ion is a de- facco standard represenral;Ol1 
in computer graphics and geometric modeling software. 
allowing ponabi lity acroSS appl ications and systems. In 
addition to possessing desirable geometric properties. rational 

paramelrisation: 

• requ ires the evuluation of only po lynomial functions, 

• gives ri se to a compac t data-structure. 

• facilitates interactive control and nnimat ion o f shape. 

• is complete in the sense that approxi m<uion of any shape 
IQ a specified tolerance J can be achieved. and exact 
paral11 ctrisation (i.e. , {) = 0) is often poss ib le. 

Ration,al panll1lCl rismiolls of slIrf':lCes comprise 10c.)1 :u lases. or 
patches. of the form : 

w here WI.:.j are the weights and vi .. ) are the Bernstein "celOr:::.. 
I f all the weights are non-zero this may be expressed as 

0 < s. 1 < J. 

where u~. ,. = ~ are the Bezier venices . The value:.. of 11 Hnd 
, '"'"'".) 

III determi ne the degree of the paramelri sation; if 11 = III = 2 
the patch is said to be bi-quadratic and if 1/ :::: 11/ = 3 it is 
b i-cubic. 

Many of lhe desi r':lb le geometric properties of r'\lional 
representati on. eg the convex hull propcl1 y and the 
existence of Bezie,. venices. ,Ire losl if lleg~lI ive or zero 
weights occur - hence, in computer graphics and geomelric 
llIodeling appJicalioll s. positi ve weight paramelris':lIions ,Ire 
a lways prefcrred. For cOlllputationa l cnicic ncy. low degree 
paramet risalions arc desirable. 

3 An Example: The parametrisat ion of Ring Oupin 
Cyclides by trigonometric fun ctions 

Dupin cyclidcs may he defined implicit ly as: 

( ., ? ., .., ?)" ( )"" " .,- + IT + z- - 1' - + b- - - 4 (Lt - 1'1' - - 4b-y- = 0: 

where the parameters a, band c sati sfy c2 = 1I
2 b2

. The 
surfaces for which c < tL S a have found appl icmion in 
geometic modell ing, see l1 2] and [" 14\, and are know n as 
ringed cyclides. Ringed cyclides wi lh c = 0 are torii . and 
the ringed cyclides may therefore be regarded as generali sed 
w rii . Figure 1 (a) shows a ringed cyclide for which II = 6, 
b = 412. (c = 2) and I ' = 3. eyclide, admit trigonometric 

paramctrisations which Illay be written as: 

1 [ I'(c - a cos ocos </» b
2COSO] 

Tu(O,cpl = ----=-0--, b(a - I , cos</>l siIlO 
,, - ccosO cos </> b(ccos O - I.,l sin </> 

for 0 < 11 < 2", 0 < </> < 211'. Figure I (b) shows Ihe 
o rigins and directions of the angular parameters, 0 and l/J. on 
the surface . 

L-__________________________________________________ ____ _ 



(a) (b) 

Figure J: (a): The sllIface, (b): Th e trigonometric 
paramelrisatioll TI/ of the slIIface 

3. 1 The ra tional parametrisation induced from Tit 

The restri ction of the trigonomet ric paramctrisat ion T 11 to the 
hOllndary dcrincd hy 

is wri tten as TI/.D and may be used to 'induce' rational 
paramctrisalions of the same sUlface patch as that paramctrised 
by TI /,D. In particular it may be used to induce hi-quadratic 
ra ti on~11 Bezier represclHaf ions - see IT} and [3]. The inducf;on 

process disclIssed in 1'7 ] produces a rational hi-quadrat ic pntch. 
that pararnctrises the same region of the surface as Tu)) . with 
weights. wij . 0 $ it j ::; 2. given by: 

(L'uo (I - C .roo.rU4l ' (1'01 (/(1) 141 - C .rUO·/'l o . 

!CO2 " - (' ·I'O{1·r2 -JJ 

WIO /lWIO C ,f IOJ'OQ' Uti! (I(L'IOW l o - C .1:10:/'1 ':' , where 
U'12 (1/1' 19 - (' ,1' 16,1'20 

tUzo a - c ,1'20.1'0.;. , 11..'2 1 OWl ';' - C.c20fl o . 

{/'n " (' J·'l0·1'20 

U'IO = COS(OI - 00)/ 2. Wl6 = COS(91 - 90)/2. 
;}'oo co.(Oo ). :r06 cos( <Po) . 
. r lO = co.(Oo + 01 )/2 . :'-'10 = c05(9o + od / 2. 
·l'20 = CO.(OI ). J'20 = C05(<;'JI ). 
1/06 5in (OO) . z!IQ 5in( 90). 
!JI O 5ill (00 + 01 )/2. Zl ..... 5in (<)Io + <)11)/2. 
1/20 sin(Od · Z2,p sin (OI)' 

It foll ows from a little analys is of the fonllul re for the weights 
that , for any cyclide (i.e. , for any CL , b, (c > 0). J.l ), there 
exi st 16, positive-weight, bi-quadratic Bezier patches that 
parametrise the entire surface. Further, the 4-way symmetry 
of the cyclide can be exploited, enabling 12 of the 16 patches 
to be determined. by vertex transformations, from the 4 patches 
defi ned by the following angular displacemems: 

These 4 patches arc shown, with thei r Bezier polygons. in 
Figure 2. These patches paramctrisc ± of the sllrf:Jce and thei r 

(a) (b) 

Figure 2: (aJ ±.cyclide comprising 4 posi/hle weight quadratic 
ratiollal Bezier patches,(b) 16 patch NURBS representatioll 
obtailled from * patch 

weights the computation of are given in the appendi x of the 
paper. As 0 < C < Q, it is clear that all the patches have 
pos it ive weights. The Bezier ve11ices of the fOll r patches are 
also given in the appendi x of the paper. 

A 16 Patches cyc lide NURBS represe llata ion which is 
generated from the * patch equat ion are used in our proposed 
algorithm. NOIe that differelll size of patch e~ can be created for 
different models. In general the proposed algorithm support !'> 
any nUlllebr of patches. 

4 Proposed Texture Synthesis Algorithms 

4.1 Overview of our approch 

A high level block diagram of the proposed texture synthesis 
algori thm can be illustrated as in Figure 3. The geomet ric 
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Bniu 
Patches I 

" ' L - -.---,iL' , 
.. ::' .t , 

IT ext.w:e SynthesIs 
Ion s~ 6t%>tf P ill( ft 

BI.quacln uC5 
Rauonal Paramelnsallon 

S ynthesl%ed 

Geometric Surl'ac e 

Figure 3: Proposed block diagram for tex/lIre synthesis 0 11 

geometric surfaces 

surface (a ri ng Dupin Cyclide in a liI' experiments) to be 
tcxlll rcu, is fi rs t paramctriscu into a cullectio n or l:3 ezier 
patches. Subsequently, following a procedure illustrated in 
more detail in Figure 4, texture is independently synthesized 
into individual Bezier pmches (see section 4.2 and 4.3). The 
texture synthesis techniques adopted results in a seam less 



texturing wi thin patches. Depending on whether or not 
seamlessly progressive texture synthesis is required. the 
use of the EZW algorithm (see section 4.6) is considered 
for coefficient prioriti sa tion/sclection in forming the texture 
blocks (see Fi gure 4) of a Bezier pmch. The Bezier pmches are 
subsequently embedded into the surface mesh representation 
obtained using the rati onal parametrisation approach presented 
in sec tion 2 and 3. T he visibi l ity of seams between Bezief 
patches is then reduced usi ng a minimum boundary Clll 

technique. i.e. graph-cut(see section 4.4). Figure 4 i llustrates 
the block diagram of the fundamental unit of the proposed 
overall texture synthesis algorit hm of Figure 3, i.e. the block 
diagram depicti ng the detailed procedure adopted in texture 
synthesis on a single bi -quadrat ic rational Bezier patch. An 

Put [ 

Decomposed Image 

Pick up 
"I'd' DWT 

P:utll 

SJqIUldr1!.!lC RMlOnal 
Beul patches 

Paste bloek on patch 
Ust:l.g tenwe meppll1g 

Figure 4: Texture synthesis Oil a single bi-quadratic rational 
Bilier patch. 

overview of the operation of the fundamental unit of texture 
synthesis i ll ustrated in Figure 4 can be given as fo llows: The 
sample tex ture is first decomposed using a n-level DWT (see 
sect ion 4.2). A rnndon1 decomposed block of th is sample is 
initially picked, converted into pixel domain lIsing an- level 
IDWT procedu re and subsequent ly embedded (see section 
4.3) as a starting, corner block of a patCh of the 3D surface 
(i.e. Dupin eyelide). An overlap area of this block with the 
subsequent textllre block to be synthesized is se lected. and 
convened into the DWT domain usi ng a n~ l evel forward DWT. 
The LL and HH bunds of this overlap area are then used to 

find a suitably matching block i"rom the decomposed sample 
texture image (see section 4.2). The best matching block 
is subsequently convened back into Ihe pixel domain using 
an n-Ievel IDWT and is placed adjacent to the previously 
synthesized texture block. A edge-blending algori thm [221 
is used to improve the quality of the seam between the two 
adj acent blocks. The above process is continued unti l the 
entire surface of the patch is tex tured. T he operationa l details 
of the main bui lding blocks of fi gures 3 and 4 can be prov ided 
as fo llows: 

4.2 Multiresolution, Discrete \>Vavelet Transforms (D\>VT) 
decomposition of the sample texture 

Tex tured images contain a large amount of perceptual data. 
Therefore the number of bits required to represent/encode a 
tex ture image lllay be high. However Iypica l images consist 
of a wide range of frequency components spanning the 
human visual frequency band. Some of theses frequency 
components have a sign ificant efTect in human p~rcept i on 

while some others have very low significance. Fortunately 
texture images are often of this type. The OWT, popu larl y used 
in image compression to achieve signal compnction . provide a 
compact multi resolution representation of an imnge. It gives 
(I signal representation/decomposition in correspondence to 
a narrow band. Iow frequency range and a wide band, high 
frequency range. Using the concept of scale. data representing 
a continuous trade-off between space and frequency can be 
Illade avai lable for funher processing. In our algorithm we 
use a two~dimensiona l DWT to obtain a lllult i-resolution 
decomposition of the texture sample. 

Texlllre synthesis com mences with the application of a 1/ 

level (11=3 is used in our experiments) 20 DWT (e.g. Haar 
Transform) decomposition on the sample texture image. 
' '''(lIfl/)/ I' (see Figure 5). The application of a si ngle level 
20 DWT on the sample texture divides it into a set of four 
componem images. i.e. sub-bands, as ill ustrmed in Figure 5. 
This can be mathematica lly expressed as 

(hLO, [ liLO, hllo. hlllo) = DIlfT(I.,,,",p'c) ( I ) 

Where Ju .. o. frIL O. I L lf Ol I II If 0 Hre the image sub
bands cOlTesponding respecti vely to the low-resolution 
approxi mation, vertical details. hori zontal details and diagonal 
detai ls of the sample textll re and DWT() represent the forward 
discrete wavelet transform function. Similarly 211ft level and 
31"(/ level decomposition are obtained by applying OWT 10 the 
10w-resolUlion sub-bands of previous decomposed level. This 
can be mathematically represented as follows. 

(hLI , [ ,ni, [ U/J ,!lI lItl = DIlfT(!uo ) (2) 

(h L', [ Ill" ' , f u12 , [11112 ) = DWT(!uI) (3) 

(hW.fIlUl , hll /l ' hI/ill ) = DWT(!1- w _l ) (4) 

From the 11 - level decomposition above. we extract the lowest
resolution and the corresponding diagonal detai l band, i.e. 
IU..II _ l and IIIIIIl - I. To simplify the use of notations, we 
generalise the notation llsed in equations r 1-4 1as Jp/ where 

p E (LL, fI L, LH. HH) and lE (0, 1, 2, .... /1 - I). 

Once sample tex ture is multi -resolution DWT decomposed 
as described above, the next step is the placement of tex ture 
blocks from the sample texture on 11 Bezier patch that 
represents a section of the surface of the geometric surface. 

4.3 Texture synthesis of Bezier pa tches 

Refer Figure 4 Part 11 , Let Bpl(x,y) represent a general square 

block of the decomposed sample image located at position 



Figure 5: Tr(tIIsJormillg the sample texture into a 
lIlu ltireso/utioll image representation with three level 
decomposition. 

(x, y) re lat ive to the sub-bands (p. Ifs origin. INote that in 
our experiments we have set the size of the above block to 
be 25 - 1 x 25 - 1• where 1(= O. l. 2) I. Inilia lly wc randomly 
pick a block. DU .-Il - I (.r ,1J ) from the lowest resolution.(LL. 
11-1) sub-band of decomposed sample image. Subsequently 
by combining this block with the corresponding blocks of 
the other sub-bands and performing an II- IDWT, the randomly 
se lected block is obtained in the original pixel domai n. (i .e. 
I],.,J. as foll ows: 

Ihw- 2 = f DIVT(BLLII I,BrILI/ - I.aUII/ I , alllll/ I) 
(5) 

aLL = f DII'T(a,.LO.aIlLO. aWO.aH rlO ) (6) 

After randomly picki ng up the block as described above and 
converting it into its pi xe l domain. the next stage is to map 
the texture block on to a Bezier patch of the 3D surface, It 
is noted that by fo llowing the parametrisat ion procedure of 
section 2, the Bezier patches of the surface will be divided 
into a quadri lateral mesh, where each mesh element is referred 
to as a surface division. The above mentioned randomly 
picked texture block is embedded to surface division (see 
Figure 10) by following the tex ture embedding method detai led 
in section 4.5. Thi s procedure is popularly known in literature 
as texture mapping, 

Oncc the fi rst, randomly selected block is mapped as above, 
an overlapping area of this block (with the adj acent, potential 
block IQ be mapped). is selected to be used in locat ing the 
next blocked from the sample tex\lIre to be mapped onto the 
patch. Note that in our experiments this area was 8 pi xe ls 
wide, and was selected from the left end, bottom end or both 
above ends of the block (depending on the location o f the 
original texture block on the Bezier patch). The overlap area 
is subsequently n-Ievel decomposed (1/ :=3 in our experiments) 
and lIsed to find a suitable match for the adjacent block 
from the decomposed sample texture lIsing minimum SUJll 
of squared·differcnces (see fi gure6). To speed up the block 
matching we only use all coe ffi cients of the LL" and fI H'l 

sub-bands for matching. In our experiment where 11=3 and a 
sample texture size of 128 x 128 is lIsed. Ollt of the 16384 
possible coefficients. wc only use 256 coe ffi cient i.e. 1/64 of 
total number coefficient in the sample tex ture. Thcre fore the 
Jllatching speed is signi ficantly enhanced. 

A lthough adjacent blocks on a Bezier patch ure matched using 
an overl apping area, block seam mismatches are li ke ly IQ 

ex ist. However due to the efficicncy of match ing in the DWT 
domain[ 28 1 these seam mismatches are minimal as compared 
\0 using an alternative patch based texlll re synthesis techn ique 
and are therefore easily eliminated lIsing an edge-blend ing 
approachr22} . The above process of block matching. selection 

Figure 6: The matching criteria 

and placement is continued until the texture of the ent ire patch 
is synthesized. As individual Bezier patches are textured 
independently, it is li kely that visible seam boundaries exist 
between parches (see Figure 7). Ln the fo l lowi ng section we 
describe the use of a minimum boundary cut techn ique to 
minimise these anefacts. 

(a) (b) 

Figure 7: Artifacts at Bez;er patch edges. 

4.4 Using a modified graphcut techniclue to illlprove 
Bezier patch seams 

To remove the edge artefac ts between Bezier patches (see 
Figure 7) wc use a modified vers ion of the popular Graphcllt 



technique proposed in 1"251. Its opermion can be ex plained as 
follows: 

4.4.1 Edge block selec tion and matching 

The idea of this stage is 10 replace B'ezier patch seam regions, 
with vis ible straight line artefacts. with matching regions from 
the sample texlLI re, which can be beller blended wit h the 
non-seam region tex ture. To accomplish this task a block of 
size 25 - 1 x 25- 1 (/;3 in Oll f experiments), which we be called 
an edge block is firSI selected from the patch boundary (scc 
Figure 8(a)). It is noted that seams are included within this 
edge block. Subsequent ly we apply an n-Ievel (11=3) OWT on 
the selected edge block to create a OWT decomposed edge 
block. The LLn rind the HHn sub-bands of the decomposed 
block is then used to search the decomposed sample texlll re 
for the best matching block is found llsing block mutching 
cri teria (see Figure 6) . Once the best matching block is found 
(see Figure 8(b) then can be combined with the edge block 
using the graphcllt approach in transform domai n (see sec tion 
4.4.2) to minim ise seam mtefacts. After an ,,- level IDWT is 
performed to obtain a pixcl block. 

4.4.2 Graphcut Approach 

Once the best match 10 the edge block is found as above. 
we apply the graphcut techn ique of [25J which is capable of 
opti mal1y replacing the seam region of the edge block with 
regions from the best matching block (see section 4.4 .1) to 
provide an optimal mini misation of boundary artefacts (see 
Figure 8(c). We appl y GraphclH technique in transform 
domain to reduce alogrithm complexsi ty and get best possible 
seams. Readers who are interested in the detai ls or the graphclll 
(Ipproach arc rererred to 119, 25 1. The above modi fi ed edgc 
block is finally cmbcdded back in its original posi tion in the 
Bezier patch seam area. This process is cOllli nued for all edge 
blocks along the Bezier patch seams. The results ill ustrated in 
Figure 9 when compared to the results illustrated in Figure 7 
proves the improved quality at Bezier patch seams. 

(a)AnifaCI block (b)Besl Block (c)El11bedded block 

Figure 8: Seam selectioll 

4.4.3 Feathering 

A lthough the grapghcuI approach produces an optimum seam, 
the optimali ty is restricted by the qual ity of the original edge 
blocks. Therefore i t is likely that some artefacts still remai n 

(a) (b) 

Figure 9: Refin ed Bezier patch edges 

after the application of the graphcut approach. To address this 
problem we use the popular reathering [41 approach that uses 
suitable weighting factors 10 combine those pixels at the seams. 
Feathering results in a funher improvement of the seam quality. 

4.5 Embedding texture on Bezier patches 

To embed texture on Bhier pat ch~s. wc use a modified 
version of the approach proposed by Soucy et at. 12 11 . The 
ll1otiific3tion required is due to thl: lIse 01'.1 quadri lateral mesh 
in the proposed approach as agai nst a triangular mesh in the 
original approach of 12 11. The textu re of each quadri lateral in 
the original mesh is oblained via a di rect mapping 12 11 frolllt he 
corresponding quadrilateral in texture space. The texture space 
referred to above is created as a resu lt of the block placement 
and matching procedu re on Bezier surfaces. described in detail 
in section 4.3. The quadrilaterals in texture space that we use 
are rectangle in nature and are uni form in size. It is noted 
however that it is also possible to lIse quadrilaterals that are 
a beller fit to the mesh shape anti size. I t is further Ilotedthat 
the above lexlllre embedding can be performed at interact ive 
(real -time) rates. 1.11 our ex periments (1 11 surfaces arc rendered 
at interact ive rates using 1024 x 1024 sample textures. The 
surface models are composed of between 1000 and 50,000 
quadri laterals. 

Ca) Texture 
Block 

(b) Parametrisized Cc) Embedded 
M esh Texlw-e on Mesh 

Figure 10: Texture Embedding 

4.6 I)rogressive texture on surfaces using Embedded 
Zerotree Wavelet (EZW) algorithm 

The Zerotrecs or wavelct coe ffi cient concepl was ori ginally 
introduced by Shapiro [I TI in progressive encoding of images. 
I t is based on two impol1ant observations: 



I. Natural images in general have a low pilSS speclrulll. 
Therefore when an image is wavelet lransformed Ihe 
energy in the subbands decreases as the scale decreases 
(Iow scale Illeans high resolu tion). so the wavelel 
coerficients will , on average be slllaller in the higher 
subbands than in the lower subbands. 

2. Large wavc lel coefficients arc visua lly more imponant 
than smaller wavelet coefficients. 

EZW provides a compact representation of percepllJall y 
significant coeffi cients and mulliresolut ion construction 
capabi lity of an image. The idea is to organ ize oWT 
coeffici ents of an image (sec Figure 5) in a priori tized order of 
visual sign ificance, depend ing 011 thei r position and magni tude 
in Ihe oWT decomposition and to subsequent ly encode the 
ordered lisl of coefficients following an embedded coding 
algorithm. In an embedded cod ing algorithm the encoder can 
terminate the encoding at any point there by allowing a target 
bit rate or target di stortion metric 10 be mel exactly. On the 
other hand, given a bit st rC<IIll , a decoder can cease decodi ng 
at any point in the bi t st ream. Th us it is capable of producing 
exact ly the same image that would have been encoded at the 
bit rate corresponding to \he trunci.I.\oo bh strealn . 

In this paper wc lIsed the EZW algorithm 's init ial coefficient 
prioritiz3tion procedure to priori tise their lI se wit hin the 
proposed texture synthesis algorit hm where we have replaced 
IDWT wilh EZW IDWT motlule(see Figure 4). anti Equalion 4 
can be Illodi fied lO: 

(7) 

The thershold can be calcu lated using the magnilUde of 
wavclet coenicents of the decomposed samplc image. ouc 
to space limitmion wc refer readers interested in the deta il 
of the F.ZW coefficient prioritizat ion algorithm to [171. Wc 
show thm til l! visua lly prioriti zt!u ava ilabili ty of coeniciellls 
and the subsequent ~Ill bcdded coding of the coeffici ents 
enable seamless progressive texture synthesis capability 
on bi-quadratic rational patches. This is an addit ional key 
contribution of our present work. 

5 Exprimental Results and Analysis 

In order to analyse the performance of proposed progressive 
texture synthesis approach on the surface of a Dupin Cyclide, 
a Sphere and a Toms. We have carried out a carefu l and 
efficielll implementation ill OpenGL and C++. Experiments 
were carried Ollt using a range of sample textures. which can 
he hroadly classified as regu lar. near-regu lar, irregu lar, and 
stochas tic [51 in nature. Figure 12 and Figure 13 illustrate 
the rcsuits. Figure 13 proves the effectiveness of lhe proposed 
algorithm in the progressive texture synthesis domain . It is 
noted that the time requi red to synthesise Ihe textures on the 
surface was in the order of fi ve seconds. 

A closer analys is of Ihe results in Figure 13 reveals the 
fo llowing impol1am facts. 

• Hy varying the threshold selected ror DWT coefficient 
selection, wi thin lhe EZW scheme. discrete seam less 
levels of output qualilY can be obtai ned see Figure 13 (a I 
lO a5 and b l 10 b5). 

• It is observed that for most types or textures, 15% of the 
OWT coerflcients from sa mple tex ture arc sufficient fo r 
creating synthesis Olllput tcx lllrcs 0 11 surface. of surfi cicrn 
visual qual ity see Figu re 13( a4 and b4) . For regu lar 
tCXlllres this pcn;t:lltagc l:an bl! !' igni(ic:mtly lower (7% in 
our ex peri ments) Figure 13(a3). 

• It observe that seallls are rarely visible. 

Given the above observations. the proposed algorithm can 
he proved \0 he hcneficial in <'pplicmions \ h~\t require fasl 
and accurate progressive texturi ng capability such distributi ve 
and collaborative gaming or low bandwidt h transmission 
application. Alt hough due 10 sp,lce limi tations we have 
restricted the number of progressive texture synthesis results 
illustrated in Figure 13 to five textures, and five different 
quality levels. the proposed method is capable of progressive 
texture synthesis at seamless ly different number of levels and 
a large number of sample tex ture!' covering broad statistical 
texture prope rties. Due to the nexibility of the extension 
of the Bezier patch based rat ional paramctrisatioll scheme 
t ht: propost:u approach ca ll be; furl her cxtcnucu lu dfil:iclll 
progressive texture synthesis on many object shnpe. 

Our algorithms suffer from two limitation. I) No cOlllrol over 
shape of the geometry of the surface 2) No control over 
di rection of texture element on the surface as it b directed by 
algorithm. 

We have compared our progressive texture synthesis results 
wi th similar pixel domai n work of Shel eLal I IS] for arbitrary 
surfaces. In his approch he replaced gallssai n pyramid 
by a oWT pyramid and adpoted image pixel location for 
encodi ng/decoding surface and texture. It is observed Ilwl 
the surface texture quality and overall speed of ou r algorithm 
is improved (see Figure 11 ). Shet et als. l iS] apporach take 
about 15 to 20 minute for progressive text ure where as our 
approch is in order 01" fi ve secunds. 

<a) (b) 

Figllre 11: (1I): Sltet et.al alogritltm , (b): Ollr 1I1ogritltlll 



(a) Regular (b) Regular (c) SlochaSlic 

(cl) Near regu lar (e) Regular (I) Irregular 

(g) Near regular (h) Irregular (i) Irregular 

Ul SlochaSlic (k) Irregu lar (I) Irregular 

Figure 12: Texture synthesis 0 11 Sphere, Torus alld Cyclide 

(a) Regu lar (a I )-3% coeff 

(a2)-5% coeff (a3)-7% coeff 

(a4)- 15% coeff (05)-a ll coeff 

(b) '" slochaslic (b I )-3% coeff 

(b2)-5% coeff (b3)-7% coeff 

(1)4)- 15% coeff (b5)-a ll coeff 

Figure 13: Progressil'e texture ~)'Ill" esis Oil Cyc /il/e and 
Torus 



6 Conclusions & Future \Vork 

In this paper we have proposed a novel approach IQ texture 
synthesis on geolllet ri c su rfaces. A rational paramet ri sation 
stage is ini tially llsed to represen t the surface as a collec lion 
of bi ~quadratic Bezie r patches onto w hich the texture is 
synthesized using a Illultiresolutio n DWT approach. We 
have used the popular EZ"V idea of prioritizing the DWT 
cocfficients and subsequent embedded coding to introduce 
progressive texture synthesis. To minimize seam at1ifacts at the 
block boundari es within patches. we have successfu lly used 

an a lpha~blendi ng algorithm. whereas to minimize artifacts 
at seams between patches we have successfull y used the 
popular random patch cult ing a lgorithm in tarns form domian. 
graph~cut, ro llowed by a fUI1her feathering algori thm at the 
e.xac t seams locations. We have provided resu lts to show the 
effectiveness of the overa ll su rface parametrisation and textu re 
synthesis algorithms. Further experimental results have been 
provided 10 prove the effectiveness of the measures taken to 
mi nimize seam a rtirac ts. and the ncxib ili ty and e ffi c icncy of 
the progress ive tex turing capabili ty of the proposed algorithm. 
A number of poss ible applic;:u ion domains of lhe proposed 
algorithm have bcen identified. 

h is possibJe 10 show Ihal Ihe ra tional parametrisation slrategy 
used can be extended 10 cover many 3D objects wit h arbitrary 
surface topology. Hence the proposed texture synthesis 
approach can be used to progressive ly sylllhes ize textu re 0 1110 

3D surfaces with arbitrary shape. We are current ly in the 
process of generali zi ng the proposed a lgorithm to address the 
above issues and to over come the limitaion i.e. contro l over 
geometry of the surface and direction of texture e le ments. 
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Abstmct: Exist ing tex tu re synthes is algorithms rail \0 deli ver effectively in application areas where progressive 
rendering of Icx lurc is requi red. To provide a practica l so lution to Ihi s problem wc propose a novel 
algorithm for progressive-texture synthesis on surfaces. which makes use of the Embedded Zero-tree of 
Wave let (EZ\V) idea proposed by Shapiro Cl al.. 1993 which is capablc of priori tising the coefficients of a 
DWT decomposed image according to thei r visual signilicancc. Wc demonstrate the use or the proposed 
al gorithm on texturing a single biquadmtic surrace and two smoothly joined biquadrat ic surfaces. It is 
fu rther shown that the proposed tex lUre synthesis approach on Bezier patches allows the algorithm's genera l 
use in tex ture synthesis on many comlllon surface topologies and can be generalised fo r arbi trarily shaped 
surfaces. We provide experimen tal resul ts 10 prove the eff ectiveness of the proposed approach, when 
sy nthesising tex tures of regular. irregular and stochastic natu re. Further experimental resu lts [I re prov ided to 
illuslrate the practical use of the proposed tex ture sYllthesis al go rithm in reSOu rce constrained application 
donmins. 

1 INTRODUCTION 

TexlUre synthesis provides a prac tical solution for 
data acquisition and is often used to enhance realism 
of artificially created scenes. As result , a number of 
'i mage based ' texturing <l lgorithms have been 
proposed in the past decade. A typica l texture 
synt hesis algori thm starts from a sample image and 
attempts to produce a larger texture wi th a visual 
appearance similar to the sample, by repeated 
placement of micro patterns of tex ture e leme nts. It 
does this in a way that when perceived by an 
observer, the synthesized texture appears to be 
generated by the Same underl yi ng stochastic process. 
However all textu re synthesis algorithms are 
challenged by the high statistical variabi lity of 
tex tu res involved in synthesis. Thus a uni versal 
solution to fast texture synthesis yet remai ns an open 
problem. Textu ring surfaces provides further 
challenges and attrac ted much research interest in 
the recent past due to applications in computer 
graphics, animated movie product ion, computer 
games. education, architectu re, computer art and 
vi rtual productions. 

A major proportion of research in the area of 
lexlUre synthesis has focused on synthesizing texlUre 

on planner surfaces. Recently a number of 
approaches have been proposed for texture synthesis 
on surfaces. These textllre synthesis approaches can 
be broad ly class ified into two groups. namely, pixel 
based (Wei & Lel'oy. 2000. 200 1; Turk, 200 t :Yi ng 
et al.. 200 I : Ashikhmin et al. , 200 1: Tong et al.. 
2002 : Shet et al.. 2006: Lefebl're and Hoppe, 2006 ) 
and patch based ( Neyret and Cani , 1999; Prau ll et 
al. . 2000; Soler et aI. , 2002 ; Sebastian et a I. , 2003; 
Wang et aI. , 2005; Wing Fu et aI. , 2005) approaches. 
Pixef based approaches consider a pixef as the basic 
uni t in the synthesis process. Patch based approaches 
are an a lternative to pixel based approaches where 
an att empt is made to synthesis textu re by copying 
selected regions of pixels from the satnple texture 
and stitching them together. Thi s approach 
overcomes the limi tations of the pixel based 
approaches, i.e. bei ng limited to work with certa in 
types of textures and the lack of computationa l 
speed. Neyret~Cani' s 1999, techn ique is based on 
precomputed triangular textu re samples which are 
mapped non-periodically. However this method is 
restricted to synthesising isotropic textures. In the 
lapped textu re technique proposed by Praun el ai, 
2000, the texture patches are first orienled and are 
subsequently placed in an overlapping fashion on a 



surftlce with <l prcdefined veClOr field. The method 
works for a limited sel of textures. Soler el al. , 2002 
introduces hierarchical texturing 10 overcome 
drawbacks of previolls algori thm. The met hod is 
capable of capturing low-frequency pattern whi le 
preserving high Frequency randolllness in lite 
texlll re. The synthesi s ti me may vary from fcw 
minules to few tens of minutes. Sebastian el al.. 
2003 separated the tex\Ure pre-process ing from 
synthesis and proposed two independent phases. Pre
processed texture is stored on a disk <:lnd used when 
needed. This process is very slow but only needs to 
be performed once. The pre-processi ng ti me vary 
from minutes to a few tens of minutes. Further 
slOring the texture on a disk is essent ial. Wang et al., 
2005 algorithm is mainly based on global conformal 
paramcterization of surfaccs. where the textures are 
preserved on surfaces without seams or cracks. This 
algorithm is simple for tex ture synthesis but 
paramccerization process ,,,dopred is lime consuming 
thereby slowi ng down the overall performance. 
Wing Fu et.al.. 2005 introduced the concept of 
Wang ti les. Ini t iall y a low distortion confonnal Illap 
is created from the input surface, which forms a 
quad based geometry. The texture is then laid out on 
quad surfaces, properly oriented and then mapped 
back 011 10 the surface. However thi s approach 
inherits all drawbacks of the image quilt ing 
algorithms. 

A ll the above techniques are applied on irregular 
shapes of triangu lar meshes. which results in seams 
at edges. Size of triangles in the mesh also varies 
which makes the visual artefacts on the surface. 
prominefH. Further 10 this. it will also use extensive 
bandwidth in transmission media as triangular mesh 
information and texture are in uncompressed formal. 
Funher the animation of this triangular mesh is 
difficult as they are rigid. To overCOme many of the 
above problems we have proposed to use NURBS, a 
form of surface representation which helps to 
compress a mesh and thus can be applied in 
constrained bandwidth environmems. NURBS also 
provides additional faci lities to animate the surface. 

The inspiration of our work comes from the 
present requirements for progressive texture 
synthesis on surfaces, which results in extensive use 
of transmission medin with limi ted band wid th for 
modern :lpplicMioll domains such as remme 
visuali sation, distributed/coll aborative gaming etc. 
Current texture synthesis algorithms on surfaces are 
time consuming and fail to perform in 
progressiveltransform domain. To overcome this 
problem we propose a progress; ve texlll re synthesis 
algorithm lIsing multiresolution DWT 

decomposi tion. coefficient prioritisation using EZ\V 
(embedded zero-tree wavele t) algori thm and surface 
representation using biquadratic rational surfaces 
which is falls under patch base category. We prove 
the proposed novel algori thm is capable of creating 
seamless ly varying qualic y levels of synthesized 
tex ture on surfaces. Accord ing to the authors 
knowledge it is a fi rst attempt that demonst rates 
progressive texture synthesis on meshes. which 
uti l ises control polygons generated from the 
biquadrat ic Bezier equations. We show that the 
proposed work can be generalised to <:lny type of 
arbi trary mesh. 

For clarity of presentation the paper is organised 
as follows Section-2 introduces the reader to the 
research background and fundamentals. Section-3 
presents the proposed algorithm. Section-4 provides 
experimental results and a detai led analysis. Finall y. 
Section-5 concludes, with an insight to possi ble 
imfJf"ovemcms and fUlllre variations. 

2 RESEARCH BACKGROUND 

For the purpose of clarity and case of reference we 
have summarized the fundamental techniques used 
for Illultiresolut ion representation o f teX\llre (DWT) 
[Wickramanayake et al., 2005], DWT coefficient 
priorit ization (EZW) [Shapiro et aI., 19931 and 
surface parameterizat ion (biquadratic rational 
surfaces) in this section. Hence readers who are 
familiar with these concepts can forgo reading this 
sec tion . 

2.1 OWT Representation of Texture 
Image 

Te,'<lured images conUl in a large amount of 
perceptual data. Therefore the number of bits 
required to represent/encode a texture image is high. 
However typica l images consist of a wide range of 
frequency co mponents spread throughout the human 
visual frequency band. Some of theses frequency 
components have a significant effect in lllllnan 
perception while some others have very low 
significance. Fortunately teX\llre images are often of 
this type. The Discrete Wavelet Transforms (DWT) 
provide a compact multi resolution representation of 
an image. It gives a signal representation in 
correspondence to a narrow band , low frequency 
range and some of the coefficients represent short 
dnta lags corresponding 10 a wide band. high 
frequency range. Using the concept of scale. daw. 
representing a conti nuous trade off between space 



and frequency can be made available for further 
processing. 

(1)) 

(c) (d) 

Figure l : Tmnsrorming the sample texture in to a multi 
resolut ion image representation. (a) Sample texture. (b) 
single level decomposition (c) two level decomposit ion. 
(d) three level decomposition. 

In our algorithm we use two-di mensional DWT. 
To begin with. the texture image is subdi vided into 
four sub-bands using horizontal and vert ica l DWT 
fi lters over the image pixels. The resulting sub bands 
labeled LH I. HLl and HH I represent the finest 
scale w(\velet codficient whereas the sub-band 
labeled LL I represents low resolution coefficients. 
In order to obtain the next level of wavelet sub
bands. the sub band labeled LL I is further 
decomposed and sampled lIsing the vertical and 
horizontal DWT fi lters. This process is repeated 
until the required final decomposition is reached (see 
Figure I). The coefficients of the subbands are then 
used for speeding up searching process and 
prioriti zed using the EZW algorithm presented next. 

2.2 Embedded Zerotree Wavelet 
(EZW) Algorithm 

The ZerOlrees of wave/er coefJiciel/r concept was 
originally introduced by Shapiro et al.. 1993 in 
progressive encoding of images. Il is based on two 
important observations: 

I. atural images in general have a low pass 
SpeClrlllll. Therefore when an image is 
wavelet transformed the energy in the 
subbands decreases as the sca le decreases 
(Iow scale means high re.')olution). so the 

wavelet coefficients wi ll, on average be 
smaller in the higher subbands than in the 
lower subbands. 

2. Large wavelel coefficients are visuall y more 
important thal1 smaller wavelet coefficic llIs. 

EZW provides a compact representation or 
perceptually significant coefficients and multi 
resolution construction capability of an image. The 
idea is 10 organize DWT coefficients of an image 
(sce Figure I ) in a priorit ized order of visual 
significance. depending on their position and 
magni tude in the DWT decomposition and to 
subsequently encode the ordered list of coefficients 
following an embedded coding algorit hm. In .111 
embedded coding algorithm the encoder can 
terminate the encod ing at any point thereby allowing 
a larget bi t rate or target distortion metric to be met 
exact ly. On the other hand. given a bit stream. a 
decoder can cease decod ing at any point in the bi t 
stream. Thus it is capab le of producing exactly the 
same image that would have been encoded at the bit 
rate corresponding to the truncated bi t stream. 

In this paper we lIse the EZW algorithnf s initial 
coefficiem prioritizat ion procedure to prioritize their 
use within texture synthesis algorithm. Due to space 
limitation we refer readers interested in the dewi l of 
the EZW coeffi cient prioritization algorithlll 10 

Shapi ro et aI. , 1993. We show that the visually 
prioritized availability of coefficients enables 
seamless progressive texture synthesis capability on 
biquadrat ic ralional surface using control pol ygon. 
This is the mai n contribut ion of our present work. 

2.3 Biquadratics Bezier Surfaces 

This section wi ll briefl y introduce biquadrat ic 
surface palches and construction of simple surface 
using them. For more detai ls the readers are referred 
to Bez H.E. 2006. 

Rat ional paramelrisation is a de-racto sta ndard 
representation in computer graphics and geomet ric 
Inodelling software, allowing portabi lilY across 
applications and systems. In addi tion to possessing 
desirable geometric propert ies, rat ional 
paramelrisat ion 

• requi res the evaluation of on ly polynomial 
functions, 

• gives rise to a compact data-structure, 
• facilitates interactive contro l of shape. 
• is complete in the sense that approximation 

of any shape to a specified to lerance cS can 
be achieved. and exact parametrisation (Le. 
0; 0) is often possible. 



Rational paramcl r isations of surfaces comprise 
loca l atlases, or patches, o f the form: 

r(s.1) = L;7",b. ,(/)b .~ (') v;, D<s.1 < I. (2.1) 

L~7""b., (I )b., (s!wC) 
where OJL j are the weights and v~.J a re the 

Bernstei n vectors. If a ll the weights are fl oll -zero this 
may be ex pressed as 

I :;..,b., (t )iJ. ,(S)(j),., v, J 
"'.1 /= 'C . . (c) (s ) '. 0< >.1 <11 2.2 1 

t... " /-tlb., ~ 11 .. ; cu" 
where 1', .. ~ ' are the B6zier ve rt ices. The va lues o f 

11 and 11/ determine the degree of Ihe 
paramctrisalion; if 11 = 111 = 2 the patch is said to be 
biquadratic and if 11 ::= 11/ = 3 it is bi-cubic. 

With given nine control points wc compute and 
draw the biquadratic su rface patch defined by them. 
(see Figure 2) 

(a) (b) 

Figurc2: (<I) Green Colour: Biquadralic contro l polygon 
painL Red Colour: SmoO\n surrace mesh gcncra\cd lIsing 
control polygon (b) Control polygon mesh (for 9 control 
poinls generate 4 faces). 

Many o f the des irab le geometric properti es of 
rational representation, e.g. the convex. hull property 
and the ex.is tence of bezier veftices, are lost if 
negative or zero weights occur - hence, in computer 
graphiCS and geometric modelling applications, 
pos iti ve weight parametrisations a re always 
preferred. For computational effIciency, low degree 
parametrisa tions are d es irab le. 

3 PROPOSED METHDOLOGY 

In this section we provide the des ign deta ils of the 
proposed textll re synthes is a lgorithm. 

3.1 Texture Synthesis on Control 
Polygon 

Figure 3 illustrates the bas ic block diagram of the 
proposed a lgori thm. The texture synthes is process 
starts by appl yi ng a /I-level (11=3 used in Ollr 

experime nts) 2 D DWT (e.g. Haar Transform) on 
sample texture image, whic h is denoted HS (.rampl." 

The application of single level 20 DWT on the 
sample tex ture resu lt s in a set o f component images 
i .e. sub-bands. as fo llows: 

V 1J/ ·! IIII ,/ ,.IfI' ! IIIIJ= DlVrV .. , ........ J- ( 1.! ) 

Paste block of shape and 

~ize of face on comTo\ 

po/ygm' I \,lDwr 

3'~ Lev1'ed DWT 

• 
__ Best Mat ch 

LOCation 

LL3 and HH 3 bands 

I . 
LL3 and HH 3 

t 
D ,-

Find next best match 

Figure 3: Proposed block diagram ror tex ture synthesis on 
biquadralic surraccs. 

Where ! W-! IILI- ! WI' ! IIII I are the texture image 

s ub-bands corresponding respectively to low
resolution approximation, vertica l detai ls. horizollla l 
detai ls and diagona l detail s of sample tex ture. 
Simi larl y 2nd level and 3rd level decomposition are 
o btained by ap pl yi ng DWT to the low- resolution 
s ub-bands of previolls decomposit io n level. This can 
be mathematica lly represented as fol lows. 

(! w · / m.!·! u, ~ ' / II"J = Dlvr(/ 1.1./ )-(3·2) 

tl 1.1.) · / III.J -/ ')/) ' ! ,II/')= DlVrV I.L!)- (3.3) 



l! /.1",_,' / 111.11 ,1' / IJI' ,I ' / 1111,)= DII'1'(/ IJ..,}- (3.4 ) 

from n-level we extract low-resolution and diagonal 

detai l bands i.e. I ,,,, and I n"" · 

We generali se the notation used in equation 
(3. 1 )-(3.6)as I" where pE {LL, HL, LH, HH } and 

l E {O.l.2 ... I1} where p represent the :\ub-bands 

within each decomposition level (LL-Iow resolution, 
LH-hori zontal. HL- vert ical. HH diagonal) and / 
represent the decomposition leve l. DWT represent 
the fo rward discrete wavelet transform , 

The basic idea of proposed algorithm is to 
synthesise texture on cOlllrol polygons of a given 
surface, Let 8 u"'I',, ) represent a general polygonal 

block of decompm;ed sample image located at 
pOsition (x, y) relative 10 the sub-bands (p. /)'5 
origin . 

Initiall y we randomly pick block 8 1.1 ... ",., from 

the sample texture image with identical size and 
shape 10 that of the control polygon f<lce. This 
randomly created texture block is mapped 10 the 
control polygon surface shown in figure 3. [Note: 
the detai ls of the mapping process are described in 
section 3.2 . .1 

In locating the next block 10 be synthesiw d, we 
CUt a 8 pi xel wide template of pi xe ls along the edge 
of already :\ynthesized, neighbouring blocks. apply a 
3 level DWT decomposition on the lemplme block 
and extract low-resolution and diagonal detail bands 
which are used for searching in sample LL3 and 
HH3 bands. Best matching block can be found by 
minimizi ng the L2 norm. EZW algorit hm can be 
used if coeffi cient prioritisation is used to furt her 
reduce complexi ty. 

In general. i f B p/( l l.I'n and B !'il>!,dl are two 

randomly shaped blocks to be matched. we 
say B pH., 1.\·IJis the best match for Bp/(rb-2) if 

d ( 8 1'/(.11 . ,.1) ,8 /,/ ( .d.1 2) is minimum for all 

possible 8 pi blocks, which is calcu lated as, 

,,[11 i1t, ",,fii-<1l.H "~/i) f } 
(( 110]. >.:1,. 11<1,/, )= t..... 'L..."'t1 . J 15) 

. ,." +I ~," ",,f'0Lj," ",,I') r I 
Where aB III an edge is zone of block 8 flf( .f,Y) 

and i is an element (coefficieIll) within the edge 

zone. 
Finall y the overlap area of the best matching 

edge is blended with the overl ap area on the original 
block lIsing alpha bending. The non-overlapping 
area of the block is picked frol11 the sample tex ture 
and subsequently appended to the synthesized 

texture. This process wi ll conti nue till all the faces 
of contro l polygon are mapped. In some cases we 
h~lve considered IWO or more overlapping areas for 
findi ng the best match. 

3.2 Texture Mapping on 
Polygons 

Control 

In our implementation initial ly we create 
propagating seed vertex directions, which are then 
used to smooth the surface vector field. However 
alternati vely a number of other :\urface vector field 
techniques (Wei-Levoy, 200 I; Turk 2002; Yi ng etal. 
200 I) c.an be used 10 rephlce the tlpproach we have 
selected above. Once vector fi elds are assigned to 
all control polygon faces, we then rotate all the faces 
according to tangential vec tor fi eld and surface 
normal. thus pl aci ng all faces in the same 2D plane. 
Using a modified version of Soucy et al. , 1996, 
approach (Note: modified from using triangle to 

using polygon) a texture map. T is created. For each 
face of the contro l polygon. we map it 10 a 
corresponding face in T in compact fo rm, i.e. with 
no space bei ng wasted. The faces in T are textured 
using the corresponding besl m,ltching block. The 
faces in T that we use are of non-uniform size that 
are a better fit to the shape and size. It is noted that 
the result ing texture can be rendered on the control 
polygon surfaces at interacti ve rates. The images 
i llustrated in Figure 4 were rendered in this manner 
lIsing 256 x 256 textures, The models used in our 
experiments are composed of smooth surfaces 
having between 100 to 1000 faces, whereas the 
control polygons llsed consisted of 4 faces to 8 faces 
( It can be further increase to 11 faces). We have 
observed that these surfaces render at real-time rates. 

3.3 Projection of Texture from Control 
Polygons to Biquadratic Rational 
Surfaces 

Firstly we calculate the distance between control 
poi nts of the control polygon using the standard 
distance formu la between IWO points in 3D space. 
Depending on these distances we calculate relative 
location of projections of these points on the rational 

surface, parame!erised by 0 < S, I < 1. Using the 

correspondence between points we then decide on 
the area projection from control polygonal mesh 10 

the smooth surface, Figure 4(a) illustrates the tex ture 
synthesized onto the contro l polygon lIsing the 
proposed algorithm and figure 4(b) i llustrates the 
mapped textll re onto the smooth rat iona l surface .. 



Figure4: (a) Tcxlll rc on control polygon (b) Proj ection 
from con1rol Polygon to smooth surf:'!cc. 

Note Ihal closer the control polygon to the smoOlh 
surface representat ion. lesser distortion in proj ec tion 
will occur and vice -versa. 

3.4 Progressive Texture Using EZW 

In o rder to achieve progressive tex ture synthesis on 
surfaces. we adopt Shapiro 's EZW iden in which 
coefficient va lues wi th ll1agnitudes above a given 
threshold are considered significant . This threshold 
(I) is calcu lated using equation (3.6) based on the 
magnitude of wavelet coeffi cients of decomposed 
sample image. 

I _ 2/og I 'I"I.' II LL I, ,nJI/ K -(1.0 ! 

where MAX() means the maxi mum coeffic ient 

value, K is a constant and LL" (,·s) denotes a 

genera l coeffi cie nt in LL~ sub-band. By onl y 

considering the coefficicms of sub-bands, which are 
larger than the threshold and ignori ng all others (i.e. 
setti ng to zero), an inverse DWT is calculated to 
produce the texture at a given progressive texture 
qllality. This can be expressed generally as: 

[

B'b Bm. , 1 
(8 0 .. ) :: 1:7 IVIO IVl" IJm" .B HI" . - ( 3.7 ; 

Ihershaft! 

The above equmion can prod lice d iscrete quality 
levels of text ure depending 011 threshold or number 
of coeffi ciellls need to be considered. Image qunl ity 
can be increased by decreasing the threshold and 
vies-versa. Note that the function EZWIDWT above 
represent an EZW constrained inverse d iscrete 
wavelet transform. When progressi ve tex ture 
synthesis is required we replace the 110rmal tex ture 
mapping process with the above EZW based 
approach (see figure 5 & 6), 

4 EXPERIME TAL RESULTS & 
ANALYSIS 

In o rder 10 ana lyse the perfo rmance of proposed 
a lgorithm and 10 show that surfaces can be rendered 
effectively, wc have implemented the proposed 
a lgorithms in OpenGL, C++. 

Ex periment were perfonned on a di ve rse range 
of texture samples that include regu lar, ne'lJ·~ regLJ l ar. 

irregular and slOchas tic (Lin et aI. , 2004) textu res. 
Results ill ustrated in ligure 5 indicate the abi lity of 
proposed techniq ue to effi ciently Illap and 
synthesized tex ture on surfaces. with minimal 
art ifacts. Further as matching and searching is 
performed in wavelet domai n, the tex lllre synthesis 
is fast. Textures illustrated in Figure 5 Ca), (b). (c) 
respectively belong to near-regular, regular, a~d 

slOchastic categories. Similar synthesized qua lity 
levels are demonstrated for a ll three texture 
categories. Further analys is revealed that the ti me 
requi red to synt hesize these texltJre is in the range of 
few mi ll iseconds. 

To furth er ex te nd the fun ctionali ty of the 
proposed met hod. we have extended our work to 
progressive textu re synthesis on surfaces. We have 
preformed a wide range of experiments (sce ligure 6 
& 7) to show that texture can be synthesized at 
seamless ly diffe rent levels of qual ity on surfaces, 
wit hout consuming noticeable process ing ti me. 
Figure 6 illustrates the synthesis of a stochastic 
texture of a nower. It is evident from the results that 
on ly 10% of information from sample texture is 
sufficie nt to create a tex ture with sufficiently rough 
quality. By increasi ng the percentage of coefficients 
fu rther. the quality of the synthesized texture can be 
seamlessly improved. Further experimenls reve,}led 
that fo r th is texture, 20% of coefficients was 
sufficie nt to synthesize a texture visua ll y equa l to 
the textu re that can be synthesized when all 
coefficients are uti li zed. Progress ive texture 
synthesis g ives the added advantage of bei ng ab le 10 

truncate a bit st ream representing the sample lex ture 
at any intermediate stage, sti ll being ab le to 
synthesize texture at some intermediate qua lity leve l. 

To furt her illustrate Ihe appl ication of the 
proposed idea, we have extended Ollr approach to 
synthesizing textu re on two smooth ly joi ned 
biq uadratic rational surfaces, shown in fi gure !. 
Figure 7(c) shows two smoothl y joi n biqllad r~ttc 

patches. Figure 7(d) to 7(k) illustra tes progresSive 
texlll re synthesis on (his surface. This proves (h[lt 
our technique can be extended to the many 
geometric topologies. Results in figure 7 further 
ill ust rates ll sing regular and near- regular tex ture 



samples that tex ture var iations across patch 
boundaries are smooth. 

Figu re 5: Texture synthesis on biquadratic surface 

5 CONCLUSIONS 

We have int roduced a novel DWT based approach to 
synthesizing, textu re and progressive texture, on 
biquadralic surfaces. We have presented the methods 
and algori thms in detai l along wi th poss ible 
applications and advantages. The proposed method 
has the capabi li ty of synthesizing texture at 
seamlessly different qua lity setti ngs. a functionality 
which is not poss ible via existing slate-of - the art 
techniques. 

T he lI se of visua l prio riti sation of information in 
the sample image during tex ture synthesis a llows the 
task to be carried out at a higher speed but at an 

equ ivalent visua l qua lity leve l. We show that the 
proposed approach is computationa lly effi cient. 
result s in good quality tex tu re synthesis. and is 
app licab le in bandwidth-adaptive/compressed
domain applicat ions such as remote visualizalio ll . 
We have shown that the contro l po lygon strategy 
used can be ex tended to cover synthesizing texture 
on many 3D objects with arbitrary surface topology. 
We are currently in the process of generalizi ng the 
proposed algorithm to address this issue. 

Figure 6: Slochastic progressive texture on biquad ratic 
surface. 
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Figure 7: Progressive textu re on two-joi ned biqundrat ic 
surface. 
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Ai)stnH:t 
This paper prescms il novel :JIgorilhm for the texture synthesis of arbitraril y shaped surfaces. The tex ture is initia ll y 
synt hes ized onto control polygons lI sing a patch based. Illu lt i-resolution. progress ive. Di screte Wavclt.:t Transfo rm 
(OWT) domain texwrc synthesis <! lgorilhm and is subsequel1l1y projected onlo the arbitrarily shaped. smooth . surface of 
the given object. which has been represented by Bezier pmches. The algori thm has a unique combination of several 
features that enables its practical use in application scen:lrios in which e.'\isti ng lexlUre synthesis algorithms fail to 
deli ver. The DWT domain multi -resolution texll1re synthesis al gori thm adopted, supported by the popular Embedded 
Zerotree Wavelet (EZ\v ) based coefficient priorif i1.ation scheme <ll1ows f ;!st. fIluh i- resolution. progressive Imnsmissioll 
and synthesis capability of tex ture. The data effi cient. Bezier representat ion of the surfaces to wh ich the tex ture i!. 
projected, results in the possibili ty of su rface animation. The contro l polygon based textutc projecfion appro:lch clwbles 
a flexible approach to teX llLte synthes is of complex ly shaped 3D objects. FlII1her the al gorithm allows the user definition 
of vector fi elds depicting the preferred direction of teXllI re propagation al a given location of the surf;lce. We prov ide 
ex perimenwJ resul ts synrhesil.ing textures of different nature on arb it rnril y shaped surfaces of a number of 3D objecls. It 
is shown th at I!fficienl. tl ex ib le, seamless tex lUre synth esis is poss ib le with 1110st patterns of texture . 

Categories wul SubjeCl Descriplors (according 10 ACM CCS): 1.3.3 /Complller Grap/lies}: Piclllre/lll/age Gcner(llion 
display algorithm: 13.7/Com/Juler Graphics}: 3D Gl"{lfJhic (lIId Realism: n'Xlllre: J.6/Compllter Graphics): CA D 

I. Int roduction 

During tbe past dl..'Cade the use of lIser defined vector 
tields 10 indicate the tex lllre directi on in synthes izi ng 
tex ture on 3D models Imve gained widespread popularity 
paniclllarly due to the demands in applical"ion areas such as 
digital cinema crealion and 3D compuler games. Thus 
novel approaches to designing vector fields and efficient 
algorithms for synthesizing tex ture on 20/30 surfaces have 
attracted much att ention from the research cOlllllluni ty. 
Therefore effi cient solutions 10 both research challenges 
are vital in ac hiev ing good quality texllIre production on 
surfaces. Whi lst the texture direction can enhance 
percei ved tex ture quality and Ihus real ism, efficienltcxtu re 
synthesis algorithms enable quick and accurate texturing of 
surfaces. 

A survey of eXisting approaches to patch based texture 
symhesis (see section 2) reveals ,hal most of !he proposed 
algorithms use irregular shapes and sizes of triangular 
meshes, which often result in seams al patch boundaries. 
Fu rther the varying nat ll re of Ihe size of triangles delining 
the mesh, results in additional costs in searching for 
matChing texture. patches and in their subsequent blendi ng. 
In addition the inability of representing tfian gular meshes 
and the related tex lUre patches in a progress ively refined 
manner, limits their use in applications utili sing bandwid th 
conSlfaint Irnnsmission media for data transmission. such 

as the intern et and mobile communication channel s. 
Fu rt her the ani mat ions of textu red sUli'aces are ditTIcul! as 
they are rigidly delined. Overcoming th e above limitations 
of the exi sting approaches. in th is paper we propose (he lIse 
of Belier polygons and an assoc iated progressive. patch 
based texllIre synthesiS approach. 

The paper is organised as foJ1ows: Apan from Ihis 
section which introduces the reader 10 the problem domain. 
seclions-2 provides all overview of lit er:\Iure. Section-3 
presents the proposed textu re synthesis algorithm in 
particular provid ing dewils of Ihe u1Jderlying techn iques 
used. such as basics of multiresolul ion DWT representation 
of tex ture. texlU re synthesis on f3ezier concrol polygons. 
using wei ghted edge blending technique to improve quali ty 
of seams hl!tween Bezier polygonal faces and the use of 
Shapiro's EZW algorithm lSha93J for DWT coefficient 
prioriti sation in providing progressive synthesis of texture. 
Seclion-4 provides experimental results and their analys is. 
Finall y, Section -5 concl udes. with an insight to possible 
improvements ,md fulu re varia ti ons. 

2. l~cJa(cd WO I'k 

A number approaches have been proposed in literature for 
texture symhesis on 3D surfaces. Two important objectives 
of these approaches have been the avoidance of patch 
boundary art ifacts and the minimization of unrealisti c 



s tretching and d islorJ ion of Ihe tex ture patt ern . o nce 
synthesized on a given surface. T hese approaches I W LO I. 
Turtll. YHBW I. AshO I. TJL' 02. NC99. PFHOO. SCA02. 
MK03. LXKST05. FM K05. SEB06. LH06] can be broad ly 
class ified into tWO groups. namely. pixel based tex ture 
syn thes is algorithms lWLOO. WL01. Tur0 1. YH BZOI. 
AshOJ. TJ L_02. SEB06. LH06J and pmch based tex ture 
syn/hesis approaches INC99. PFl-100. SCA02. MK03. 
LXKST05. FM K05j. The patch based tex ture syn thesis 
algorithms have the in herent ad vantage of being f:ls ter and 
being able to more eas il y main tain the o ri gina l tex tu re 
propenies . as compared to pixe l based approaches. The 
focus of o ur curren t research i<; on a novel approach to 
patch based texture syn thesis that aims to avoid a number 
o f limitatio ns of existing patch based texture synth esis 
approaches (see secti on I). Hence o nl y patch based teX lU re 
synth esis approaches arc rev iewed in th is sect ion. 

Patch bnsed tex ture synthesis approaches atte mpt to 
synt hesis texlllre by copy ing selected regions of pixels 
from a gi ven sample tex ture and stitchi[\g the m together. 
These approaches overco me so me o f the limitati ons of 
p ixe l based approache~ as the techniques are appl ic:lbl e to 
any generic tcxlUre and are relat ively computationall y 
inex pensive . The early work o f Neyret and Cani proposed a 
techn ique that is based on pre-compu ted triangular tex ture 
s:lInp les. However. good sy nt hesis resul ts were o bta ined 
only for isotrop ic textures INC99 ]. Praun introd uced the 
lapped tex ture synthesis techniqu e where o rient ed tex ture 
patches are placed in an overlapp ing fashio n o n l\ !> Ulface. 
However experiments were limited to a spec ifi c cla ss of 
tex ture lPFl-IOOJ. So ler introd uced hi erarchical texturing 10 

overcome draWbacks of previous algorith ms. The basic 
idea was to caplll re low freq uency p:merns while 
preservi ng high frequency randomness in tex ture. The 
general ised idea is to pick up texture patches Ij'oll1 Ihe 
sample image and map them onto the surface so that they 
can fi t with their nei ghbours. Although the resul ting texture 
often con tains some seams at patch edges. Ihe auchor 
demonstrated that the seams cnn be funher reduced by 
locally readjusting tex tu re coordi nates nt patch boundnries. 
The running ti me is d osel y relaced to Ihe number of 
result ing patc hes. which depends on both the mesh 
geometry and the tex ture sample ISCA02J. Sebastinn et a l 
proposed an algorithm C/i.11 sepanHed <I leX lUre pre· 
processing step from the actual tex ture synt hesis stage. Pre
processed text ure is stored and lIsed when needed . Si nce 
the access of the scol't.'(1 textu re data C,m be slow j lookup 
table is used to speed up memory access IMK03J. Wang et 
al pro posed an algorithm based on globa l con fo rmal 
parallleteri zario n o f surFaces. where the te,xlUres .lfe 
preserved on surfaces without seams or cracks. Moreover. 
the parameterization can segment th e surface in to palches . 
where each parch is milpped fo a planar rcclangle. Thi.s 
method is used to synt hesize tex!U re on a 20 rect:l ngle. 
However non-unifo rmit y o f synthesized tex tu re is a 
shor/Coming o f the method as .1 resull of using an area 
stretching f<l ctor wh ich is obtained from the conformal 
faclor. The a lgorithm adopls a complex proced ure in 
p'lrarneleriz<l lio ll. and in crc<l ting multi -scale sampl es. 
leadin g to an increased computat ional cost in the synthesis 
process lLXKST05 ]. Chi-Wi ng Fu et nl proposed a textu re 
filing mechanism. where a low dis tonio n conformal quad 

based map is created for the input surface. It produces 
proper lile orientations on all quad faces so th at the lexture 
can be laid out on qu ads and mapped back to the input 
surface accord ingly. This textu re synt hesis <ll gorithm is 
based on the image quilti ng approach o f lAFOI J and 
therefore inherits all the d rawbacks of tradit ional image 
q uilt ing al gorit hms sllch as rando m ~elec l ion of patches. 
ex p~n s i ve cost of min imum bo undary CUI. somewhat 
limi ted appl icab ili ty 10 isotropic tex tures and computati on 
cost due to the need of generating pre·synt hesis textures 
IFM K05 1· 

To overcome some of the shoncomi ngs of the ex isting 
patch based tex tu re synthesis appro:lches. we propose to 
use a geometric !> Ulf ace representation . namely the Bezier 
pol ygons. We show that the use of Bezier polygons enables 
the progressive compression of the surface representation 
mesh. th us ex tendin g the method 's appl icability to texture 
synthesis appli cat ions utilis ing bnndwiclth and resource 
constrained transmission media fo r data transmission . 
Further the use of the geometric sll rface based approach 
provides add ition;11 benefit s suc h as the ease of surface 
an imation. In addi tion the proposed approach usc" Discreet 
Wave let Transfo rm (OWT) do main leX' tu ft! rcprcsenrmion 
guided by user defined vector fie lds that enable progressive 
and realistic refinemen t o f tex ture on su rfaces. We show 
th at the tra nsfo rm domain tex ture representat io n 
considerabl y incre<lses the synthes is I'peed. We further 
di:)cuss that the llse o f Bezier polygons in surface 
representation enab leS high d;l(;I compression possibi li ty of 
3D mesh models and inc reases the overa ll tex ture syn thesis 
speed . Fina lly we point Out tha t the abovementioned 
spec ial features ex tend the propos(.-'d melhods applicability 
in d is tributed and/or co ll aborative gami ng and in digitn l 
mov ie appl ic:lI ion do mains. 

The fo llowi ng sec/ioll in troduces Ihe proposed 
approach giving part icular att ention to design and practi ca l 
detai ls. 

3. PrOI)Osed AlgQ ril hm 

For the purpose of clarity Ihe ex plamuions are organized 
il1lo separme sect io ns as fo llows: 

3. J. A n o \'en'i('w 

The basic logical now of the proposed al gori thm is 
illuslr;lled ill Figure J. T he p rocess begins with the readi ng 
of the Bezier control polygonal informatio n fro m the 
Bezier Patch li le (see sectio n 3.2) o f the 3D surface. 
SubsequemJy the lI ser interacti vely m:lI'ks the requ ired 
texture di rect ions o n the COnt ro l polygons in the form o f 
"ectors (sec section 3.3). All faces of the control polygons 
are then projected on to a 2D p lane (see section 3.4). In 
other words the user defi ned vec tor fi elds representing the 
ex.pected texture di recti ons al ong with the po lygona l faces 
gets projected on to Ihe 20 p lane. The first marked user 
defined vector is considered the anchor vecto r and is used 
to init iate vector p ropngatio n (see sectio n 3.3). It is noted 
that the time taken for vector propagation depends on the 
tim e spent by th e user in manuall y marki ng the vector 
fi e lds. 



Once the above process has been completed. the tex ture 
synthesis commences. where the texture of each Bezier 
polygon is sy nthes ized (see secti ons 3.5. 3.6. 3.7). Fina lly. 
the synthesized tex tures on control polygons are projected 
back on to the actua l Bezier patches represen ting the 3D 
surface. thus completin g the texture synthesis process (sce 
section 3.8). 

Read Bezier data and 

Mark user defined 
vectors 

Project the 
polygonal 
faces 10 Ihl! 
2D plane. 

~ 
ProjecI vectors (0 

Ihe2DP\ / 
Propagale the user 
define veclor on 
remaining 2D Faces 

Rotate all polygonal faces 
:I"i ner nronamlted vector 

+ 
Synthesize texture on con trol polygon 

+ 
Project texture on to the Belier surface 

Figure I: LogiCflJ flml ' (1' 'ht' proposed al/-?ori/hms 

The fo llowing sections provide further design and 
implementation details of each sub process of th e proposed 
tl!X lure synthesis approach. 

3.2. Parnmctri sation of Beziel' 11atches 

The process begins with Ihe reading of the fi le Ih,1I contains 
the Vel1ex data of the Bezier control 1>oIygons (i.e. the 
coordinates of the Bezier vertices I green dots in figure 2). 
Each Belier patch is subsequently parametrised 10 form a 
smOOl h surface defining a part of the surface of the 3D 
object. 

The process of parametrisation of a s ingle Bezier patch 
can be summarized as follows (for more detai ls readers are 
referred to I Bez06J): Given a Bezier patch. 'f . we firs t use 
the vertex data of the nine control points 10 parametrise the 
surface (see Figure 2) as. 

(a) (b) 

Figure2: (a) Green Colour: Control polygon poi nt~ of a 
Biquadratic surface. Red Colour: Smooth surface mesh 
generated using the control polygon (b) COIurol polygon 
mesh (note: for 9 control points 4 faces me defined). 

(3.1 I 

where Ul jare the weights defi ning tht: specific shape of the 

• . I smooth surface. \I I I are the Bern stelll VI!Clor~ an! 

b" k( t ), bm/ S) are a Bernstein polynomial calculateo 

as follows: 

If a ll the we ights arc non-zero this may be expres<.,ed a ... 

i( S.I) 
I ::7 .. b" , (I Ib. ,r s I {JJ, .N k . j 

L.~~~bn l ( I )b,~./ S ) (j)i ., 

0"5. S.t "5. I (3.2) 

where i' .~are the Bezier vertices. The va lues of 11 and 
" {~ , 

11/ determine the degree of the paramelrisation ; if 11 = III = 2 
the patch is sa id to be biquad ratic and if 11 = 111 = 3 it is said 
to be bi -cubic. Wit hi n the context ou r present research we 
have assumed a biquad ral ic paramelrisation. 

Subsequent 10 th e paramelrisalion of the Bezier 
patches. user inputlintervent ion is sought for defin ing the 
tangential vectors representing the texture directions on 
control polygons. This is discussed in dew il in the 
subsequen t section. 



3.3. User Oelined Tangenti al Vectors and their 
PrOI)agalion 

The most freq uentl y used approach in maintaining rea lism 
in 3D texture synthesis is IQ allow the lIser to interactively 
specify texture direction s (user defined tangential vectors) 
on selected patches. which are (i. e. the directions) 
subsequently propagatt!d to provide the texture direct ions 
of all other patches defin ing the surface. 

In our approach the user initially marks tex ture 
directions on a selected number of faces (note: minimum of 
one face is required). The algorithm then considers one of 
the marked faces (usuall y the one selected fi rs t) 10 be a 
' seed fnce' and will select a neighbouri ng non- marked face 
to commence vector propagation. 

The vector field (T, ) of a non marked face. Co is 

calculated as fo llows: 

(3.3 ) 

where '1",,( is th e vector fi eld o f the non-marked face (i .e. 

the field being ca1cu latt!d) and Tf.l ' Tf ~_I'" T" n represent 

the vector tields o f the face ·s. /I-connected neighbourh ood. 
(nort!: in our experiments f/=9). Starring tiu/Il a ncighbori ng 
b loc k of the seed face we use the above equat ion to 
propagate the texture fi eld to cover all non-m arked faces of 
the 3D object. 

Once T, ~ is obtai ned using equat ion 3.3. it may well 

be placed out side th e face. Therefore WI! move the vector 

fie ld so that it will be rest ricted withi n the face. T,.I"· ' as 

follows : 

T,., · = 'I" ,.r * a I + T ,.r * a 2 

where. 

and ht . b2 are the fac!! basis vectors. 

( 3.4 ) 

(3.5) 

The vector fields thu s obtained :Ire used for the 
appropriate rotation of the face before being projected to 
the 20 plane (see sec tion 3.4). Thi s resu lt s in minimi zing 
distortion il tthe patch boundaries. 

3.4. Project 30 Face on 10 20 Pla ne 

To synthesize a texture on a face of the Bezier control 
polygon. one need!\ to appropriately align and project the 
face onto the rexture spac!!. Tile mapping between concrol 
polygon faces and planer pol ygons on the texture space 
should be isomet ric. i.e .. persevering both angle and 
distance. 

The alignment and projection procedure is illustrated 
in figure 3. A given arbitrary surface Fl (PI' P2. P3• PJ ) ca n 
be assumed to be comprised of two triangles Le. ' 1= L\ (PI, 

PJ . P4) and I ~=l!r. (PI' P2. P-l) (See Figure 3 (a)). wilh the 
surface normals denoted by NI' N2. T he angle between the 
normal of eac h triangle and normal of the 20 plane Co 
which it is to be projected is measured initia ll y. 
Subsequen tly the vertices of each trian gle are rowted such 
that thei r normal s are ali gned with the normal of the 20 
h!X lUre space. Fina lly the adjusted vertices are projected 011 

to the 20 texture space (see Fi gure 3 (b)) :Hlcl the two 
tria ngles are then combined together (see Fi glll" t! 3 (d» 
carefu ll y suc h that no overl ap occurs (note: addi tiona l 
d isplacement of \!ert ices of the shared edges of the two 
triangles ma y be req uired ). In fi gure 3. the arb itra ry Bt:zicr 
surface. FI is ro tated/ali gned and projected as F" I (1" 1, p'! . 
1" 3' P'~) (See Figure 3 (b)) on the 20 texture space. 

In carrying out the above explained project ions. if a 
given Belier polygon has been 'lssigned <I user defined 
vector field. it is appropriately tmn sferred to its projection 
in the tex ture space. Subsequen tly follOw ing the vector 
fie ld propagation procedu re explained in section 3.3. the 
user defined. projected vector fields ;Ire propagated to 
obtain the vector fie lds of all projected polygons. All 
projec ted faces are fina lly rotated so that thei r vector tields 
(i.e. Vectors that define their intended texture direction ) are 
aligned with the y-d irection of the texture space (see Figure 
3 (c) and (d). Le .. F"1 is rotated ro F"I (P"l' P"2' P", . p"J) in 
order 10 obtain a desired , reali stic tex ture pattern on 
slllf ace. 

These faces are then moved 10 the tt:xll1re spact: ;11ld 

arranged nex t to each other as illustrated ill Figure 3 (d). 
Su bsequently we assign the tex ture space 10 th e 
cOlTespond ing control polygon faces. Then we begin with 
th e act ual tex ture synt hes is process which is described in 
the next secti on. 

,

1" , 1". 
1", 4If 

P', 

I' (a) (b) 

(c) 



(d) 

Figure 3 : 3D !ace.\' tu 2D faces 

3.5. Texture Syn thesis on Control Poi)'gons 

3.5.1 Tex l u rcSJ'nth~s is Appl'o6lc-h 

Figure 4 illustrates the b lock diagram of the tex ture 
syn thesi): proces~ on a control pol ygon. The texlUre 
syn thesis process starts by applying a /I-level (11= 1.2.3 used 
in our experiments) 2 1) DWT (e.g. I-Iaar Transform) on 
"ample texture image. which is denoted a~ I ,,,,npk' The 
application of .. ing lc level 20 DWT on the s;lInple texture 
result s in a set of componerll images i.e. sub-bands. as 
foHows: 

(/ /1,. 1 HII' f 1111' J HNJ· {WIT( f -.pi, ) I JJi ) 

Where I /J.I ' / 111,1 ' / 'JII ' 11/11 I are the texllIre image sub

bands corresponding respectively to low-reSOlut ion 
approx imation . venic.l! detail s. horizonlal details and 
diago nal detail s of sample tex lUn:. Similarly 200 levcl and 
3nl level decompositions are obtained by applyIng DWT to 
the low-resolution sub- band ~ of previous decomposition 
level. Th is can be mathematically represen led as follows. 

( I u.1' 1 Hl r l l1u' ' III,!)= /Jwr( I u, ) ( 3.7) 

( I u ,·1 HI ,. I ,JI,· I HH')= IJWf( ' w) (3. R) 

( I ,Lo." I H'".,· / /Jlo./· / HI/o.,) = DWl'( / u,,) (3. 9 J 

from n-level we extract low-resol ution and diagonal detail 

bands i.e. l u. and I HHto- ' 

We generali ze the notation used in equation (3.6)

(3. 10) as J" where pE {LL, HL,LH ,HH ) and 

l e {O.l.2, .. I1} where I' represents the sub-bands wi thin 

e:lc h decomposition level (LL-Iow resolution. LH
horizontal. HL- venical. ,·11-1 diagonal) and I represent the 
decomposition level. DWl' represent the forward disc rete 
wavelet transform . 

The basic idea of proposed algorithm is 10 synthesize 
textu re on control polygons of a given surface. Let Bu""." 

represent a genera l polygonal block of decomposed sample 
image located at pos ition (x. y) rellllive to the sub-b:l1ld s (p. 

I)'s o rigin. 

3N Lcvel1ed DWT Image 

Paste block of shape and 
size of face on control 

- . pol",on I EZIV/IJIV/' 

.-
• 

__ Best Match 
Location 

LL3 and BB3 band~ 

I 

LU and HHJ band 

t 

Find n \!X I best m:llch 

Figure 4: ProlJC.Jsetl block diagral/l for lextl/re sJlIlhe~'is 01/ 
cOlllml,IOIYK()1I .l'urj(u:es. 

Initiall y we randomly pi ck block 8 11,,'., 0! from the 

sampl e text ure image with iden tica l size and shape to th;tt 
of the contro l po lygon face . Th is randomly created texture 
block is mapped to the con trol polygon surface !\hown in 
figure 4. I Note: the deta ils of Ihe mapping process are 
described in section 3.7.J 

In locating the next bloc k to be synthcsized. we cut a 
8 pi xel wide tcmplate of pixels along the ed ge of already 
synlllesized. neigh boring blocks. apply a 3 leve! DWT 
decompos it ion on the templat e block and extract low
resolution and d iagonal deta il bands which are used for 
searching in sample LL3 and HH 3 bands. Best l1latch ing 
block can be found by min imiz ing th e L2 norm. 

To speed up the b lock matching we only use all 
coefficient s of the LLn and HHn sub-bands for matching. 
In our experi ment where 11=3 and a sample tex ture s ize of 
256 x 256 is used. o ut of the 65536 possib le coefficients. 
we o nly use 1024 coefficien t i.e. 1/64 of total lll11uber 
coeffi cient in the sampl e texlll re. Therefore the matching 
speed is signi fic'lIltly enhallced. III order /0 achieve good 
quality on surface these approac h is not always appl icable 
all the time. Depends on the texture panem these 
coefficients can be increases o r decreases. EZW algori thm 
can be used fo r the coeffic ie nt priorili sation 10 further 
reduce compl ex ity. 



In general. if 8 ,11101.,n and 1i""'!'!1 are two randomly 

shaped blocks to be matched . we say B II/{xl.) L) is the best 

match for 8 ,.,,( .2 . .'21 if d ( B pI(.lI.,' IJ, /J I>I( .2 .)'21 ) is 

minimum fo r all possible Bp, blocks. which is calcu lated 

as, 

tl ( '~ <'~'.'I' 1:f ,~", J"" 

'£: /111I1J. li.jJ- llIl l, (t.jJf+flUtltr.., U.j)-dfi,,~ ,,,(i.JJt'1 (lIO) 

Where dBI'/:m edge is zone of block B I'/( ,f.,) and i.j is 

an element (coefficient) within the edge zone. 
Finally the overlap area of the best mmching edge is 

blended with tlte overlapped W'ca of the origina l block 
using weighted edge bending (see secti on 3.5.2 for more 
detai ls). The non-overlapping area of the block is picked 
from fhe sample te,..;lure and subsequently appended 10 the 
~ynthesi7.ed textu re. Thi s process is contin ued till all the 
face'" of control polygon arc mapped. In some cases we 
have considered two or more overhippin g areas for finding 
the best match. The pos~ibil it y of having three or four 
edges is rare. 

3 .5.2 Dircctiona l Weighted Ed ge Blending 

Perfo rming teXlUre blending within 2D teXlUre synthesis is 
much simp ler as compared 10 performing il wi!llin 3D 
texture synthesis, The changes that occur in the direction of 
texture blending when the direction of texture syn thesis 
changes is considered 11 key chnllenge that needs to be 
faced. Tex ture sy nthesis over 3D faces Illostly depend on a 
user defines vector fie ld and propagalion of vectors. For 
any quadri lateral face there are four directi on of blending 
(see tigure 4). 

Figure 5: FOllr direction of blelldillg 

It is observed Ihat to o btain a perfect match between 
two nei ghbouring faces. is rme. T herefure to minimize the 
effecls of ,1rlifacls al se:l1115 of patches, edge blending can 
be carried ou\. To this effect we propose the use of a pixel 
domain. weighted edge blending function . The geneml idea 
of weighted edge blending is based on gradually reducing 
the luminance contribution made by a neighbouring face to 
its se:'lIn. while moving away 10 Ihe 'Idjoin ing face across 
the seam. The 

Let HI represent an empiricall y deli ned matrix c,lpable 
of performing weiglJled edge blending in Ihe pi xel domain. 
via matrix mu ltiplicat ion w ith the overlnp area . Note: The 
sile of W is depended 011 the width of the overlap. In our 
e:o: periments we have assumed a width of overlap o f eight 
pi xels and have therefore defined W to be of size IV .\' IV 

(\II :: widrli). 

0.0 0 11 0 Q Q 0 11 
Q ". 0 11 0 11 

Q 0 U .. o 0 Q 0 0 

11' .. 
0 0 0 Q 0 0 0 

Q 0 0 0 . Q 0 0 
/ ).In 

Q 0 0 Q 0 0 0 

Q 0 0 11 0 0 ( 11 -211" 11 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 I" -Ill" 

Note that the overlap area of th e two adjo ining faces 

are denoted by Edgt"u(.w an EdgeM "". -rhe resu lting 

blended overl ap area. Ol>l"'''''''/Ilpcan be represented by. 

13./2 ) 

where I i.lt"r is an identity matrix. Note th at Edge/ollll• and 

Ec/ge2"1"" are of size IV x "eiglll. 

Figure 6: Swap dire('lioll of blelldillg 

Assume thnt FI is already a textured face. Therefore 
when texturing F) we use Eq (3. 12) as the blending 
funct ion . where dJ is overlapped on d l :md blended. When 
texturin g F2 • d) is overlapped with dJ In the above caSe it is 

important tQ dec ide whether w should multipl y Edgel"/"I' 

or Edge],.!"" . It is decided on basis of whetht:r the pi xcI 

value of the inside edge of a lready sy nthesized texwred to 
undergo a change or would remain same. If it is to change 
then we swap th e blending direction around and equati on 
can be rewril(en ns fo "ollls: 

( 3. /3 ) 

The above bl endin g approach helps in keeping the blended 
surface smooth. i.e .• \rtifact free. 

3.6. Projection orTcxture on to a Smooth Surface 

In order to project texture from Ihe con tro l polygon to th e 
smooth surface, initiall y we calculate a length/di stance 
between each of Ihe con tro l poin rs of (he confro l polygon. 
using the standard d istance formula between two control 
poin ts in 3D space. Subsequentl y depending on these 
disr:mces and using lhe correspondence belween point s. we 
calculate the relative location of projections o f these paints 

on the smoot h surface. parameterized by 0 S S, r ~ I . We 



then decide on the area of projection from the cont rol 
polygona l mesh to the smooth surface. 
For clarity of presentation the projection of texture on a 
single d imension (i.e. a Bezier curve) can be presen ted as 
follows: Assume that cun'c c ' (see Figure 7) is generated 
u~ing four cont rol points PI' P2' I) ,. P4 via the use of the 
Bezier curve equ:l1 ion 3. /6 . F11I1her th e lines. PI to 1'2. 1'2 
to I) ~ and I'} to 1'4 are assumed already textured (see Figure 
7). We caicu /me [he length between these controJ poin ts. as 

s;,y 11, (~ and fJ The total length Ir,/. between the control 

points is c;ll culated as the sum. 

k 

IT .k = I /i (3.1 ~ ) 
;=1 

Where I, is the di stance bClween two adjacent cont rol 
points. and k is the lotal number of adjacent pairs o f control 
poin ts. We normal ize all the con trol point lengt hs to a unit 

length /j. which is cal cul ated as. 

• 
IT .• 

I k 
=- I I 

IT i = J I 
(3.15) 

Once the parameteriziltion of the curve has been 
comp leted as desc ribed above. project ing the tex1l1re on to 
the CU1"\'C becomes fairly strai ghtforward. It wa" mentioned 
lh:lt the tex ture on line segmen t PI 10 P2 gets projected on 
to the smooth curve 1' 1 to )1 ' 2 where 1" 2 can be calcu lated 
using the fo llowing Bezier curve equation. as: 

OS I;, < I. (3.16) 

where OJj are the weights defining the speci fi c shape of 

Ihe smoOlh surface. / I ;Ire the Bernstein vectors and 

bm,j( s) is a Bernstein polynomial. The tex ture 

projection in general is represented as follows: 

Texture (c '(s») =- Texture (P(s)) 0::; s::; 1 (3.17) 

Therefore in general a patch call be tex tured lIs ing the 
fol lowing equation. 

Textu re (smooll! pau:11 (I, 5)) := 
Tex ture (comro( polygoll (t,s)) 0511', , "5. 1 

(]. 18) 

P,(x,y,z) I , 
I----?~----i 

P,(x,y,z) 

o 

I , 

P,(x,y,z) 

1 

Figure 7: Basic l)I"ojecliol1 tlp/Jrum'" 

We used the above projection approach to project teXlllfc 
from Ihe control polygon 10 ,I given s mooth surface . 
(Figu re 8(a) and 8(b) illustmtes the mapping of texture 
from the control polygons onto the smooth rat ion:ll 
surface). 

Note that the closer the control polygon is to the smooth 
sUlface repre'lcntation. lesser di stortion in projection will 
occu r and vice -ver"a . 

(a) (b) 

Figure 8 : (a) Texlllre Oil COl/lrol polygon (b) Prujeclio/l 
f roll/ coltfrvl Polygol/ ((J sm(J(J11t sll/fill·e. 

3.7. Progressh'c Textu re Synlhesis 

Jn order 10 achieve progressive nature of textu re synthesis 
on surfaces. we adopted Shapiro' s EZW idea {Sha931 
which is based on the observation that larger wavelet 
coeffi c ient s are more visuall y important th an small er 
coeffi cients. In our work we have assumed that w.lVele t 
coeffic ient values with magnitudes above a given threshold 
are considered significant. The thresho ld provides the 
minimum number coeffi cient for [he besl possible 
perceptua l quality. Thi s thresho ld (I) is ca1cu l3led using 
equation (3. ! 9) based on the magnilUde of wavelel 
coeffi cients of decomposed samp le image. 

where MAX() means the maximum coeffici ent value. K is a 

con slant and LL .. lx.yl denOles a general coefficien t in 



LL. sub-band . A mas k is c reated fo r the coeffi cients of 

sub- bands. which art! larger than the threshold and ignoring 
all o thers (i.e. sett ing to zero). This results in perceptuall y 
signi ficant freq uency componen ts being protected and used 
ill lhe m:llch ing. Fi na lly ,l/l in verse DWT is applied on 10 
the masked su b-band decompos it ion, obtaining the 
resu lti ng tex ture in the pixel domai n. Th is can be expressed 
generall y as: 

(B II ... . , ) ::: EZII'IDIVT lB JJA. B JJM ,B Ih
A

' B }/H. ) - (3 .20) 

The above equ mion can produce discrete qual ity 
levels of textu re dependi ng on threshold or nu mber of 
coefficients netXIed to be considered. Image qual ity can be 
increased by decreasi ng the thresho ld i.e. the K constan t 
and vies-versa. Note that the func tion EZW/DlVr above 
represent an EZW constrained inverse d iscrete wavelet 
transform. When progressive tex ture synthesis is req uired 
we replace the normal tex ture mapping process with the 
above EZW based approach (see figure 12). 

3.8. Texture Map ping Apl) rOach 

In our implementation initially we create so-call ed. 
propagating seed vector di rections. which are then used to 
smoothe n the surface vector fi eld. However al tern ati vely a 
Il umher of other surface vecto r fi eld tec hniq ues (Wd
Levoy, 200 1: Turk 2002: Ying eta!' 200 1) can be used 10 
rcplace the ;tppro:lch we ha ve sel ected above . O nce vector 
fields are assigned to all cOlltro l po lygon faces. we then 
rOtate all the faces (lccord ing to tangenti al vector field and 
slll1'ace normal. thu s pl(lci ng all faces in the same 2D plane. 
Using a modified vers ion of Soucy et al.. 1996, :lpproac h 
(Note: modified from using triangle 10 using polygon) a 
tex ture map. T is created. For each face of the cOll trol 
polygon. we calculate the bounding box of the face and 
then map it to a correspond ing f:lce in T in com pact fo rm. 
i .t!. wilh no :,pace being wasted. The t:1CCS in T arc texlUred 
using the com:spondi ng best matching block. The face') in 
T that we use are o f non-uniform size that are a bener fit to 
the shape and size. It i:, noted th at the result ing texture can 
be rendered on the control pol ygon surfaces at interactive 
rates. T he images illustrated in section-4 (See figure 9, 10 
and 11 ) were rendered in this manner using 256 x 256 
tex tures. The models used in ou r ex periments are 
composed of smooth surfaces having between 1000 to 
20000 faces. whereas th e control polygons used consisted 
of lOO faces 10400 faces ( It can be fU11her increase to 11 

faces). We have observed that these su rfaces render at real
time rates, 

4. Es pcrimenhl l Result ~md Ana lysis 

In order to analyse the performance of proposed algorilhm 
and 10 show that surfaces can be rendered effectively. we 
have implemen ted Ihe proposed algorit hms using OpenGL. 
C++. 

Experiments were performed on a d iverse range of 
tex ture samp les that include regular, near-regul ar, irregular 
and slochastic I Lin I textures. Results il1ustraled ill fi gures 
9. IQ, 11 and 12 ind ic:ue the abili ty of proposed tech nique 
to effi c iently m:lp on to arbi lrary slI rfaces such Utah 

T eapot. Cu p and geometric surfaces such a<;. Cyclide, 
T orus and S phere with minimal visual art ifact. 

Figure 9 illust rates the complete cycle of the proposed 
tes tu re synthesis process on Bezier surfaces. Figures 10 
and 1 I show a w ide variety o f tex ture samples being 
textured on surfaces. T~.b l e- I illustrates the level o f 
transform used to generate the resu ll. We have used 
di ffe ren t leve ls of wavelet transforms fo r di fferent 
tex tures. such as the stochastic It!xture can bt! synthesize 
usi ng )nl level of transfo rm where as rl!gu lar. irregular 
texturf;! clln syclIhesizoo in 2nd level of transform :md /lC;" 

regu l:lr texture on I ,( level of transfo rm. Synt he~ i zing speed 
is varies it depends on the pattern of tex ture and number of 
patches. The Table I and 2 shows thc summary of texture 
patt erns and wavelet tran sform used for the result shown in 
Figure 10 and 11. 

Model T exlu re Pa lt ern No of Level 
Pl.ltches " Tea 0 1 Re ular 32 2 

Tea Near-S loc has tic 32 3 
Tea Irregular 32 2 
Tea Near Re ' ular 32 I 
CII Irrc1!ular 26 2 
Cu Stochastic 26 3 
e ll ) Near-Stoc has lic 26 3 
CUI) Reg ular 26 2 

Tab le 1: Arbitrary surface 

Model Text ure Palt ern No of Leve l 
Patches " 

f-oT:cO!!ru~s _I--'N~'e",a'.:r-2'Stocha5t ic 16 ) 
f-oT:cO!!ru~s _ 1-"11T"..Se20'u!!,1 ar I 6 2 
~T~0~rU~S~~I~rr~ee'~I~'la~r----~~1~6----+~2~--~ 
I--;T~O!!ru~s ,-~N~' e",a'.:r-2'Stoc has l ic 16 ) 
1--OC;;;~cg!id",e'--1-~S!-"loc~h~aslic 16 3 

Cyclide I rregu la'-"---------f-!-�6~----t--:!2~--~ 
~S~pll~le-re~-S~I-oc~h--as"l ic~------~8------~3--~ 
~S~DII~le~re~~Re~g'u~lar ________ _L~8 ____ ~~2 __ ~ 

Ta ble2: G eometric surface 

To further ex tend the functionality of pro posed 
method. we have ex tended Oll r work to progressive tex tu re 
synthesis on surfaces. We have performed a wide ran ge of 
experiment'). Figures J2 nnd 13 shows lhm leX lUre can be 
synthesized at seamlessly different levels of qualit y on 
surfaces; Figure 12 and 13 illustrates the synthes is of 
irregular tex tu re of ani mal skin on Uta h teapot. It is evident 
from the result that 2% of information from sample tex ture 
is sufficient to cre:lte texture with sufficie ntly rough 
qua lity. By increas ing the pe rcen tage of coeffic ie nt. the 
quality of the tex ture C<1Il be seamlessly improved. Furt her 
experimen ts reveal that 20% of coefficients was sufficient 
to synthesise a texture visuall y equal 10 the tex ture th at call 
be synthes ized when all coefficient are lllil ized . Due to 
space Iimilalion we have res(riC loo the number of d iscrete 
texture results 10 eight. where as the proposed met hod is 
capable to of p rogressively synthesis texture at seaml ess ly 
d ifferen t nu mber of le"e ls. Progressive texture synthe~i s 



give the added advantage of being able to truncate a bit 
stream represent ing the sample texture at an y intermediate 
stage still being able to synthesize tex ture at some 
intermediate quality level. The resu lts prove that our 
techn ique can be eXlCnded to many surface topologies. 

5_ Conclusion and Future Work 

W e have int roduced a novel wavelet based searchi ng 
approach to synthesize texture and progress ive tex ture. on 
Bezier surfaces. We have presented the methods and 
algori thms in detail along wilh possible appl ications and 
;ldvantage~. The proposed method has Ihe capability of 
syn thesizing tex ture at se:unlessly differelll qualify seuings. 
a functional ity which is nOI possible vi a existing state-of
the art t!!chniq ues. 

The use of visual prioriti sation of information in the 
"ample image duri ng texture synthesis allows the task to be 
cnrried out at a higher speed but at an equivalent visual 
qual it y leve l. We show that the proposed approach is 
cornputational1y effi cient. resu lts in good qunl ity tex ture 
synthesis. and is appli cable in bandwidth li mited chnnnel 
applications such as rl;! mote visua lization. We have shown 
that the control polygon strategy llsed can be ex tended to 
cover ~ynt h~sizing tex ture on rlHmy 3D objects wilh 
arbi lfiJry !lur/ilce IOpoJogy. 

The popular Wang li le approach for synt hesizing 
t~x ture on surfaces can be pluged-in to our :Ipproach of 
synthes izi ng texture wilh minor modi fication. [n future this 
can be casi Iy pluged-i n 10 OPENG L renderi ng 
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• campi Figure 9' A process cle cycle of the proposed le xture synthesis 

Figure 10' T • . eX lUre synlh " e.~ I S on Ih T e eapol and Cup 



(c) Irregular 
Stochastic 

(I) Irregular 

(g) Slochaslic 

Figure 11 : Tex tu re sYnlhcsis on a Torus. Cyclide and a Sphere 



(d) 10% Coefficients A ll Cc>efficien ls 

FigUl"C 12: lIIusl rmin g progressive texture synthesis on the Teapot 



2% Coefficients 4% Coeffic ients 

7% Coefficients 10% Coefficients 

15% Coeffic ients 20% Coefficients 

Figure 13 : Ill ustrating progressive tex ture syn tlv.:sis on the Teapot 
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